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to Garrison at open
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News In Brief

Carter wants less turnover on MSU board of regents

Deadline nearing for participation
in 1988 MSU Homecoming parade
Friday, Sept. 9, is the deadline for entries in the 1988 Homecoming
parade at Murray State University.
Entry forms may be picked up between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
weekdays in the Student Government Association (SGA)office on the
first floor of the Curris Center.
"Games People Play" is the theme for the 65th annual celebration,
scheduled Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.
An organizational meeting for all parade participants will be held
at 5 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 15, in the SGA office.
Additional information may be obtained by contacting Jeanie
Morgan at (502) 762-6951.

Slowing the rate of turnover on
the board of regents at Murray
State University is one of the
hopes expressed by Robert C.
Carter of Hopkinsville as he
began the 1988-89 school year as its
chairman.
Carter, a regent since early 1987
who became chairman in July,
sees greater continuity as a factor
that will enable those on the
10-member governing board to be
better informed on issues that con-

front the university.
"Records show that 30 different
people have served on the board in
the last five years," he pointed
out, "and that makes it very difficult for them to learn enough to
fit in the system effectively and to
apply their individual expertise in
the most productive way."
Carter noted that only one board
member has served longer than
four years and said "that kind of
drastic change is traumatic for the

board, the university and its
administration."
Looking ahead for the next year,
the chairman expects the seven
standing committees of the board
to be much more involved in studying issues and in making recommendations to the full board.
''Not only will regents on the
committees gain understanding
and add to their knowledge on
specific issues, they will have a
greater sense of providing mtan-

Tennessee Gov. McWherter will be
Banana Festival parade grand marshal

Elsewhere
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS

Convention watching
In average number of hours per U.S televisron household of vtewmg
conventtons on network televIston

Democrat
7

6

4

Republican

3

(Cont'd on page 2)

32 Leadership
Murray alumni
are guests at
MSU luncheon

The 26th International Banana Festival parade will be held Saturday, Sept. 24 at 10:30 a.m. Tennessee's Gov. Ned Ray McWherter will
serve as Grand Marshal for this year's parade.
Featured in the parade will be floats, beauty queens, dignitaries,
marching bands, Shrine clubs, antique cars and the famous 1-ton
banana pudding, which serves 10,000 people.
Gov. McWherter will serve the first banana pudding immediately
following the parade.
Everyone is invited to attend and enjoy the festivities which includes free banana pudding for everyone.

WASHINGTON — The Senate is preparing to act on proposed new
limits on textile, apparel and shoe imports, giving little heed to complaints that it is reverting to protectionism.
WASHINGTON — An election-year bookkeeping change pushed by
the Reagan administration will cause official estimates of the- U.S.
trade deficit to drop $1.5 billion a month, even though the actual imbalance won't have changed at all.
NEW YORK — The main defendants in a massive insider trading
lawsuit against the investment firm Drexel Burnham Lambert Inc.
and the head of its pioneering junk bond business say they welcome
the fight as a chance for vindication.
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, Wyo. — A "firestorm'.
destroyed 17 buildings inside the Old Faithful Geyser tourist complex, but officials were confident the conditions would ease.
BRADENTON, Fla. — More rain was expected after a three-day
deluge sent flood waters through northern Florida, sweeping away a
motorist and forcing 1,000 people to flee.
OF POLITICS — Presidential rivals George Bush
THE.
and Michael Dukakis stressed their concern for the security of Israel
while sharply criticizing each other, with Bush saying Dukakis waffles on creation of a Palestinian state and Dukakis accusing the
'Republicans of selling weapons to Israel's foes.

ingful input into the workings of
the university," he said.
Several issues have surfaced
repeatedly during his tenure as a
regent, according to Carter. He
thinks a more structured and
more active committee system
will enable the board to resolve
them in a more timely manner.
"Instead of continuing to roll
these around and chew on them,

Murray State University Director of School Relations Paul Radke introduced his staff to a group of Leadership Murray Alumni at a luncheon hosted by MSU President Dr. Kala M. Stroup Wednesday. Stroup held the
luncheon to show the university's appreciation to Leadership Murray for serving ice cream to parents and
students in the Surruner Orientation program this year.
Staff photo by De% id Tui k

Thirty-two members of the
Leadership Murray Alumni were
the luncheon guests of Murray
State on Wednesday, Sept. 7, in
recognition of their contribution to
three Summer Orientation sessions-for incoming stilt:lents.
President Kala M. Stroup was
the hostess for the event to express
appreciation to Leadership Murray for its involvment as planner
and host of ice cream socials for
parents in the Murray-Calloway
County Park.
She said many parents who
visited the campus and community with their children for Summer
Orientation made favorable comments about the active role of
townspeople in the recruitment of
students.
"They were impressed with the
way you demonstrated the ex(Cont'd on page 2)

Theme set for 65th homecoming festivities
"Games People Play" is the He will lead the procession from
theme for Murray State Univer- the Murray court square, down
sity's 65th annual homecoming, ..Main street to 15th Street beginnscheduled Friday and Saturday, ing at 9:30 Saturday morning.
Sept. 30 and Oct. 1.
Mains attended Murray state
"We picked that theme because from 1948-51 and played on MSC's
of this being an Olympic year and first three OVC championship
because of Murray State's OVC teams. He Was named an ALL.
and NCAA recognition," said OVC tackle in 1950 and 1951.
Stephanie Stephens, a senior from
He played for the Lions from
Marion, Ill., and chairman of the 1953-61 and was a member of two
1988 Homecoming committee. world champion teams.
"We wanted to show our appreciaThe parade will be televised live
tion for all sports at MSU."
via Murray Cablevision, Channel
Former Detroit Lion Gilbert 34. Large-screen television viewMains of Grosse Pointe Farms, ing will be available in The Stables
Mich., will serve as grand mar- on the first floor of the Curris
shal of the Homecoming parade. Center.

Murray State will face OVC foe
Tennessee Technological University in this year's Homecoming
football game, which kicks off at 2
p.m. Saturday.
Although much attention is
focused on Saturday's festivities.
a full slate of tournaments and
reunions is planned on Friday.
Miss Stephens noted.
Competition in the 19th annual
Homecoming Golf Tournament at
the MSU Foundation's Frances E.
Miller Memorial Golf Course and
the 13th annual Homecoming Tennis Tournament on the University
Tennis Courts is scheduled to
begin Friday morning.

Tee times available for the golf
tournament are 8 a.m. and 1 p.m.
Golfers may reserve tee times__
form their own foursomes and or
reserve golf carts by calling the
course at )502 762-2238. Private
carts will be permitted for the
tournament.
A minimum contribution of $25
per player to support the Murray
State golf team rOrust be received
by Friday, Sept. 23, to guarantee a
tee time. Reservations should be
sent to Miller Memorial Golf
Course, Route 6 Box 347A, Murray, Ky., 42071.
(Cont'd from page 18)
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m.. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p.m. Saturday are urged to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturday.
Office Hours — 8 a.m. - 5 p.m
Monday through Friday, 8
a.m. -12 p.m. Saturday

Forecast
Tonight: Mostly clear. Low
55 to 60 South wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny. High
in the mid 80s.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
Saturday through Monday calls
for partly cloudy conditions
each day with highs mostly in
the mid-70s to low 80s. Lows
will be mainly in the 50s.

Soldier urges
Calloway to
vote dry after
losing family
MURRAY,.Ky. (AP) — A Fort
Knox soldier who lost his family in
the nation's worst drunken driving
accident tearfully urged about 400
Murray residents to oppose an upcoming legal liquor referendum.
1st Sgt. Lee Williams lost his
wife and two daughters in the
crash of a church bus that claimed
27 lives May 14 in northern
Kentucky.
"I feel that I paid a supreme
penalty," Williams said before
speaking to the group Tuesday
night, "i lost my wife and two little girls. I'd ilk' -to know if there's
anybody else willing to pay that
price for drunk driving."
The May 14 crash occurred
when a pickup truck driven by an
allegedly drunken driver slammed head-on into the bus owned by
the First Assembly of God in
Radcliff.
(Conedfrom page 18)

Jennifer Crawley of the l'iggly Vi iggly store in NtUrrav, left...peaks with Laura Clayipeolidering Wednesday
Job Fair at Murray Slate University. The fair, sponsored by the M51: Stuildit MOW Attseciation, the
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce and tbe.MSI Student GovernmentAssociation. was design
ed to compile student employment data for local businesses. Claypoole is a freshmsn from Princeton.
Moil Oats by Rival Wilson
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Become a Patron for the

• y

MCMA drive over.
but tickets are
still available
The Murray Civic Music
Association's 30th annual
membership drive came to a dose
Saturday.
However, the option to purchase
tickets has been extended to accommodate the many members

Rembarship

Fess

Adults
Students
Family

$20 00
$1000
$45 00

Murray Civic Music Association
1988-89 Season
Adult
Student
Family
_ Adult
Student

Family membership consists of two adults and
any number of Children under one root

Patron Categories
"Patron -gift of $15 to $49 above cost
membership
"Sustaining Patron"-gift ot $50 to $99
above cost of membership

who were out of town during drive
week
Those interested in purchasing
season tickets can use the coupon
printed next to this article, or can
call Eddie Mae Outland at 753-7340
for more information

Address

City

State

Zip

Toiephone

"Bertafactor"-giftof $100 of more above
-•

Date

cost of membership

"Corporate Sponsor"-gift

of $100 of
more by a business or corporation

No .
No
No
No

Membership Fee
Check_ Cask:—
Patron Contribution $
Check_ Cash_
Total
•

Mali. checks payable to Murray Civic Association. Detach coupon and mail your payment to

Above: one of the
begun in 1958. Th
growth in service
Center, right, now
held Sept. 17-29 to
acclaimed prograi

Edda/ Mao Outland, 107 N. 17th, Murray, Ky 42071 502-753-7340

W•A•'
Carter...
(Coat'd from page 1)
we need to deal with them and go
on to something else. They take up
too much time and don't go away

unless we take actiOn On them."
Murray State's record in the
area of academics has been particularly impressive to Carter
since he came on the board.
As I learned about the number
of nationally accredited pro-

Confiscated

Calloway County Sheriff's Department Deputies Pat Paschall, above,
and Kenny Collins confiscated four marijuana plants consisting of 148
branches ranging from 10-15 feet tall: The marijuana was valued at approximately $3,500. Paschall and Collins confiscated the marijuana
recently after receiving information of its whereabouts. An investigation is still under way. but no arrests have been made .at this time, a
spokesman said.

grams, the high ACT scores of
entering freshmen and the percentage of athletes who earn degrees,
I developed a very real sense of
pride about accomplishments on
the academic side." '
He would like to see a concerted
effort made to devise a more aggressive and comprehensive
marketing strategy for using that
kind of information.
"Considerable attention needs
to be given to a 'plan that will
enable us to tell the story of Murray State so people will read it or
listen to it," he proposed. "Pursuing that kind of initiative will help
us immensely."
Carter acknowledged that fiscal
restraints have made retention of
faculty and staff a problem of
great concern to the board. Yet he
feels Murray State has done well
considering the level of funding
since 1980.
"Keeping quality personnel has
been extremely difficult over the
past few years in view of our
limited resources," he pointed
out. "However, we have been successful because the faculty and
staff honestly recognize that the
administration has done
everything it can to pay the
highest possible salaries." '
Carter sees the future tinted with
some optimism.
He advocates developing a
closer working relationship with
"the people who rule our destiny
— legislators, the Council on
Higher Education and the governor" — in order to make them
more aware of Murray State's real
needs.
He believes Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson is determined to make
certain that all agencies and institutions of state government
demonstrate the highest degree of
fiscal responsibility.
"Before higher education gets
more resources, he insists on seeing evidence of better resource
management," Carter said. "If
I'm reading him right, he wants
better education, but he also want
to make sure he's getting the biggest bang for his buck."

The Green Plain
Church of Christ
Invites You To Hear The Preaching Of The

rf•

Bill Gwmann

Germann being promoted, transferred
The Kroger Company has announced the- promotion and relocation of William Germano to its
manufacturing facility in Cincinnati, Ohio. Germann will assume
the position of General Manager of
the State Ave. manufacturing
facility effective Sept. 12.
Germann has held the position
of plant manager at Kenlake
Foods since the plant began operations in Murray in 1982.
He has been an active participant in community activities since
his arrival here. He has worked
with the Murray Rotary Club having served on the board of directors for three terms and has headed the Existing Industry Committee of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce, where
he has been active in attracting

Luncheon...
(Cont'd from page I)
cellent working relationship between the university and the community," she told the group. "For
your participation ancryor the
positive impact it has had we say
thank you."
Area churches, the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce and several other local
organizations assisted with the
project, which also included guided tours of Murray for the visiting
parents.

new businesses to Murray. He has
served as a campaign chairman
for the Boy Scout fund drive and
has worked as captain for large
business donations for the Community Theatre. He served on the
Main Street Murray project and
recently participated in the
Mayor's Blue Ribbon Committee
on the city's revenue shortfall.
In addition- to numerous other
civic projects, Germann has
bveen an active member of St.
Leo's parish where he has served
on both the Parish council and the
finance committee.
His wife Marilyn Germann is
currently employed at Century 21
realty. She has been active in both
church and school functions
teaching religious education at St.
Leo's parish and serves on the
WATCH. board. Both Mr. and

Mrs. Germann have been very ac tive in school and civic projects
that supported the growth of the
Murray community.
The Germann's have two
children. Carrie, - a freshman at
Murray High School, is on the
MHS Drill Team and Chris is a
sixth-grader at Murray Middle
School. The family will relocate to
Cincinnati within the' next few
months.
Named to replace Germann is
Floyd Kessler. He will be assuming his first plant manager's position with Kroger. Kessler has been
with the Kroger Company for 24
years. He was actively involved as
Division engineer in the design
and construction of Kenlake
Foods. Kessler and family will be
relocating from Cincinnati to Murray in the next few months.--

The luncheon was a regular
monthly meeting of the Leadership Murray Alumni, according to
Lynn Richard, president of the
organization.
Others who acknowledged the
support of Leadership Murray
Alumni were Paul Radke, director
of school relations, and Dr. Robert
H. McGaughey on behalf of the
academic administrators.
Radke, whb heads the office that
conducts the two-day Summer
Orientation sessions, reported that
the 1988 turnout was the largest in
seven years. More than 1,300

students and 1,100 parents
participated.
He said the responses to Summer Orientation translated into
some encouraging enrollment
figures for the fall semester — increases of about 20 percent in
freshmen and about 15 percent in
new transfers over 1987.
Leadership Murray Alumni also
saw a promotional videotape titled
"Murray State and Excellence"
produced by the Office of University Information Services on the
campus.

Off course

Gosp
•
el of Christ
September 11-16
Sunday Morning at 10:45 a.m.
Sunday through Friday Evenings at 7:30 p.m.

Guest Speaker Preston Cotham
of Hillsboro, Texas
You Are Invited
To Attend.

Church Building Located
Southeast Of Murray
One Mile Off Hwy. 641
On The Corner Of
The Green Plain Church
And Old Murray-Paris Roads.

Kentucky State Police trooper Joe Oaklei in e4itigatPd the scene at an accident at 2:15 Wednesday afternoon
on Ky.94 west of Murray at the Oaks Country ('Iub. According to police reports, Phyllis Ivy,33, of Wing°, was
traveling east on Ky. Si when she lost control of her vehicle, went through a fence at the country club and
struck a golf cart. Donna Darnell, 32, of Murray, WW1 standing near the cart and suffered a broken leg, accor
ding to the KSP report. The KS? said Darnell was admitted to Murray Calloway County Hospital; Ivy was
treated and released at MCCH.
Mat OM,by David Turk
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CHEERLEADING CLINIC

es.

(GRADES 1-6)
Saturday, Sept. 10, 9:00-11:30 a.m.
MSU, Cutchin Field
Instructors will be

MSU CHEERLEADERS
Above: one of the early locations of the School of New Hope. which
began in 1958. The past 30 years have brought a new awareness and
growth in service for the handicapped to Murray where the 1i.A.T.C.H.
Center, right, now stands at 702 Main St. Fundraising activities will be
held Sept. 17-29 to provide necessary revenue to operate the nationally •
acclaimed program.

Cheers, Jumps, Porn-Porn Routines
Will Be The Highlight Of This Clinic!
$700
FREE T-SHIRTS
FOR ALL PARTICIPANTS!

For Registration Call:

W.A.T.C.H. prepares for phonathon
Determination, hard work
and a dream was the driving
force of a handful of 'community parents as they began
the School of New Hope for
children who were mentally
and/or physically handicapped
in January 1958.
Several changes in location
and identity took place through
the early phases but today,
thirty years later, the determination and hard work are still
evident — and the dream for a
brighter future has become a
reality through the WATCH.
program.
Now with services readily
available through other sources
for mentally and/or physically
handicapped children,the Work
Activities Training Center for
the Handicapped is directed to
provide services for adult residents of Murray and Calloway
County.
Recent years have brought a
new awareness in employment
opportunities for the handicapped and W A T.C.H. is a frontrunner among programs that
have helped create a smooth
transition of employees into the
work force.
This change in direction,
coupled with a steady increase
' of applicants requesting services through W.A.T.C.H. developed the need for expanson
of the current facility.
Construction of a 3.220 sq. ft.
addition will soon begin, expanding the Center to the rear
of the property at 702 Main.
When complete, it will be
used exclusively as a work
area for aluminum can crushing and reCycling, assembly
work from Briggs, & Stratton
Corp. and other contract work
that is provided by ,Kenlake
Foods. Murray Fabrics, the
public school systems and
numerous other local businesses. Additional restrooms. indi vidual locker space and a
much needed storage area will
also be included.
The present facility will be
utilized as staff offices and a
home living area where independent living skills are taught.
Some of those skills include
cooking. 'cleaning, laundry
basics. money management,
therapy sessions and training
,r1 fundamental academics.
W.A.T.C.H. has recently been
the recipient of grant awards
which will cover the substantial majority of the expansion
cost. Occupancy will be able to
increase by 32 individuals.
However with this availability
also comes the necessity for
increased funding for operatronal expenses.
The Center operates on an
approximate budget of $83,060
annually. Designated revenue
sources provide near $46,000.
The remainder is derived
through community donations:
With the doubling of floor
space the Center can expect
the utility bills to also double.
As more clients are enrolled,
state law will require more staff
be employed and transportation
needs will increase. Two vans
and one bus are operated at
the present time with an average
of 5.000 miles being covered in
Murray and Calloway County
each month.
To heighten public awareness of the Center and help
secure funds necessary to
assure the continuation of the
program,the W.A.T.C.H. Board
gi Directors host an annual
fUndralser each fall.
Events this year will premiere
with a Charity Golf Tournament.
sponsored by Oaks Country
Club on Sept 17.
An auction featuring items
ranging from . antiques to new -

Questions About
CANCER?
Call
1-800-4-CANCER

merchandise is scheduled
Sept. 23.
A bake sale and shopping
spree promotion will be held
Sept. 24 at Walmart.
The fundraiser will conclude
with a phonathon conducted

each evening Sept. 26-29.
Ed Davis and Tommy Cairraway are co-chairmen of Fundraiser '88. They hope to offer a
variety Of activities in which the
community can join together to
keep the dream that began in

1958 alive for many more years
to come through services
provided by W.A.T.C.H.
More information can be
obtained concerning any of the
forthcoming events by calling
the Center at 759-1965

759.-YMCA
Director - Rosanne Radke
M-F, 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
303 N. 12th St.
(Century 21 Building)

4F
?)
°
ENTIRE LINE OF:
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TODDLER
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SLEEPERS
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UNDERWEAR
•LAYETTES
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DRESSES
NEWBORN
•
DIAPER SETS
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PLAN.
LAYAWA
Y
CONVENIENT

We're finishing our remodeling!
Come in and register for a '250 shopping spree
to be drawn on October 1st.
Register as often as you like
but only one family memiber enter at a time please.
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161
Styling Salon 759-9811
Percentage off represents savings on regular pnces
Sele does not include merchandise designated as
Smart Value Items,catalog. special order or previousty
reduced merchandise

JCPenney
SALE EFFECTIVE THRU SEPT. 24TH

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri 9-8; Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

IMP

OWN..1

o
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Carlin says
'no' vote best
for local area
Dear Editor.
Permit me 'to express special
thanks to all individuals who are
encouraging our citizens to consider the negative factors inherent
in increasing the availability of
alcoholic sales and distribution.
Many people understand that
habits, once established, are quite
difficult to break. Therefore, individuals, by whatever original
cause or causes, who have succumbed to a perceived need for
alcoholic drinking may never be
freed from habits of alcoholic captivity. In light-of such, it is hoped
that many voters will be convinced that our young people, who
have not dabbled or experimented
with intoxicating liquids need advice. They need to be encouraged
to avoid any experimentation with
alcohol, since experimentation
often leads toward subtle habit
formation of drinking.
When young people can see
adults and young people show that.
intoxicants are not required in
order for them to be successful in
social, political or professional
circles, then, hopefully, these
young people wit not begin such a
potentially debilitating practice as
drinking. All around us, alcoholic
consumption is damaging or
destroying some marriages, lives,
minds or emotions of very dear
people — our friends, neighbors
and fellow workers.
Some of the most effective ways
to provide our youth and others
with positive modeling are 11 to
avoid our own participation in
alcoholic drinking and (2) to oppose its sales and distribution by
any system, legal or illegal which
makes such liquids attractive or
accessible to anyone. Your vote of
"NO— on September 27, 1988 will
be most deeply appreciated.
Sincerely,
James B. Carlin
1201 Doran Road
Murray, KY 42971

TIMES
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Committee member wants wet vote after fact-finding trips
phone conversations, and travellDear Editor:
So far the citizens of Murray ac- ing across Western Kentucky. In
tively supporting the legal sale of conferring with city officials such
alcohol have been accused of as police officers, detectives and
spreading "lies of the Devil" and Alcoholic Beverage Control
referred to by uncomplimentary (ABC) Adminstrators, they have
names by some of those wanting to all agreed that the best way to conkeep Murray in a state of prohibi- trol and benefit from the sale of
presenting the alcoholic beverages is to have it
111 uon We are only
facts regarding the legal sale of distributed through legal
alcohol in a positive manner which channels.
will allow voters to make a more
Although alcohol in and of itself
informed decision.
I also understand the concerns may not be the cause of economic
and fears of the anti-legalization progress, the alcohol industry and
forces. If I thought that legalizing the BUSINESSES IT CREATES
the sale of alcohol would be a and attracts have been. Based on
detriment to the community I information from the occupational
would vote no. But through a fact- license _file provide by_ Kirby
finding mission for the Committee Ramsey, ABC Adminstrator in
For A Progressive Murray, I have Bowling Green, Ky., there are 188
become convinced that I should jobs directly provided by
VOTE WET on Sgt. 27. I have businesses in the alcohol industry
contacted city officials and and 2,724 jobs indirectly provided
businessmen in the so called in Bowling Green. Don Greenhill,
"wet" cities through letters, ABC Administrator in Morehead,

Ky., says that the city has been
helped economically through
license fees and a 3 percent sales
tax on alcoholic beveraged which
has earned Morehead over
$1,000,000 in the last 6 years. Murray could also benefit from such a
tax. While exceptions may exist in
some cities, they could well be due
to the way the funds have been
managed. Murray has a good
record for fiscal management.
When we compare Murray to
other cities, we must be careful.
Comparisons to other Kentucky
cities such as Fulton and
Russellville, for example, can be
misleading. A university town is
very unique. The university atmosphere attracts many cultural
and social opportunities, as well as
national corporations and many of
society's well-educated. It is
misleading and an insult to the
readers' intelligence when a town

Cox: Scriptures misinterpreted in letters

Dear Editor:
should not be construed as a
I read with interest a recent let- vendetta against any person;
ter which appeared in the letters. however, it is a reply to in my opito the editor section of the paper, nion misrepresenting — not only
in which the writer set forth his some concerned citizens of
views relative to the current-wet- Calloway County — but the Sacred
dry controversy/referendum. It Scriptures as well.
was readily apparent that the
It seems that the letter is quick
writer is a proponent of the to castigate those opposed to the
legalization fo alcohol in the city of legalization of alcohol in Murray
Murray.
• and refers to them as -narrowThis response to the letter minded, self-righteous people." Of
course, the writer would not
dream of being narrow-minded,
when ut comes to views
Dear Editor:
tagonistic the writer just labels
Today ( Sun./noon);- at the cor- the current prohibition as
ner by the Shell & Pizza Hut, a "idiotic" and goes on the way-rebelligerent motorist deliberately joicing. It would appear that none
made a threatening attempt to run are as narrow-minted as those
the bicycle rider down probably a claiming to be broad-minded!
student 1. There had been some
The letter attempts to use the
words spoken.
dilapidated argument of revenue
The person behind the car wheel to Support the idea of legalization
thinks of only cars on the road, but of alcohol. The reasoning:
I notice several bicycle riders on
Murray needs more revenue:
16th Street.
The legalization of the sale of
While I am in Murray, students,
alcohol will provide more
have the right-of way. That's only
revenue: Therefore, we should
courtesy.
legalize the sale of alcohol in MurMrs. D. Pearl
ray. But, if revenue is the sole conRoute 2, Box 30F
cern, why stop there? Why not
Buchanan, TN 38222
reason further: Murray needs
Dear Editor:
more revenue: The legalization of
A recent news item states that:
the sale of cocaine (marijuana,
"Legislation that would require Dear Editor:
prostitution, etc.) will provide
warning labels on alcoholic
I read the "Out Shopping with fhore revenue: Therefore, we
beverage containers came under the Smiths" advertisment for the should legalize the sale of cocaine
scrutiny in a retent Senate hearing. wet committee in the Murray (marijuana, prostitution, etc.) in
The legislation—sponsored by Ledger & Times recently.
Murray.
Senator Strom Thurmond, R-SC,
A thought occurred to me —
It is "amazingly" to what.
and Representative JohriConyers, while the "Smiths" were in
lengths some will go to attempt to
Jr., CI-Mich—would require five Paducah spending their money for justify the consumption of
---rotating warning labels to appea
the beverage they couldn't buy in
on all liquor, wine and beer. The Murray, they had a few too many
labels would caution consumers:
and became inebriated. On the
Surgeon
—WARNING:
return trip to Murray, God forbid,
General has determinédthat
they ran kred light (by this time
Dear Editor:
the consumption of this pro- 'they couldn't tell the red from the
I want to encourage local
duct, which contains alcohol,
green) and hit another vehicle killcitizens to learn why they should
during pregnancy can cause
ing all passengers in both cars. As
VOTE YES November 8 on conmental retardation and other
the automobiles turned over the stitutional amendment 2, also
birth defects.
$82.50 booze, $89 clothing and $17 known As- the_l_proad form deed worth of gas was strewn all over amendment. A few—days ago the
—WARNING: Drinking this
the highway.
product, which contains
"Ledger" carried a story about
The funeral was much More ex- the amendment, noting that Kenalcohol, impairs your ability
pensive than $225. Most of all the
to drive a car or operate
tuckians for the Commonwealth
little orphans left behind were the strongly support the amendment.
machinery.
saddest thing in this thought that A committee of Calloway Coun—WARNING: This product
could have been — the tragedy of tians in Favor of Amendment e2
contains alcohol and is parthe year.
has been formed, following KF'TC
ticularly hazardous in comSincerely,
guidelines, and is eager to provide
bination with some drugs.
Vannetta Bullard
information to anyone who wishes
— WARNING: The consumpRt. 2
to know more about this important
tion of this product which
Murray, Ky.
amendment.
contains alcohol, can increase the risk of developing
hypertension, liver disease
and cancer.
— WARNING: Alcohol is a
day a physician might recomdrug and may be addictive.
mend the use of wine for medical
In testimony before the -Senate Dear Editor: , )
recentpurposes.
On the other hand, that
points
of
views
have
Two
Consumer Subcommittee, Thursame physician might recommond said warning labels are not ly appeared in this column concermend the use of morphine for
a 'cure-all for all the problems ning the legal sale of alcohol in
pain, but that doesn't mean to take
caused by alcohol.' but they can be Murray which I wish to address.
an overdose of it. I've known of
'an important and cost-effective The first point involves the Bible
I've
condoning
the
use
of
.alcohol.
more people whose use of alcohol
component of a broad public health
has hurt their stomach and liver
approach to the prevention of always found it amazing how some
people become so interested in -rather than helping it.
alcohol-related problems.
Thurmond told the panel that quoting the Bible when they need
nearly 100,000 deaths annually are support for their views. What a
Still another classic example
attributed to alcohol consumption, miracle, a person who seldom
people love to use as an excuse for
with almost 25,000 of those fatalities picks up the Bible to study it for
drinking is found in John 2:1-11.
occurring on the nation's highways. devotional purposes wipes the dust
This of course is the episode where
The economic. and soctil costs from its cover and is suddenly
Jesus turned the water into wine.
associated with alcohol use were transformed into an ttithority on
Well, before our armchair
$117 billion in 1983 and are Biblical interpretation. Inestimated to reach $136 billion by terestingly enough, the same Bitheologians get their beer out and
ble says in Hebrews 10:25a "Not throw a big 'party let's notice
1990, he said."
In the light of these facts and forsaking the assembling of
something about the culture of
figures, I find it almost ourselves together as the manner
that day. It might be interesting to
unbelievable that anyone would of some is". However, I've observlearn that at Jewish feasts and
wish to bring this devastating drug ed lots of people using Sunday for
weddings they actually drank a
to our city. Even if a person in
things other than worshipping in
mixture of two parts wine to three
dulges in alcohol himself, he or she the house of God. If we are going
parts water. Also to most
should have enotigh love And con- to believe the Bible let's believe all
honorable Jews drunkenness was
cern for their physical, mental and the Bible.
a disgrace. Therefore, moderation
moral well being. It is an in•
The Apostle Paul did give' was used since the fruit of the vine
disputable fact that the more easi- Timothy instruction in I Timothy
was one of the few beverage ingrely a drug can be obtained, (and 5:23 to: "Use a little wine for thy
dients available to them in that
alcohol IS a drug. the more it will , stomach's sake." Obviously, this day. '
be consumed.
was for medical reasons only.
Furthermore, an isolated verse
Sincerely,
During the early years of Chrishere and one there can be exJack Jones
tianity Pepto Bismol hadn't been Iracted from the Bible added with
207 Poplar Street
Invented yet. I am aware that to- a little homemade interpretation

Close call spotted

Labels possible
for beverages

Ad not appreciated

alcoholic beverages. Several even
try to use the Bible to do such —
for instance. The letter states that
"the Bible not only permits the use
of alcohol, but it encourages it",
evidently unaware that the word
"wine" as used in the Bible is a
generic term, meaning either
fermented or unfermented drink
— the CONTEXT determines
which. The adage "you can prove
anything by the Bible" is true
when scriptures are taken out of
context, when the words in the
context are not properly
understood, and when the Scriptures are wrested to suit one's own
preconceived ideas.
The writer would well to "practice what he preaches" relative to
Revelation 22:18-19. In the letter,
it conveniently "harped on" those
scriptures which the writer supposed justified a position while
totally ignoring such plain prohibitions as Proverbs 20:1 "Wine is a
mocker, strong drink in raging:
and whosoever is decieved
thereby is not wise."
These words are written in kindness, out of love and respect for
the writer as well as for the souls
of all on eithersside of this issue,
but these words are also written in
firmness, with the desire to encourage those eligible to vote NO
on September 27.
Respectfully yours,
Wayne Cox, Evangelist
New Providence Church of
Christ
Rt, 2 Box 69
Hazel, Ky 42949

Members of the committee
would be happy to address interested groups, send information
to individuals, or talk personally
with anyone wishing further information. Anyone who wishes to join
the committee or who wants more
information on the broad form
deed amendment may phone
Lucinda Martin at 762-2759 or
Kathy Cohen at 436-2603 (Or write
the committee do YES on Amendment #2, Route 5, Box 941, Murray,
Ky 42071).
Sincerely,
Kathy Cohen
Rt. 5, Box 941
Murray, Ky 42071

Alcohol use in Bible explained by Carter

,

ing as the center in which small
concerts are held weekly
throughout the summer catering
to a wide variety of musical tastes.
The downtown area is as safe a
place as Murray's to shop and conduct business
The people of Bowling Green
have enjoyed and benefitted from
the legal sale of alcohol while
maintaining an attractive and safe
place to live. I strongly believe
that the people of this city would
do the same. VOTE WET!
Sincerely,
W. Brian Puryear
1411 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Ky

Students shouldn't be blamed
ing students. 3. The staff and
Dear Editor:
workers would be out of jobs. 4.
I along with everyone else in
There would be no more money to
Murray have been following the
WET/DRY issue with interest. spend at our local businesses. 5.
People would have to go else
Many of the letters have been
where to find work.
heated, to say the least. Many
Everything would go back to
have blamed the students at Murwhere it was 50 yrs. ago. Before
ray State for the issue being
brought up. This issue has been the college was built in Murray.
before the public many times in Drastic but true.
I live in the county, I work and
the past.
Let's look at the students and shop in Murray. I pay taxes, buy a
what they do for Murray. True city sticker'& auto tag every year
they come here for 10 months out and I am also a student at Murray
of the year, and for 10 months they State. The students that I see
spend money both on and off cam- every day are hard working
pus. All benefit from them. They studious young adults, trying to
deposit their money at the Banks get a degree in their chosen fields
and Saving & Loans. For 10 mon- so that they can become responsiths out of the year the students ble adults and earn a good living.
They are not. the "Devihmay
make a big bulge in the economy
care party, party, party" types as
of Murray.
Because of them We have some would have you believe.
dean's, professors, secretaries, Most of them are carrying a full
security guards and many, many • load of classes, plus working,
more people who earn their living which leaves little time for
working at Murray State. These anything else.
So let's stop blaming the
people do their shopping at the
students for eveything that hapsame places the students do.
If we were to tell the students pens in Murray.
Which ever way the WET/DRY
"We want your money but we
donl want to give you a say in our issue goes don't make the students
community," what do you think the scape goat.
We need them.
the next step would be? 1. The stuSincerely
dent would start leaving or not
Lois Ruiz
come at all. 2. The college would
Rt. 5
be forced to close for lack of payMurray, Ky 42071
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Amendment gets Cohen's support

40.6 WY

as ours is compared to those lacking these positive influences.
I have lived in Bowling Green
which has a large university with
a student body of approximately
14,000. While attending the university there I lived in the downtown
area and not once did I see drunks
"staggering around and falling on
the streets and sidewalks." I am
not implying public intoxication
does not exist in Bowling Green
(as it does in Murray and most all
other communities), but it has not
detracted from the safety or attractiveness of the city. In fact,
Bowling Green has a beautiful
downtown area with a park serv-

and one can make the Bible say
almost anything they want. There
are many more passages which
speak against the use of alcohol
than speak for it. The Bible must
be interpreted in context; "What
does this verse say in relation to
the passages surrounding it?"
Furthermore. Jesus Christ is Lord
of Scripture! Therefore before we
interprete a verse,- let's interpret
ft in light of Jesus and what He
would- say about it.
Finally, a second view which
concerns me is the old argument.
Legal Sale of alcohol verses
bootleg sale of alcohol.
I think everyone supporting the
Dry League is intelligent enough
to know alcohol is sold and used in
Calloway County everyday. The
Wet forces Say, "Let's bring it out
in the open and get some revenue
from it."
The point is, when you legalize
something you condone it, you put
your approval on it and that
makes a world of difference.
Evil is always present, we can't
deny that. People will do what
they want, legal or ill-legal. But
we don't have to condone it. we
don't have to say it's alright
F. Wayne Carter
Rt. 1 Box'399
Murray, Ky.

Pro-Plastic
*The master latex exterior
house paint breathes to
eliminate peeling.
•No priming in most uses.
*Resists mildew, dirt, wear
and chalking.
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Vinyl Velvet
•Elegant eggshell finish,
"wears like iron"
•Fast-drying one-coat
coverage
*Completely washable,
chip-resistant
*Equipment cleans up
with water

988

Porch And Floor Enamel
•Durable, weatherproof and
water resistant
'Interior and exterior use
*Great for wood and cement
floors
•Perfect for boat decks

99

gal
Super Flat
*Economical, attractive flat
finish for walls, ceilings
and woodwork
*Dries fast
*Water washable
•Equipment cleans up
with water

gal.
5
Masterhide
Latex House Paint
*Durable flat finish
•Quick drying
*Low sheen
•Equipment cleans up with
water

88
1
ea.
Paint Roller and Pan

9'x12' Drop Cloth

Trees Lumber
Dottcenter
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, ICY
759-1390
Open 7 Days A Week
&Your Carnvista Wm* Builand 9oPPIY Gentar
9:30-11:00 tat. 1-1 slut: I-11
Sale Paces Geed at Murray Stirs Oily
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Steve Hale coming home for county-wide crusade
It is hard to realize that Steve Calloway County High School
Hale now a full-time evangelist, gymnasium.
traveling our 17 southeastern
A couple of sports celebreties
states preaching the gospel of our wW be on hand to give personal
Lord Jesus Christ in an average of testimonies, relating publicly how
40 revivals and crusades a year.
Christ changed their lives and
When I think of Steve Hale, I what He has done for them.
think of a wavy-haired teen-ager
One is Bobby Jones, a former
with a big, infectious grin in Sun- NBA all-star with the Philadelphia
day School at First Baptist Church 76 ers and Hall of Fame prospect.
and as a starter on a Murray High Jones will participate in the Monbasketball team that almost made day night service after a 4:30 p.m.
it to the state tournament.
meeting in.Murray State's Lovett
Today, Steve is an intensely Auditorium with Calloway County,
dedicated young man of God who Murray High and MSU athletes preaches not only with youthful plus anyone else who might want
enthusiasm, but also with the to attend.
wisdom, knowledge and moving
He also will speak at a breakfast
power of a veteran soul winner.
for 250 the following morning at
Steve will be home next week, the Holiday Inn before leaving to
conducting one of his catch a plane for Charlotte, N.C.
characteristic crusades with the
Tuesday night, Paul Wrenn of
support and sponsorship of 25 of „Clarksville, Tenn., and who, in
the Baptist churches in the county. 1981, earned the title of "the
Its theme: Faith for Living.
world's strongest man"in his divi• • •
sion, will speak. In addition to
Beginning this coming Sunday sharing his Christian testimony,
night at 7 o'clock, he will lead in Wrenn also will perform several
five nights of the crusade in the feats demonstrating his strength.
WRITE A LETTER - Letters to the editor are welcomed and en.
couraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's address and phoe number must be included for verification. The phone
number will At be published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Letters must not be more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot be
published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence tol Eclitorz.The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071.
The cut-off date for letters to the editor on the Wet-Dry referendum
will be Tuesday, Sept. 20, a week prior to the voting. Due to the volume
of the letters and time involved in composition, this date will be the last
day to submit letters on the Wet-Dry issue.

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Wayne Williams, John Emeson
and Coffield Vance, members of
Murray Civitan Club, have been
elected as officers of Kentucky
DIstrict of Civitan International
for 1978-79.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Darnell, Aug.
27, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Doug
Underhill, Sept. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie B. Ray were
married for 25 years on July 19.
Serving as officers of North
Calloway Elementary School
Parent-Teacher Club are Suzanne
Ford, Pam Durham, Jane Barton
and Patsy Woodall.
Twenty years ago
Construction is expected to start
this fall on the proposed
academic-athletic project at Murray State University. This will incude a new football stadium at intersection of U.S. Highway 641
North and Highway 121 Bypass.
The complex will benamed for
Roy Stewart.
Ernie Williams is drum major,
and Jan Reagan, Linda Boyd,
Nancy Diuguid, Nancy Jones, Conie Lowry and Marilyn SimonS'are
majorettes for Murray High
School Band.
The Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club has presented a
check for $500 to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Pediatric

Wing.
Thirty years ago
Work is underway on a
municipal prking lot for city of
Murray. It will be on the site of the
old Beale home on East Main and
Maple Streets.
Sue Brown Underwood and
William 'Donald Overbey were
married Sept. 7 at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Buffalo, N.Y.
Mrs. A.D. Butterworth, Mrs.
Howard Bazzell, Mrs. Doris Ezell
and Mrs. Hugh Farris will be
members of a panel on "Sharing
Responsibilities in the Home For
Our Children" at a meeting of
Kirksey High School ParentTeacher Association on Sept. 10.
Forty years ago
Murray Trdining School will
open for classes on Sept. 9, according to John E. Robinson, director. Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president
of Murray State College, will be
speaker for opening day event.
Ray Waggoner, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J.N. Waggoner, has accepted
a position in Science Department
of Owensboro Senior High School,
Owensboro.
•
Mrs. Goltlia Curd who recently
returned to Murray to Make her
home after residing in Mississippi
for 15 years, was honored at a party at the home of Mrs. Bun
Crawford at Lynn Grove.
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she is quoted as exclaiming,
"You're not going to write THAT
up, are you?'
•••
Always interested in the Word of
God, Steve felt while in college
that he was being called to preach,
and it was during his 1973-74 year
at Murray State that he made the
decision to become an evangelist.
The public is invited to the ser"I had thought I wanted to be a
vices. "I just hope and pray the
sports writer or a basketball
coach," he says, "but one day I
place will be packed every night,"
said Steve, smiling broadly and
went to my room and knelt by my
emphatically banging a fist on a
bed. I asked God to tell me what
He wanted me to do.
desk.
•••
"There was a Bible nearby, and
Steve is the son of Callow-ay
when I had finished my prayer, I
County Property Evaluation Ad.
opened it to 2 Timothy the 4th
ministrator Charles and Eva Hale.
Chapter, I read, 'I charge you in
He graduateti in 1971 from Murray
the presence of God and of Christ
High before earning a degree in
Jesus who is to judge the living
journalism at MSU in 1975.
and the dead and by his appearing
While at Murray High, Steve
and his kingdom: preach the
word, be urgent in season and out
played basketball under Bobby
of season, convince, rebuke and
Toon. Some of his teammates
were Rick Jones, David Alexexhort, be unfailing in patience
ander, Dayton Lasater and
and in teaching.' That's how He
Johnny Williams. The high point
lead me to become an evangelist."
of his career was reaching the
Lead by the Lord, Steve confinals of the regional tournament
ducted a revival somewhere
where the team was beaten by
almost every weekend of his
seven points by Paducah
junior and senior years at Murray
Tilghman.
State. Once graduated, he entered
At Murray State, he was assisthe Southwest Baptist Seminary at
tant sports editor of The Murray
Fort Worth, Tex., where he earned
State News and worked as a stua master of divinity degree in
dent writer with Joe Tom Erwin,
theology,
His revival work, however, virat the. time sports information
director at the university.
tually ceased when he went to
Joe Tom believes Steve was the._ Texas to school. "I was unknown
In Texas," he says, "and, as a
first sports writer to cover
women's basketball at Murray
result, I gained very little
preaching experience the 4 1/2
State. He chuckles when he recalls
years I was there."
the first game Steve was assigned
• • •
to cover.
In the meantime, he married a
Dewdrop Rowlett was the girls'
girl he had met at Murray State,
coach at the time, and had made
Debbie Hamby of Owensboro, and
quite a fuss about their games not
today, they have a daughter,
being written up in the
newspapers. So, Joe assigned
Melody Joy, 2.
Steve to report-the girls' games.
Upon graduation from the Fort
Worth seminary, Steve went right
The first game he covered, the
Lady Racers took quite a beating. into full-time evangelism. In
When Steve approached Dewdrop
January, he will begin his 10th
for her comments after the game, year in this work.
In 1979, he and Debbie moved to
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Letters To The Editor

Lottery would prey on human weakness, Lawson says
Dear Editor:
Christian love and concern for
neighbor rejects any form of
human exploitation. A lottery is
clearly explortation. A very few
undeserving winners profit at the
hands of the many unthinking
losers. Thus the winner exploits

Holt: Don't leave
Dear Editor:
I hope our newly acquired
retired friends are not too much
dismayed by our recent behavior
over the wet/dry issue. Let me
assure them we will all kiss and
make up as soon as the election is
over.
Don't pack your bags and leave
just yet. The good news is there
will be plenty of booze for
everyone no matter how it comes
out What we really vote on every
three years is where both sides are
going to buy and drink it.
Bill Holt
Rt. 7, Box 850
Murray, Ky 42071

the vulnerbliity of many. Lotteries
State opewted lotteries are a
society. And Rooney, newspaper
are destructive and prey upon
regressive and inefficient way to
columnist and 60 Minutes comhuman weaknesses. How can a
raise taxes. A form of taxation is
mentator asks: How can we teach
Christian prey "lead us not into
regressive if it draws a large
kids that hardwork is the way to
temptation" and they vote to subpercentage of its revenue from the
success if they hear radio comject ourselves and our .neighbors
poorer citizens than from the midmercials. Paid for by their state
to this destructive allurement.
dle and the upper-class citizens.
government suggesting the way to
State operated lotteries appeal
Our state legislators expound the
get rich is to bet on a number?
dramatically to the poorest
merits, of the lower income
"How can Americans who profess
citizens of the state. There can be
citizens paying a lOi• perceniage
to believe in such classic values as
no reasonable doubt that the daily
tax state than higher income
honest, thrift, hard work and innumbers game which most of the
citizens which they should
telligent action allow any part of
state-operated lotteries depoud for
rightfully do. However it is dif- -the government they formed to
their main source of revenue apficult to comprehend why some of run a gambling operation."
peals primarily to the of oru societhese same legislators would take
It seems that anyone that
ty. it's appeal is based on the
a contrary opinion In support of a
believes in the classic values that
issusory promise and the
regressive tax or the low income
columnist Rooney mentioned
desperate hope Of a big win.
citizens in the form of a lottery.
would vote against the lottery.
A university of Connecticut
Sincerely,
study reported to its state gaming
According to a 1983 -report in
Rev. James Lawson
commission that it's daily new West, 60-75% of lottery
Rt.1, Box 348
numbers game "primarily_at- -- revenues goes to pay prize winHardin, Ky 42018
tracts poor, long-term
ners and cover administrative
Joe H. Jones
unemployed and less educated , cost. In contrast, sales tax collecRoute 8, Box 485
participants." perhaps, the most tion has an expense of only 1-2r.r.
Benton, Ky 42025
-conclusive evidence in which lotThip inefficiency becomes -more
Grover Lovett
teries appeal to the poors is the
apparent when a lottery coverages
Rt. 4
fact that their outlets are concenonly 1-4% of a state's budget.
Benton 42045
trated in poorer neighborhoods
Lotteries demigrate of defame .

communities to cause problems
Dear editor:
Those who believe in prohibition (which hardly seen es very
would have us believe that it neighborly 1. The final justificaworks. They claim that prohibition tion, naturally, is on religious
forces alcohol users among the grounds. Many."drys" interpret
the Bible is such a way that it procommunity to either abstain or, at
the very least, confine their drink- hibits consumption of alcohol.
ing to their homes, where they are This religious prohibition, they
out of our sight ,( and presumbly believe, needs to be reinforced by
a legal one.
out of mind. Many "drys" justify,
Out national as well as local exprohibiting alcohol to all to keep it
away from abusers. While some perience clearly demonstrates
admit that these abusers will pro- that legal prohibition does not
work Legalized sale of alcohol
bably get alcohol anyway, they
would
not significantly change the
claim that at least these problem
amount of alcohol consumed in-the
drinkers are forced to go to other
county. Those who drink urrently

Come See...
'New Collector Santa Claus'
• 'Country Mail Boxes
'New Pottery
*BRIDES Register with
our new Bridal Registry

HOLLAND DRUGS
CARDS & GIFTS
—NOW,OFFERING MEDICAL CLAIMS SERVICE-

get their supplies from outside the
county, contribution to the
economies of McCrXcken County
and Puryear. Tennessee, rather
than the local economy. Alternatively,. there are always the
bootleggers. an illegal.
unregulated. non-taxpaying part
of the local scene. Nor would the
legalized sale of alcohol
significantly aMct the amount of
driving under the influence - in
fact a case could be made. that
local prohibition forces the
minority of abusers to travel farther for their drink, thus putting
more of us at risk. Legal prohibi•

tion simply cannot work because
alcohol is a part of Western
culture. The religious prohibition
will work only for those who
believe, not for those who interpret their Bible differently. Those
who believe in a religious prohibition are not going to buy alcohol if
it becomes legal to sell in Murray.
Those who interpret the Bible differently are. not going to stop consuming because of legal
prohibition.
Sincerely,
Frank Elwell
802 Nottingham Dr.
Murray. Ky. 42071

Resident says wet vote is unwanted

YOU'RE INVITED
We Offer...

• • •

While conducting the 40 plus
revivals and crusades he holds a
year today, Steve is away from
home and family as much as 247
days a year. Last month, he was
home'only six days. In the last six
weeks he has held revivals in
seven states.
From Murray,-he goes to Choctaw, Okla., and from there to
Augusta, Ga., for his next two
revivals. What little recreation he
squeezes in to his busy schedule he
gets from golf. He had never
played golf until a Dayton, Ohio,
pastor insisted that he try the
game.
"Since then, I play every chance
I get," he said, laughingly adding,
"Hew about a round this afternoon
on the Miller course?" He shoots
In the mid-80s.

Steve laughs when he recall*
some of the humorous experiences
of his ministry. In a service in
eastern Kentucky. a woman suddenly jumped up and started
shouting. "I thought the Lord was
really beginning to move them,"
he said
Then the sound of stomping feet
could be heard. "I thought He was
really working on therm: especialy
when a couple more women
jumped up and started shouting."
"Then a man stood up and headed,for the door, holding a threefoot snake in his hands. JA_ had
come in from somewhere and had
been crawling beneath the pews,"
he went on. "The Lord and I
weren't moving them after all.
That snake was."
In another, the chairman of the
deacons was called on for the
dismissal prayer. The sermon had
dealt with the church as a
lighthouse for God, reaching out to
the lost in the community. Apparently, the deacon got his
thoughts and words somewhat
mixed up when he prayed. "And.
Lord, make this church an
outhouse for the lost in this
community."
• • •
Both pastors and fellow
evangelists praise Steve and his
work. One, Dr. Bailey Smith, an
evangelist based in Atlanta, has
said, "Steve Hale has the touch of
God upon his life. He obviously is a
man- who spends a tot of time in
Word of God and on his knees
with God."
It's good to have Steve back in
Murray, if only for a few days. and
he'd like to see you at one of his
services next week.
Now 35 years of age, he says. -I
believe God opens doors and that
He has specific things for us to do,
because I wanted to be an
evangelist and in the nine years I
have been preaching revivals and
crusades not one pulpit committee
has contacted me. God wanted me
to be an evangelist."

Local prohibition will not work, Elwell reports
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Evansville, Ind., to become
associated with the First Southern
Baptist Church, he as a staff
evangelist. Because,of the construction of a recent addition to
the church, however, there was no
money in the budget with which to
Pay him
The pastor, Don Moore, had
been one of Steve'sounselors
while he was at FoVorth A
native of Cadiz, Moore had been at
the Evansville church for 16 years.
"Debbie and I felt, though, that
the Evansville church was where
God wanted us to be, and in faith
arid looking tollim-k, provide our
needs, that's where we started
out ," he said with much
conviction.
"Although we had no revivals on
the calendar when we moved to
Evansville, they began to come in
two months later, in January of
1980." That year, Steve conducted
22 revivals, considered a full year
by evangelistic standards.
Since then, although he resigned
as staff evangelist after three
years, the Evansville'church has
been his base of operations. His office is there as is Moore, still its
pastor.

753-1462

Dear Editor
I keep hearing that going "wet"will bring better restaurants to
Murray. I don't believe it. Two of
the best restaurants in this region.
Patti's and The Brass Lantern are
both located in dry communities.
I don't have to rely on false
arguments to tell people to vote
"dry" in the next election. (I also
don't have a sack over my head
like the wets do in their advertisements.1 Statistics on crime.
DUN, and car aceidents in wet
communities make Murray look
good just the way it is I recently moved from Michigan

where taxes and crime were high.
Taxes and crime are lower in Mur- --, a bar was located in the same
ray. and we have no topless bars, block and students spent their
no liquor stores and no litter lined time between -classes drinking and
streets, such as we did in our com- returned to class in a near stupor.
munity in Michigan The litter Is this education and what we
problem became so bad that want for Murray?
I urge all Aoters to consider how
Michigan imposed a refund on all
bottles and cans: Crime and drunk their city will-be down-graded if
driving are a way of life there, we allow the "non-residents" and
jails are full and higher taxes are ''wet baggers" to change our standards. Murray is beautiful. Let's
needed to build more jails.
MSU has a good reputation and keep it that .way. Vote DRY for a
is well known In other states for its progressive Murray.
Martha Burtenahaw
achievements. I shudder to think
1715 Melrose
that our coilege will have the
Murray
reputation a college in Detroit had

—
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lo Burkeen, editor

Golden anniversary on Saturday

WRITERS'
POTPOURRI
GladysJarrett,
Director
Andelys Wood, professor of
English at Union College, Barbourville, will be the guest
speaker at Writers' Potpourri on
Saturday, Sept. 10, at 9:30 a.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
Prof. Wood will be speaking
about Keats and his poetry. During this summer Wood walked
from central London to the Keats'
house in Hampstead (about four

miles) and tried to kmgineNnat
Keats would have seen as he walked it in 1818-20. She said "I
discovered that it's easier to identify what he would not have seen:
storef_ronts cars .and bilges,
ralroad yards, traffic lights — the
list goes on."
This event is open to all interested persons, according to
Gladys Jarrett, director, who has

Andelys Wood
released some of the poetry written by Potpourri participants as
follows:
LOVE'S POWER
By James R. Hornbuckle

My love for you is like an ocean;
Deep and full of strong emotion.
My love for you is like the wind;
It blows on steadly with no end.
Your internal vanity is like spr:
ing flowers;
Your divine beauty has imaginative powers.
————

95
Champion Medalist,
Petite Stylist and
Fantasia Sitadium
H S class rings

WALKING LN SUMMER
By Wilma Jean Sanders

We walk in the cool of the
morning,
Before the heat spreads ore the
land,
Before the sun creeps high in the
heavens,
Drawing moisture on every
hand.
Some things still grow and
flourish,
The corn, weeds and flowers,
They stand staunchly upright,
Defying the sun's great power,
But the grass is burning and
dying,
For the moisture is leaving the
earth,
The frogs are calling for water,
To give the land a new birth.

Hurry This offer expires Sept 16 1988

Cook'sJ
ewelry
Central Shopping

Center, Murray, 763-1606

883

Fish & More
Try Our New Menu Items

$4.99
$4.29

$3.79

Open: Mon. thru Sat. at 4 p.m.

I'm just a heartbeat away
from a pair of lonesome arms
and loving you
is the best thing I can do.
How could I be so blind
to think that you are mine
when there are so many other
guys
who'd give the world to be next
to you?
I'm just a heartbeat away
from a pair of lonesome arms
(Cont'd on page 7)
z
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Mr: and Mrs. Holland Webb

DATEBOOK
MADD Chapter being organized
Rose Carpenter has attained information from the main office of
Mothers Against Drunk Driving,in the hope of organizing a chapter here
in Murray. Goals of MADD are to reduce the number of deaths and injuries caused by persons driving under the influence of alcohol or other
drugs, and to offer support and services to the victims of drunk/drugged
drivers. MADD chapters conduct three general types of programs:
Public Awareness and Education; Legal Advocacy; and Victim
Assistance. MADD is a grass roots organization composed of victims
and concerned men and women from all walks of life. Mrs. Carpenter
belonged to a chapter in Richmond, Va., before moving to Murray. She
said she was interested in forming the chapter to educate the public
concerning drunk driving and is not trying to take sides in the wet/dry
vote coming; but hopes that people on both sides of the issue will be concerned and be interested in forming a chapter here." Interested persons
may call Mrs. Carpenter at 759-4556.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Calvin Cope of Hardin and William (Billy) Tidwell of Rt. 2,
Murray, from Western Baptist; Corrynne Winchester of Murray from
Lourdes.

La Leche League event tonight
HEARTBEAT AWAY
By Shaun Duncan

. Country Ham Dinner
2. Country Fried Steak
3. Home Style Dinners From

Mr. and Mrs. Holland Webb, Rt.
4, Murray, will celebrate their 50th
wedding anniversary on Saturday,
Sept. 10
They were married Sept. 10,
1938, by Judge Barnes in his home
at Benton.
Their attendants were Cleatus
(Poss ) Spann and Cassa Wade
Yarbrough.
Mr. and Mrs. Webb lived in
Michigan for 38 years before retir,
ing to Murray.
Mrs. Webb, the former Jessie
Alma Coplen, is retired from
Sears and Roebuck Co. Mr. Webb
is a retired carpenter.
They have one son, Donald Gene
Webb, and three grandchildren,
Jacki Webb, Donald 'Leon Webb
and Debbie Webb, all of Madison
Heights, Mich.
No formal celebration is
planned.
-•

ill

A

Murray-Calloway County La Leche League will meet tonight (Thursday)at 7 p.m. at the home of Chris Harrison, Highway 641 North at Almo
Heights. "Advantage of Breastfeeding to Mother and Baby" will be the
topic of discussion. All mothers and babies are welcome. For more information call Stephanie Peacock, 436-2227, Pam Jetton, 1345-2795, or
Chris Harrison, 759-1647.
•

Singles plan Saturday trip
The Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will join the Marion Singles
on a trip to Opryland U.S.A., Nashville, Tenn., on Saturday, Sept. 10.
The group will leave from Chamber of Commerce office promptly at 8
a.m. Carpooling arrangements must be made ahead of time or come
prepared to drive. For more information call Pamela at 759-1105.

Band Boosters to. meet Monday
Murray Band Boosters will meet Monday, Sept. 12, at 7:30 p.m. in the
band room of Murray High School. This meeting will be to finalize the
budget and complete plans for fall. Parents and interested persons of
middle and high school band members are urged to attend.

Parent's Guildier

ho

Spouse Abuse needs volunteers

These programs, representing just a few of the month's selections, also may appear at additional times and dates. If
you have a VCR, remember to tape for your family video library!
PROGRAM
DATE
CHANNEL
TIME
Don't Just Sit There

5:30 p.m.
Weeknights
Nickelodeon
Weekends
10,00 o.m.
This new kid's talk show features games, comedy. information, offbeat guests and more Hosted by four teenagers,
"Don't Just Si? There" will offer -news you can use on fashion food and being a teenager

Spouse Abuse Hotline and Safehouse of Murray is in need of
volunteers. "We are looking for persons who might help in the areas of
child care services, transportation, court advocacy, etc.," said Marilyn
S.Konrad, volunteer coordinator. Any one who might be interested in
volunteering or obtaining program information about Spouse Abuse
may call the Hotline at 759-4050.

Vanity Fair

•
Sundays
800 p.m.
A&E
Sixteen-week miniseries of the William Makepeace Thackeray classic about two girls of different backgrounds who
meet at a boarding school

(Cont'd on page 7)

Jane Eyre
8,30 p.m
Sundays
AilE
Based on the Gothic romance by Charlotte Bronte this presentation is the story of a shy governess managing a
gloomy mansion headed by a bitter master
6:30 p.m
Encyclopedia
Mondays
H80
Co-produced with the Children's Television Workshop, the same people responsible for "Sesame Street," this new
series will be a fast-paced collection of comedic sketches, original songs and state-of.the•art visuals Each of the
'volumes- will cover subiects ranging from archaeology to zoology, designed to appeal to Six- to 11 -year-olds and
their families

Equinox
s
5.00 p.m
Wednesdays
Discovery
A 17-part series examining venous aspects of science irt our world today ranging horn technology design engineering
and medicine
8 00 a,
Gerbert
Saturdays
CBN
Sundays
10.00 a rn
Geared to children ages two to eight a child like puppet named Gerber/ shares the experiences. Questions and

concerns common to children
Rin Tin Tin K4 Cop

Baby and
dismissals
are listed
One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday,
Sept. 7, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admission
Herrington baby boy, mother,
Shawn, Rt. 3, Box 330C, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sheila Quinton and baby
girl, Box 83, Buchanan, Tenn.;
William Wilson, Rt. 1, Almo; Morris Parker, Rt. 7, Box 110,
Mayfield;
Miss Laura Youngblood, Rt. 7,
Foster Lane, Mayfield; Mrs.
Bessie Perry, 208 Spruce St., Murray; Mrs. Susan Balke, Rt. 6, Box
87C, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Vicki Likens, 16100 Linton
Rd., Cadiz; Mrs. Teresa Garaland
and baby girl, 412 South Eighth
St., Murray;
Miss Melissa Richardson, Rt. 1,
Box 150A, Murray; James Erwin
Ross, Rt. 1, Hazel; Edwin Thomas
Stokes, 1613 Magnolia, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Cain, Rt. 7, Box 693,
Murray; Mrs. Gladys Outland, 829
Hurt Dr., Murray; Herman..
Barnett, Rt. 1, Box 397, Springville, Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary Raymer, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn.; Parvin Littleton,
Box 13, Hazel; Mrs. Verna Beck,
519 Mobley, Logansport, Ind.;
Mrs. Mary Ann Jones, 411 South
9th St., Murray; Orville Richardson Jr., Rt. 2, Box 302D,
Gilbertsville;
Darns Mann, 106 Marlyn St.
Paris, Tenn.; Johnie Nelson, Rt. 5,
Box 69, Benton.

Barry Manilow
_talks about work
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Pop balladeer Barry Manilow
says he doesn't hunger for applause like many of his fellow
entertainers.
"But don't get me wrong. This is
a great job that I've got. I enjoy it
and I know there's a part of me
that needs that love-me-love-melove-me stuff," he said in a recent
interview.
Manilow concedes that his own
time in the spotlight has been
sporadic, by choice.
"I've done it this way
throughout my career," the Tony,
Emmy and Grammy winner said.

6,00 p m
Saturdays
CDR
,
His companions are no longer soldiers as Re, Tin Tin is a member of the came corps in a big city, along with
x
hie friend Policeman Hank Katts

DEFTHANE

Show Off At Parties
Wed 14
Disney
600 p.m
Malcolm Jamal-Warner instructs youngsters on the art Of being a nit at any party with some essential "attention
grabbers'
•
Trading Pieces
Thur 15
Discovery
6.30 p.m.
Su, half hour )ournisys" each Thursday to pieces wound Europe to explore the similanties and differences between
the people and trad.tions of each country

Clear Polyurethane
Interior.
Exterior.

Amy and the Angel
400 p.m
Nickelodeon
Sun
Depressed by a lack of social life and her parents divorce 17yearI.04%
Amy considers suicide until nor guardian
angel shows her how awful life woulCrve been if she had never been born
The Specs Adventure
Sun 18
Discovery
A six part series. appearing SundayS, chronicles the history of spece—past present and future

in your life.

111111116

GIMS

X
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Durable — used on U.S. Space Shuttles.
Tough — outlasts varnish 3 to 1. Seals
and finishes. Resists abrasion, marring,
weather, alcohol and other household
chemicals. Can be applied over old finish
or paint. In Gloss or Satin.

700 p.m

Professor Popper's Problems
Tue 20
5,o0
Disney
An eccentric science teacher and a boy named Simon mix up a concoction that shrinks them until they are only
hvO inches tali
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The Living Will Is a Healthy
Investment in Peace of Mind

Ails selected as conference speaker
Willard Ails Ph.D., pictured left, is shown at a recent Drug Free School Recognition Ceremony in the East
RoOm of The White House in Washington, D.C. The Department of Education is sponsoring five regional con.
ferences on "How Schools May Work Toward Drug Free School Recognition Status." Dr. 'ills has been
selected to speak for the department on three different topics. He will speak on "Staff Development" on Oct. 3
in Chattanooga, Tenn.; on "Accumulation Up Date Information" on Oct. 17 in Dallas, Texas, and on Oct. 19 in
San Francisco, Calif.; and on "Collecting Data" on Nov. 7 in Syracuse, N.V. Dr. Ails is serving his second
term on the Drug Free Schools Advisory Board, a division of the Department of Education, Washington, D.C.
He also serves as drug education consultant to Graves County School Board. Ails is the youth director and
associate minister for Union Hill Church of Christ near Hardin. He is owner of The Bookmark in Murray and
director of pharmacy at Community Hospital, Mayfield.

(Cont'd from page 6)

Center sponsors support group

d$,

The Counseling and Testing Center at Murray State University will
sponsor a Support Group for Parents and Spouses of Individuals With
Eating Disorders beginning Wednesday, Sept. 14, from 2:30 to 4 p.m. in
the center in Ordway Hall on Olive Boulevard. The group will meet each
week. "We welcome all parents and spouses to a theraputic environment where they can discuss their problems with individuals experiencing the same struggles," said Eileen Portner of the center. This is free of
charge and to register call 762-6857.

Seats available for Emery show
Toopie Thomas Moore, tour director for Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Program Inc., said she still had few seats available for
the bans for the trip to see the Ralph Emery Show, Nashville, Tenn., on
Wednesday, Sept. 21. Reserved seats are assigned in the Gas Light
Theater at Opryland Park U.S.A. The cost wIl be $25. The vans will leave
the parking lot at North Fourth and Walnut Streets, Murray, at 3 p.m.
and return at 9:30 p.m. For reservations call 753-0929 or 753-8274.

•

Potpourri...
and loving you
is the best thing I can do.
Why should we waste our time
talking over some cheap wine,
when we should be doing things
the way that dreamers do?
I'm just a heartbeat away
from a pair of lonesome arms
and loving you
is the best thing I can do.
AT SUMMER'S CLOSE
By Linda Kay Duncan

I hate to see it go,
Its magic to refold;
And leave the trees so bare.
And shut up nature's fair.
There were days it seems,
that could only have been
dreams;
The flowers how they sang,
Their beauty was their fame.
Summer needs no fanfare
To make us all rejoice.
Its very life gives the sweetest
bird,
Its power of joyous voice.
When Winter comes threadbare
and cold,
I'll wonder if I've lost my soul.
In wandering through some
cool, deep wood,
In search of my long lost Robin
Hood.
BOWED LOW
By Marie Jarrett

The pines bowed low
With ice and snow.
Their branches proud
Clad in cold, icy shroud,
Bending earthward, instead of
upward.
Goading with the weight of
winter.
The man bowed low,

DEAR ABBY: Please send me
any information you have on how to
obtain a Living Will.
My elderly grandmother died
recently, and it was a terrible ordeal
for her and the family. She had been
hooked up to a respirator after we
were told there was no hope for her
recovery. Her physiciaFi told us that
ill
to put her on the machine
because she had not signed a L
Living
Will.
We knew that 'Mother did not
want to be kept alive that way,
because our father had also been
hooked up to a respirator after he
had been pronounced brain-dead.
Please help me. The people I have
talked to here told me they have
heard of the Living Will, but nobody
knows how to obtain one. Thank
you.
MRS. MALONE KIMBRELL,
TRUSSVILLE, ALA.
DEAR MRS. KIMBRELL: The
Living Will is a document stating: "To my family physician
and hospital caretakers: Should
the time come when it is medically confirmed that there is no
reasonable hope for my recovery, I direct that I be allowed to
die naturally, receiving only the
administration of comfort care.
I do not wish to have my life
prolonged by artificial means.
Should I become unable to participate in decisions regarding
my medical treatment, it is my
intention that my wishes be
honored by, my family and physician."
Copies of this document
should be given to your physician, clergyperson and lawyer,
and to as many close family
members and friends as you
wish.
To obtain a Living Will, write

to: The Society for the Right to
Die, 250 W. 57th St., Spite 323,
New York, N.Y. 10107.
The Society for the Right to
Die is a non-profit organization. There is no charge for the
Living Will, but a donation to
cover the cost of the document
and the mailing is appreciated.
I sent $10 for three documents
to givg_ to my_ physician rri_
lawyer and a family member. It
was the best investment in
peace of mind I've ever made.
The Living Will is honored in
the United States, and at this
time, Canadians are considering its approval. I sincerely
hope they succeed.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I know that you
have done a lot of public speaking,
so you should know the answer to
this one. Why would an experienced
public speaker stand before an
.audience and go on and on and on
- exceeding his allotted time knowing full well that he is speaking longer than he should?
Can't he see that the people in his
audience are squirming, looking at
their watches, and that some have
even walked out? I do not comprehend the audacity of such at speaker.
,What in the world can he be
thinking of to abuse his audience in
this crass manner?
INCREDULOUS VICTIM

44hp

DEAR VICTIM: There is no
excuse for talking longer than
one's allotted time. To do so is
the epitome of arrogance, insensitivity and stupidity. What
are such speakers thinking of?
They probably think that their
message is sufficiently important to justify the imposition.
They are dead wrong, of course.

FRAMERS GALLERY
CliESTNUT STREET
DIXIELAND CENTER
753-0077

Top TV shows listed

1. (2) "A Different World,"
NBC, 1942 rating, 17.0 million
homes.
2. (3) "Cheers,' NBC, 19.0, 16.8
million homes.

By Abigail
Van Buren

DATEBOOK

NEW-YORK (AP) - Here are
the prime-time television ratings
/ as compiled by the A.C. Nielsen
Co. for the week of Aug. 29-Sept. 4.
Top 10 listings include the week's
ranking, with full season-to-date
ranking in parentheses, rating for
the week, and total homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes
one-time-only presentation. A
rating measures the percentage of
the nation's 88.6 million TV
homes.
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Schwis Vaud Dew

NEW YORK (AP I

- Mamas,
don't let your babies grow up to be
restless, says Willie Nelson, who
blames his wanderlust nature for
ruining three marriages.
The country music singer says
in his autobiography, "Willie,"
due out next month from Simon
and Schuster, that he prefers the
road to matrimony.
Nelson met his third wife, Connie, in 1969. They married, had two
children and lived in Westlake
Hills on the shores of Lake Austin,
Texas.
But they spent much of their
time arguing.
For me the choice came down
to staying ... with Connie all the
time when I came off the road which meant giving up all my pals
who I hung around with on the golf
course or in my recording studio
- or never going back to the
house again," Nelson said in his
book.
He chose to leave and the couple
divorced.
"It's not easy to be married to
somebody like me and be a wife
and stay home and take care of the
family when I'm out here acting
like a big star," Nelson said.
mean, it rubs."

TH1. RSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8. 19118

3. (1) "The Cosby Show," NBC,
18.5, 16.3 million homes.
4. (5) "Night Court,-re,18.2,
16.1 million homes.
5.(4)"Golden Girls," NBC,17.0,
15.0 million homes.
6. (37) "Full House-Tuesday,"
ABC, 15.6, 13.8 million homes.
7. (13) "L.A. Law," NBC, 15.3,
13.5 million homes.
8. (18) "Amen," NBC, 15.2, 13.4
million homes.
9. (60) "Blood & Orchids, Part
2," - "CBS Tuesday Movie," 14.8,
13.1 million homes.
9. (36) "Designing Women,"
CBS, 14.8, 13.1 million homes.
9. (8) "Who's the Boss," ABC,
14.8, 13.1 million homes.
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Duck Stamp Print
ORDER NOW
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With unemployed woe
A load of drugs and a rotten gut
That hunger and gin had twisted
up.
His wasn't the weight of the
winter
But of the poor, drunken sinner.
I watched and waited, ere sun
shown warm
Its great warmth melted the
storm.
The trees raised their icy limbs
In humble thankfulness to him.
The wind blew through with a
happy sigh.
The beaten man lay down to die.

1

Women plan salad supper
Murray State University Women's Society will have its annual salad
supper on Monday, Sept. 12, at 6:30 p.m. in Batquet Room No. 1 on the
top floor of Curris Center. All women faculty, faculty wives and women
staff at MSU are invited to attend. Returning members are-asked to bring salads. New members may attend without bringing a salad. The
committee planning the salad supper are pictured, from left, Mug
Rigsby, Ginger Philpot, co-chairman, Tina hlemencie, Gail Baust and
Gwen Arrigon, co-chairman. Thoe who can't attend, but still want to join
the organization are encouraged to send their $5 dues to Joann Auer, Rt.
'7, Box 758, Murray.
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Te TUE ITUT Cl_ASS WITI-i
Tutors Available for.

•Honors Math •Chemistry 'Geometry
'Reading
'English

Luxurious,
carefree
living .
Enjoy the comforts and
leisure of Stonebrook
• Year-round grounds care
• Secure environment
-0--Priitate entra.nce• Lavish carpet & decorating
• Modern Euro & traditional kitchens
• Virtually maintenance free exterior
• Close to shopping, churches, medical
facilities & golf courses
• Many more qualities
• Starting in the $70's

(Elementary

Ralph DeMartino - Sirk & Co. Realtors
442-5647
442-7810

Tutor Services
Jean S Hu
753-2356

Cynth Cohoon
753-2351

25% Puts it in Lay-Away

STONEBROOK °
LUXURY TOWN HOMES

411P'

notIncluded*,

•

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

Classic camp moc crafted irom soft,
supple leather with fhe knot that'll
make you look
Rfflears
cool.

EXSU/TMENT
Fall Suits always provide fresh
ha:110454w the new fashion season
Bright's selection of two and three
piece suits features the strong colors
and fabrics of the fall seasbn and .
add substance to the excitement of
autumn. For so many, wornees in the
professional world today, a new,
suit is an investment as well as .
a statement of fashion identity
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Tumbleweed 48"
44

Dexter
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Thursday,Sept.8
Thursday Mixed Couples Bowling League will have sign up at
Corvette Lanes at 7 p.m.

Coming community events listed
Thursday,Sept.
Baptist Hospital, Paducah
————
Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's

Thursday,Sept. 8
Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky, a self-help group, is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m in
basement classroom, Western

)00
'Ill/

Thursday,Sept.8
"Light Years," a 1987 French America film, will be shown at
7:30 p.m. in Curris Center
Theater, Murray State University.

Thursday,Sept.
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets. For information
call 753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.

CriS#V.1011%T
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Bathroom Tissue

Charmin
I
roll pkg.

FROM GO GTO1114111M

—

79

_With $15 09 purchase excluding
tobipcco idear! productsya

1407 Main
Phone 753:41211.2„

Store Hours:
8-7 Mon-Thurs;
8-8 Fri & Sat

We Accept Food Stamps
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities

S-AWDates:
Sept. 8-14

000.1NSRT

4
1
111
-4.-

Jimmy Dean
Hot or Mild

Boston Butt

Breast

Sausage

Pork Roast

$
2
9
9

$ 15
9

US Choice

Goldkist
Boneless Chicken

Round Steak
Boneless $ 1.79 lb.

Come By and Sample Our
"New Field Lite Products"

US Choice Sirloin

Tip,
Roast

Jumbo
Franks

lb.

Pork
Cuttlets

Ground
Round

*17

lb

Smoked
Sausage

lb.

Bacon
3-4 lb. pkg.

lb

99

lb

Extra Lean

I

lb $

1'"

Field's Smoked

Pork
Chops...,.....

Field's Lite Oven Roasted

Chicken

lb.

'219

Field's Sliced
Oven Roasted

New! Nabisco

Osage
NEW! Breyers Lite

89

Peaches
29 oz

Ice ,1Cream
/2

Teddy Bear
Grahams
10 oz.

gal.

Buy One
Get 1 FREE

Hyde Park
Grade A Large

Eggs

Oreo Cookies
20 oz

Dozen

$

Luck's Asstd. Varieties

12 pk. Cans

Reinolds

Aluminum Fpil..
Flay-O-Rich

1% Milk

99

1259
gal.99°

OWEN'S BEST PRODUCE

99

Cantaloupes
Golden Ripe

$100

Bananas
8 oz. pkg.

Lipton Family Size

Tea Bags

$ 1 89

Scott Single Roll

69°

Paper Towels

99'

'
lb.69'

Beef Stew
Pine Power

$219

Dishwashing Liquid
32 oz. $ 1 69

Grapes.... s,

gal $

9

OWEN'S BEST DELI

Crystal Light

Drink Mix

8 or

$329
lb

Roast Beef

lb

Pork & Beans

160%,39

Turkey Breast
Owen's Best Storemade

12 oz.

lb

2/994 Cole-Slaw.

21 oz $

9

429

3
9

$239

lb

A29
$a
r

'1'

Games will be at 8 p.m. at Murray Moose Lodge. This is for
members only.
————
Laryngectomee Support Group
will meet at 4 p.m. in private dining room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
————
A lecture, "Introduction to Process: How Artists Make Art," will
be by Roy Davis, director, at 7:30
p.m. in Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, Murray State University. Admission is free.
————
(Cont'd on page 14)

Italian
Village
Pizza
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FORD-LH

,.......

753-5273
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Go(

...when you think
• of pizza...
-----'COUPON - — — -

2 LARGE
16" PIZZAS

EXTRA CHEESE
plus 2 toppings of your choice on
each pizza.

Owen's Best

BBBQ Chicken
$

Kopp
711 Main

Organizational meeting for
Southwest Elementary School
Parents of girls interested in Girl
Scouts will be at 7 mil. at
Calloway Public Library.
————
District 13 of Kentucky Nurses'
Association will meet at 5:30 p.m.
at Seven Seas Restaurant.
————
Items for yard sale by Calloway
County Band Boosters on Saturday morning may be taken to east
end of Calloway County High
School from 5 to 8 p.m.
————
Murray-Calloway County La
Leche League will meet at 7 p.m.
at home of Chris Harrison. For information call 759-1647.
————
Friday,Sept.9
Murray Art Guild will 6ive a
regular yard sale from 8 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the Guild, 103 North Sixth
St., Murray.
————
Cardio Pulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) Class, sponsored by-'
American Red Cross, will start at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. To enroll call 753-1421,
Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
————
Adsmore Museum, 304 Nor*
Jefferson, Princeton, will start
candlelight tours at 6:30 p.m.
————
Regional Toxics Assembly will
meet at Brandon Springs, Land
Between the Lakes. For information call Corinne Whitehead,
1-527-1217.
————
Items for yard sale by Calloway
County Band Boosters on Saturday'morning may be taken to east
end of Calloway County High
School from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
————
Murray High School Tigers will
host Mayfield Cardinals in a foot,
ball game at 7:30 p.m. at Ty
Holland Stadium.

.

Owen's Best Oven Baked

Van Camp

"Cont,

Owen's Best Deli

$239 Cheese
$239

48 oz.

lb

Whole Milk

Emge American

Natural Sparkler

Lucky Leaf Chaffy

1

Hyde Park

BBQ Ribs

24

Texize 28 oz.

2/
Pie Filling
79' Crisco Oil

$

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprites 1 09
Diet Sprite

Owen's Best

Green Giant

White Seedless

69°

Tomato Wedges

Sundance 4 pack, 10 oz.

Mushrooms.

32 oz.

2 Liter

Del-Monte 14.5 oz.

Joy

Sno-White

Carrots

Ketchup

Dinty Moore

Western

Nectarines

Hunts Squeeze

15 oz

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,$
Diet Sprite

39

uk)W

Beans Ap 1°

Brand new horn
Country Club. I

Murray Chapter No, 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 730 p.m. at lodge
hall.
————
The Single Connection will meet
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom,
Educational Building, First
United Methodist Church. For information call Carol at 753-2596,
-Brenda at 753-2513 or Jim at
4924733.

Cheerleaders at Murray High
School will sponsor a dance after
the football game in commons
area of the school.
————
Calloway County High School
Lakers will host Madisonville
Maroons in a football game at 7:30
p.m. at Laker Stadium.

1 49

59

Tilghman-Beauregard Camp
No. 1460 of Sons of Confederacy
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in Graves
County Court House, Mayfield.

b $12
'

Pork
Steaks

$ 189

Field's Lite Reg. or Beef

Sliced
Bologna

Owen's Best
Family Pack

$109

$ 139

Field's Lite Reg. or Beef

Extra Lean

$ 119

Extra Lean

Field's Lite Reg or Beef

lb

lb.

Thursday, Sept.8
Admission is free and the public is
invited.

119

899

$
Dm In or
Kt Up Onlf

Expiry'
164 SO

Central Shopping center

Li

Aui

"Yo
Auto
512 So
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Good Luck
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I

from

"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer"
FREE Computerized Balancing when you buy
your tires from us!
—Large Selection of New & Used Tires-

Brand new home just west of the city nec; Oaks
. Country Club. Low 80's.

HOLLAND

"Contact the Home Team"

Tire Company
East Main & Industrial Road
753-5606 Mon-Fri 8-5, Sat 812

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

Calloway County Lakers
vs.
Madisonville High School
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Good Luck

Lakers
From All Your Friends
at

WALMART
Hwy. 841 North-Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9: Sun. 12-6

State Auto offers
something special

Friday, Sept. 9, 7:30 p.m. at Laker Stadium

It's -the Home Defender Polley for
homeowners with more to protect. An
elite insurance package loaded with
exceptional coverage
features. All at corn- rri State Auto
fru Insurance
petitive rates.

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407 Maple SOuthside of the Court Square
7534451

West Kentucky
Appliance
SALES'• SERVICE • PARTS
WHIRLPOOL • GE • QUASAR • HOTPOINT
Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.
753-4478

The Only REAL Italian Pizza
2 Large
16" Pizzas

2 Slices
Cheese Pizza

Extra Cheese
Plus 2 Tgppings of Your
Choice oh Each Pizza

Calloway County's defense brings down the house, including Somerset ballcarrier Robert Perkins (22) during last Friday's
14-6 loss at Somerset. The defense will be called upon to stop 4A school Madisonville's powerful Maroon offense and quarterback Randy Green this Friday night at Calloway County High School in a 7:30 game.
By DANIEL T.PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
Jack Haskins doesn't want dumb athletes on his team, but the
Calloway County High School head football coach has decided he doesn't
want his Lakers trying to be rocket scientists between the sidelines on Friday night, either.
"I think sometimes you can try to get too smart," Haskins said while
looking ahead to Friday night's 7:30 meeting with the Maroons of
Madisonville at Calloway.
"We're going to change some things up," Haskins said, adding that
while he didn't wapt to go into detail about the Lakers' changes, there
would be a "different look" when the team takes the field against the 4A
challengers.
But most of the change may just come in the philosophy of attack.
"We've had a good week )of practice ) so far," Ha skin-s said. "I think we
understand what we're doing a little better.
"We want to get it down to basics again," Haskins added, "so the
players ran understand what we're asking and perform at full speed."
Full speed is the velocity he expects the Maroons to reach as Madisonville tries to erase the sting of two season-opening losses, as well as
Calloway's 17-7 win at Madisonville last year.
Haskins said he wasn't paying much attention to the Maroon record.
"They lost to a real good Bowling Green team Friday night," he said.
-And the score was a lot closer than it seemed."
Madisonville dropped a 20-10 loss to the Purples, currently ranked
fourth in the Associated Press high school rankings. "They.,(Madisonville )fumbled the ball on the two-yard line with 30 seconds left and Bowling Green scored so that made the final score look like a 10-point game,"
Haskins said. "And Madisonville had dropped the ball in the end zone

Mau la or

earlier, so they could have very easily won the game.'
Madisonville lost to Louisville Holy Cross to start the season, Haskins
said. "Both those teams are better teams," he pointed out. "So we expect to live our hands full."
One large problem presenting itself to the Lakers will be Madison.
ville's nose guard-fullback, Haskins said. "He's (former UK standout)
Sonny Collins' nephew, I don't know his first name," Haskins said. "But
he plays nose guard on defense and makes every tackle on the field, it
looks like, and they run him at fullback on offense and he just plows over
people. He's 5-10 and 254) pounds; a pod-looking football player."
Haskins said the Lakers will concentrate on Collins control, not Collins
containment."You don't stop a great football player, but you can control
him," Haskins said.
be a one-man wrecking crew if you let him
run free."
Another type of control — ball control — has Haskins concerned..
Somerset kept the ball out of Laker hands through most of last Friday
night's 14-6 loss to the 2A top-ranked Briar Jumpers, and Haskins expects a similar offensive game plan froth-the Maroon.
The bestdefense against that, he said, is a good offense. "We need to
score," Haskins said, adding later that he thought Calloway would need
at leak three touchdowns.
But while his first thoughts after Friday's loss were in putting some
punch into the Laker attack, he later amended his degree of satisfaction
with Calloway's defensive effort.
"We were not really pleased there, either," Haskins said. "We did not:put enough pressure on them. All they (Somerset ).did was run power at
us, and Madisonville is a lot like Somerset; they'll line up and try to run
right over you."

LINCOLN

Supporting
Local Sports
and
Serving You
For Sixty Years
Since 1928
PARKER
FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY
753.5273

701 Mein Street

Good Luck
Lakers

Erre to or Pitt t p Oaly

ExPtres 10/9/8ts

Murray Central Shopping Center
Across From MSU Stadium

759-9600

753-9600

v
TO THE VICTOR GO THE SPOILS! You11 know
you've made it when you relax in this sprawling
Cedarling Hills beauty. Large decks and '86 built
dock optimize the 2 acres m/l.waterfront property, You've always dreamed it, now you can have
it! Call today.

ERA® HERITAGE REALTY
641 North

759-9ERA

"The Village-

GOOD LUCK
LAKERS!

Enjoy A Delicious
Mr. Gattis Pizza Anytime!
Stop By After the Game!!!

MERCURY

Oaly

ExAres 10/9

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS
RIDING ON YOUR TIRES

Dine-in, Pick-Up or FREE Delivery

Tires - Shocks - Brakework Computerized
4-Wheel Alignment - Computerized Wheel •
Balancing - C.V. Joints & Axle - Boot Replaced

gatlidit;itif
"
-0
-;filtikeray

CARROLL-TIRE & WHEEL ALIGNMENT,
INC.
1105 PoiDue Avenue

,
Hwy 641 South 4.2 Mlles South State Line
Don Shaw Manager — 901-247-5599

AM& Top Quality

D&W
Auto Supply
"Your Complete
Auto Headquarters"
512 So. 12th St.

753-4563

MURRAY AUTO
PARTS
641 North

753-4424

'85 Ford Bronto. One-owner. 45.000
mites,
P B., air, 6 cylinder, 4 speed
New raised letter tires
Certified Milea•e
Owner Histor
McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.
Pre Ownedearn

759-183.9

we Main
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Kentucky basketball coach urges fans to back program
By MIKE EMBRI.
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kentucky coach Eddie Sutton has asked the
school's supporters to rally around the basketball program pending the
outcome of an NCAA investigation, and he promised to "fight — and
fight to win" to clear UK's name.
"Since I have beet here, we have worked hard to run the type of
basketball program that everybody could be proud of.... The support we
have received since our arrival in Kentucky is unparalleled. We need
that support to continue." Sutton said in a statement issued Wednesday
night.
Sutton's comments followed a news conference by his son, guard Sean
Sutton, who said he and teammate Eric Manuel did not cheat on an ACT
eaam last year.
-I'm deeply upset and really tired and bothered by what people think
— that me and Eric would cheat on a test like that," the younger Sutton
said at Wildcat Lodge on the UK campus.
The NCAA has been questioning the college entrance exam that
Manuel took at Lexington Lafayette High School last year. Sutton also
took the test at the same time.
s 4 The NCAA has aleeady informed the university that it-is investigating
an allegation that a UK assistant coach sent $1,000 to the father of a
recruit: It said there could be another 10 allegations of wrongdoing by
the basketball program, and reports have said at least one concern
Manuel.
In Its statement, Sutton, the head coach at UK for Pa years, said:
•'The rumors and speculations which have surrounded our program
have had many, many adverse effects. It has hurt our recruiting. The
young men who have signed a grant-in-aid to attend the university have
been adversely affected. Additionally, and just as importantly, the pride
at our entire state has been put to an unjust test.
"We cannot afford to lose sight of the fact that we are dealing not with
adults, but with young men, most of whom are between 17 and 20 years of
age. We recruited them to come to the university. Committing to them a

"I shall do what
every Kentucky
basketball player,
fan and coach has
always done, fight
— and fight to win."

Eddie Sutton
quality education and a chance to be a part of the greatest bisketball
tradition in intercollegiate athletics. The very least we can afford them
is fairness."
Manuel has retained an attorney during the probe.
Manuel did not meet NCAA academic guidelines on earlier attempts
at another college entrance exam, the SAT, at Macon, Ga., his
hometown, but met the standards at Lafayette.
"I think Eric Manuel is innocent," said Sean Sutton. "I think he's been
unjustly treated. I think, personally, that he's innocent and hasn't done
anything wrong."
Proctors of the ACT have said that they they didn't detect any
cheating during the testing.
Sean Sutton said he was given permission Wednesday morning by his
father to address the ACT issue.
"I think he saw it was really bothering me," he said. "He knew the

whole thing had been laying on my mind and it's made me have a hard
time concentrating on school and basketball."
He said he was seated three tables.from Manuel because, "we knew
people would think we were cheating" and -we didn't want this to

John Shelby hit the sl
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vercome the things tif
In Baltimore isn't the s
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Steve Sax opened t
sacrifice by Alfredo Gr
from Mike Scott, 13-6, t
Shelby hit his seventh

Sean Sutton had previously taken the ACT during his junior year of
high school, but took it again because his mother. Patsy, wanted him to
improve his score.
"She's a former school teacher and she takes academics very serious.
ly,")e said. "She's always stressed that to me — the importance of
school while growing up. She wanted me to get better (score) — out of
pride."
He added that his younger brother, Scott, has already taken the test
twice and may take it two more times.
Sean Sutton said he believed his statement would end the suspicion.
"I'm pretty confident it will clear my name," he said. "I think after
what I said and what the monitors said, if anyone still thinks Eric and I
cheated, they just want to believe that. They're just hoping that it
happened."
Coach Sutton noted in his statement that Kentucky' four recruits —
Chris Mills, the subject of one NCAA probe, Shawn Kemp, Sean Woods
and Richie Farmer — have all enrolled at UK despite the investigation.
"That makes a strong statement," he said.
"I recall two years ago when our team was down by 10 points to Tennessee with just two minutes to go. Some people left the arena. Most,
counted us out. Those who stayed saw one of the greatest finishes in the
history of college basketball. We won the game, and learned a lesson
that day — never count Kentucky out.
"I shall do what every Kentucky basketball player, fan and coach has
always done, fight — and fight to win.
"Kentucky basketball has faced adversity in the past. ... To many
Kentuckians, Kentucky basketball is a way of life, and source of intense
pride. We will fight to keep it on top for the sake of our fans, students and
players — past, present and future."
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Elsewhere in the NL
treal 4; Atlanta 4, San
Louis 5, Philadelphia 0

Rafael Palmeiro led
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a night game at WriglE
the inning.

Conner picks up easy victory;
loses Kiwi tactician's respect

Martina Na% ratilOva was ousted in three sets at the U.S. Open by Tina Garrison on Wednesday.
AP photo

Navratilova cant hook nig one';
downed by Garrison 6-4, 6-7, 7-5
Defending champ knocked out of U.S. Open
By The Associated Press

NEW YORK — For the first
time in eight years, Martina
Navratilova didn't hook the big
-- one.
"If this year was a fish,"
Navratilova said, "I would
throw it back in."
Navratilova failed to win a
Grand Slam event for the first
time since 1980 and the final
flop in a disappointing year
came Wednesday when Zina
Garrison beat her for the first
time in 22 tries.
Garrison's gutty 6-4, 6-7(3-71,
7-5 quarterfinal victory sent the
No. 2 seed to the sidelines of the
U.S. Open, which she won the
last two years and made the
finals in the last five.
Navratilova also lost in the
quarterfinals at the French
Open (to Natalia Zvereva), in
the semifinals at the Australian
Open Ito Chris Evert and to
Steffi Graf in the Wimbledon
finals, snapping her run of six
straight titles there.

"She played the best match
of her life and I didn't play
well," Navratilova said.
"That's what it was going to
take for her to beat me. If you
play someone that many times,
they are bound to be on their
game when I am not."
And she was not.
While Garrison play'ed spedtacularly in spots — she broke
Navratilova in the 10th game to
take the first set and jumped
ahead 5-0 in the second set —
Navratilova rarely showed the
skills that made her one of the
greatest players ever. She
rallied more on guts than shot.
making. more on Garrison's
mistakes than her own
miracles.
•
"She started to come back
and, before I knew it, the second set was gone," Garrison
said. "But I've been keeping
my composure pretty well during this tournament.
"I've always gotten up 3-0
against Martina and she's

come back. I think the thing
that hurt her is that I stayed in
there and won the first set, no
matter what.
"This is definitely my best,"
said the 24-year-old Garrison,
seeded 11th .and in her first
Open semifinal. "I've lost to
Martina 21 times."
Garrison faces No.5 Gabriela
Sabatini of Argentina on Friday. Sabatini struggled early.
then put away No. 16 Larisa
Savchenko of the Soviet Union
4-6, 6-4, 6-1.
Navratilova's loss seemed to
open the way for Graf to finish'
off her Grand Slam without
much trouble. The top seed
from West Germany is within
two match victories of the first
Grand Slam since 1970.
Graf routed No. 14 Katerma
Maleeva of Bulgaria 6-3, 6-0.
She'll play No. 3 Evert, who
beat Katerina's sister, sixth.
seeded Manuela Maleeva, 3-6,
6-4. 6-2.
(('ont'd on page 11)

SAN DIEGO AP — Dennis Conner's country.
mile victory in the first America's Cup race reduced
the New Zealand challenger yacht to a ship of
"fools," the angry Kiwi tactician says.
"We go out on the track and we're treated like
fools, because we go out there and we sail around the
tracl$ as fast as we could in our. boat and we have a
boat'ahead of us making a mockery of the race,"
says Peter Lester. New Zealand's tactician and
alternate helmsman.
"I must say I have lost a lot of respect for the Stars
& Stripes organization," Lester said at an
acrimonious Wednesday night news conference,
shortly after Conner's dual-hulled catamaran breezed to an 18-minute, 15-second victory over the Kiwis'
monohull challenger in the opening of a best-of-three
series. The next race is scheduled for Friday.
Lester, New Zealand skipper David Barnes and
Bruce Farr,:designer of the challenger, all claimed
Conner held back his arrow-hulled flier by
deliberately sailing the Stars & Stripes catamaran
below its potential over the 40-mile windwardleeward course.
They contended the catamaran should have beaten
them by an hour or more had it been sailed to its
potential.
Asked if he "dogged it," Conner replied, "I'm sailing a cat. Somebody else is sailing a dog."
The crews' bitter exchange added gasoline- to the
fire smoldering between the two camps since New
Zealand Challenge chairman Michael Fay sprang
his unorthodox challenge on the San Diego Yacht
Club in July 1987 and then prevailed ill court over the
defenders to get it validated.
A second court fight ensued when the SDYC took
the unprecedented step in Cup competition of reply-

Trailing 8-3, the Mets
Jeff Pico and reliever
Keith Hernandez's ti
Strawberry.

ing with a 60-foot-catamaran with a revolutionary
hard-wing sail. Fay's attempt to oust the cat as an
allegedly illegal defender resulted in a July 25 court
order to race first and protest later. Regardless of
the series' outcome, Fay has said he will return to
court to protest the issue of the catamaran, which he
says is unfair and unsportsmanlike because it does
not "match" his 133-foot monohull and that the dualhulled vessel is inherently faster.
"We'd like to win this next race as soon as possible
and get on to an America's Cup that the whole rest of
the world would like to see," Conner said. "Enough
of all this shenanigans from New Zealand."
Unlike past Cup competitions, which had been held
in 12-meter yachts since 1958, all other competitors
were excluded from the current event because the
two sides could not agree to terms that would allow
their entry.
Conner, who is one win away from tying skipper
Charley Barr's three Cup victories, had said
repeatedly that assuming he wasin the lead he would
sail the cat conservatively. He said that would be the
smart thing to do because winning was the bottom
line and pushing the catamaran could invite defeat
through possible gear failure on the boat.
The New Zealand skipper, though. said his
counterpart had sullied his illustrious record with his
tactics Wednesday.
"It was disappointing for us-to see a boat which is
potentially a lot faster than ours which was not really
sailed very well," Barnes said. "I think if that is the
best Dennis can do, then I think it's a disappointment
for him to be defending the America's Cup."
Conner shot back at Barnes, a rookie Cup skipper,
"I guess when he's won four America's Cups, then he
can tell me how to do it."
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Tyson camp denies suicide attempt
NEW YORK (AP) — The mother, Ruth Roper.
into his silver BMW, which was
woman who raised Mike Tyson
•'White knights," Cayton said. parked on the grass in front of
through his teenage years called it "They've known him for a few
Ewald's house, and drove it into a
"some sort of soap opera." Her months and, out of the clear blue, tre'r, knocking himself unfoster son did not try to kill suddenly they're the people with
conscious for a half hour and forchimself_ He couldn't do such a the knowledge of Tyson's pro- ing a second postponement of his
thing.
blems. I've been working with
title defense against Frank Bruno.
Tyson's manager. Bill Cayton, Mike, solving his problems since
Though doctors say he is now
called the idea "outrageous," and he was 14 ... and now Bill Cayton, OK,Tyson can't train for at least a
said the story was "a pack of who has protected and taken care
month, delaying the scheduled
falsehoods and untruths — of Mike for eight years, is worried
Oct. 8 fight in London until
.only about making money on
December.
dispicable lies."
Again. Cayton was portrayed as Mike. Then, on Wednesday, the New
a villain, the heavy, with one hand
"It's deplorable. Not true."
York Daily Nev..a..quoted unnamed
over his heart, the other in Mike
This, the latest chapter in the
sources close to Tyson as saying
Tyson's pocket.
soap opera of Mike Tyson, began
he had told Givens, who was in
Enter Donald Trump, who on Sunday. Tyson, 22, was staying
New York at the time, that he was
helped Tyson in his lawsuit in his room at Camille Ewald's
going to commit suicide by
against Cayton, Trump's public house in Catskill, N.Y., where he
smashing his car.
-relations man, Howard Rubens- had lived since he was 13 — seven
"It's not true," Ewald said.
tein, lawyers Peter Parcher and years before he became
"Mike spent the whole week here
Steven Hayes, the heavyweight heavyweight champion of the
in my house training. He was not
champion's actress-bride since world.
depressed."
February, Robin Givens, and her
On a cool, rainy evening, he got (Cont'd on page II)

Major League Baseball

Ref

Detroit 'limps' past Blue Jays; Shelby makes noise in Dodger victory
The Associated Press

With the Detroit Tigers limping through their worst slump of the
season, Manager Sparky Anderson turned to One of his walking wounded, and the patient provided the cure.
"Trammell might be the greatest player in the game," Anderson said
of injured shortstop Alan Trammell, who in a rare pinch-hitting ap_pgarance got a two-out single in the ninth inning Wednesday night to give
betroit a crucial 4-3 victory over the streaking Toronto Blue Jays.
"This one meant a lot," Anderson said after the Tigers broke a sixgame losing streak to move within a game of the Boston Red Sox in the
American League East.':We just lost 13 of 15. People have got to understand that's a lot of losses."
But Trammell. whose single scored a hustling Chet Lemon from second base, said the stomp was not a major concern.
"A lot of people forget that last year we were three back with only
seven to go," he said "We're very much in it
Indeed they are, thanks to some daring baserunning by Lemon'. who
had three hits — two doubles — in four at-bats.
The final hit, immediately preceding Trammell's game-winner, was a
line drive toward the left field corner that appeared to be a long single.
But Lemon never broke stride and easily beat George Bell's throw to se.

cond base for a double.
drove in three runs to lead the Cleveland over New York.
"The ball was hit so hard. I'm sure everybody in the ballpark said,
Medina led off the third inning with a solo homer and hit a two-run shot
'You ain't going anyplace on a ball hit tha ard — Lemon said. "When-I
in Cleveland's three-run fourth to help Rod Nichols to his first major
looked up. he either had the ball or was 4out to pick it up ... I didn't
league victory in five decisions.
make the decision to keep going until I was tree 'or for steps past first."
Mariners 2, Twins 1
AMERICAN LEAG
Seattle's Harold Reynolds hit a two-out double in the 10th inning off
Elsewhere, it was Baltimore 4, Boston 3; Cleveland 5, New York 4:
Minnesota relieVer Jeff Reardon to score Rey Quinones.
Chicago 7. Milwaukee 2; Seattle 2, Minqrsota 1 in 10 innings; Oakland 6.
Bill Swift, the fifth Seattle pitcher, raised his record to 7-10, pitching
Texas 3. and Kansas City 4, California 2.
the final 1 2-3 innings. Dan Schatzeder fell to 0-3.
Orioles 4, Red Sox 3
Royals 4, Angels 2
Larry Sheets scored from third base in the ninth inning as Boston failGeorge Brett had three hits, including a home run, and Bo Jackson hit
ed to complete what would have been an inning-ending double play. In.
a two-run triple as Kansas City beat California.
stead, Baltimore rallied for two rims to hand the Red Sox their first
Floyd Bannister, aided by three double plays and a shoestring, basesdefeat in 72 games in which Boston led entering the final inning.
loaded catch by left fielder Pat Tabler, improved to 10-12.
Cal Ripken hit bases-loaded grounder to shortstop Jody Fteed, who
White Sox 7, Brewers 2
flipped to second baseman Marty Barrett to force Bill Ripken. But Bar. Jerry Reuss pitched a four-hitter over seven innings as Chicago stoprett's throw to first'was wide and Todd Bensinger was unable to record
ped Milwaukee's seven game winning streak.
the third out.
rThe White Sox roughed up Milwaukee's Mike Birkbeck for three runs
Ellis Burks hit his 16th homer for Boston.
.in the third inning and added two more in 'the fourth off reliever Paul
Indians 5, Yankees 4
Mirabella.
Luis Medina hit the first two home runs of his major league-career and (Cont'd on page 11)
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Major League Baseball...
(Cont'd from page 10)
Athletics 41, Rangers 3
Jose Canseco's major league-leading 37th homer tied the game in the
fifth inning, and Gene Nelson pitched three innings of scoreless relief for
Oakland.
The Athletics added two runs in the seventh when Jose Guzman, 11-11,
committed a club-record 10th balk of the season and Terry Steinbach ad.
ded an RBI single
N14770N4L LEAGUE
Dodgers 4, Astros 1
John Shelby hit the shot heard around Los Angeles to beat the Houston
Astros, and just perhaps secure the Dodgers' path to the playoffs.
Shelby hit three-run homer with two outs in the eighth inning to snap a
tie and Tim Leary allowed four hits in eight-plus innings as the Dodgers
beat visiting Houston 4-1 Wednesday night to take a six-game lead over
the Astros in the National League West.
. Shelby came to the Dodgers from Baltimore in the Tom Niedenfuer
deal to fill a void in center field last season. But he surprised Manager
Tom Lasorda and his teammates with surprising power, hitting a
career-high 21 homers and making the plays defensively.
When John Shelby came here, I didn't know him from a load of hay,"
Lasorda said. We needed a center fielder, and he worked awful hard to
overcome the things he coiuldn't do. He's got a ton of talent. The Shelby
in Baltimore isn't the same player he is here, because he didn't believe
he .was a good ballplayer. Now he does:"
Steve Sax opened the eighth with a single and took second on a
sacrifice by Alfredo Griffin. After Kirk Gibson drew an intentional walk
from Mike Scott, 13-6, the runners executed a double steal. One out later,
Shelby hit his seventh home run.
"I didn't have home run on my mind," Shelby said. "I've never hit a
home run when I've tried to hit one. I don't think I was swinging real
hard, the way I swung when I struck out the other two times. I just
wanted to put the ball in play in the outfield because I thought I'd have a
good chance to drive in the runner from third."
Elsewhere in the NL it was Chicago 9, New York 8; Pittsburgh 5, Montreal 4; Atlanta 4, San Francisco 1; San Diego 1, Cincinnati 0; and St.
Louis 5, Philadelphia 0.
Cubs 9, Mets 8
Rafael Palmeiro led off the bottom of the ninth inning with a triple and
scored on Damon Berryhill's one-out single as Chicago beat New York in
a night game at Wrigley Field after blowing a five-run lead in the top of
the inning.
Trailing 8-3, the Mets rallied for five runs in the ninth inning off starter
Jeff Pico and reliever Drew Hall on Lee Mazzilli's RBI pinch single,
Keith Hernandez's three-run homer, and a solo shot by Darryl
Strawberry.
Pirates 5, Expos 4
Doug Drabek won for the ninth time in his last 10 decisions and drove
in a ryn with a single as Pittsburgh beat Montreal at Three Rivers
Stadium.
Second baseman Tom Foley's error led to a pair of unearned Pittsburgh runs in the first inning against flryn Smith, 10-9.
Cardinals 5, Phillies 0
Joe Magrane pitched a seven-hitter for his second consecutive shutout
and Terry Pendleton drove in two runs as St. Louis beat Philadelphia at
Busch Stadium.
Magrane, 4-8, extended his string of shutout innings to 19, as St. Louis
won its third straight game. His previous shutouts this season were a 4-0,
one-hitter on Aug. 12 in Chicago and 2-0 victory last week in Houston.
Braves 4, Giants 1
Tom Glavine pitched a three-hitter and also drove in two runs with a
single as Atlanta beat slumping San Francisco at Candlestick Park.
Glavine, 6-15, struck out five and walked three for his first big-league
complete game.

Tyson camp...
(Cont'd from page 10)
She said he did seem a little
unhapg" though, but she sayl it
was because of his hand, which he
broke two weeks ago in a fist fight
in Harlem with, former boxer
Mitch Green.
Tyson had been held incommunicado in ColumlYiaPresbyterian Medical renter in
New York from his arrival Sunday
night until his release on Wednesday. Givens, Roper and Rubenstein did not even allow Cayton to
see him or talk to him by
telephone, Cayton said.
Cayton said he tried to see Tyson
on Monday but was barred from
his hospital room by Rubenstein
and Roper. He met with Roper,
Givens and Rubenstein on Tuesday, when they told him they were
trying to get Tyson to see a
psychiatrist, Henry L. McCurtis of
Manhattan.
Cayton told them: "If you think
it's indicated, I have no problem
with that."
But that was the first that
Cayton had heard of any potential
mental problems, although Tyson
did come to Ewald nine years ago
from the Tryon School for Boys,
an upstate New York home for
delinquents.
The Daily News said in its story
that Tyson had taken medication
to correct a mental imbalance as a

youth and now apparently wassuffering a recurrence. That could
not be confirmed.
"I've known him since he was
13," said Ewald, a shirttail in-law
of the late Cus D'Amato, Tyson's
first trainer. Ewald and D'Amato
lived together in a 14-room house
on 9% acres overlooking the Hudson River in Catskill, and they
brought Tyson into their home.
He still lives there off-and-on,
especially when he's training.
And, according to sources close
to Tyson, he likes Givens with him
when he's training. One source
said those around Tyson believe
this alleged suicide attempt was
merely a way of "looking for a little attention" from his wife.
"Maybe he told his wife that,"
the source said about the suicide
threat. "But it was an idle threat."
Ewald said it was an accident.
She was an eyewitness.
Tyson had his car parked on her
front lawn. It had been raining,
and it was about 10:30 at night.
Tyson said he wanted to go out to
get some papers and magazines to
read.
"When he started the car, the
wheels began tospin," Ewald said.
"Then, I suppose, he put more
pressure on, and the car shot up
and hit a tree. He lost control, and
It ran into some shrubbery."

Remember the 10th

Padres!, Reds•
Andy Hawkins allowed four hits in 8 1-3 innings and San Diego scored
its only run as a result of an error to beat Cincinnati at Jack Murphx
Stadium.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency."
David King

Raver report

MSU-SEMO game moved,
to a 7 p.m. kickoff time
The kickoff time for the Murray State-Southeast Missouri football
game has been changed. The Racers, 0-1, and Indians 0-1, will begin
their contest at 7 p.m., in Cape Girardeau, Mo. on Saturday.
Originally:the contest was scheduled, for 7:30 p.m., but was changed
by SEMO officials.
The Racers hold a 21-2-1 lead in the series against Indians. Murray
State lost its opener 32-24 at the hands of Tennessee-Martin. SEMO fell at
Troy State 16-7.
• Murray State beat the Indians 30-12 last year at Roy Stewart Stadium.

U.S. Open...
(Cont'd from page 10)
- match points. She even double.
"I think any of the three have an faultedon one.
even chance (of beating Graf), but
"I double-faulted so many times
they have to play the match of that I didn't worry about that one
their life," Navratilova said. time," Garrison said. "I think she
"Once I lost the match to Zina, I saw I was staying in there because
thought,'Oh well, so much for try- I kept playing the points and not
ing to stop her (Graf).—
worrying about it."
Among the men, No. 2 Mats
But Garrison was somewhat
Wllander beat Emilio Sanchez of surprised to win.
Spain 3-6, 7-6 (8-6), 6-0, 6-4, and will
"Naturally, I was already thinkplay Darren Cahill of Australia in ing about going home on the next
the semis on Saturday. Cahill flight," she admitted. "That's just
knocked out Aaron Krickstein 6-2, being realistic."
5-7, 7-6 (7-2), 5-7, 6-3.
Realistically, it doesn't look like
The other quarterfinals were
anyone
can stop Graf. Evert has
played today, with No. 1 Ivan
lost
the
last six neeetings without
Lendl, seeking an unprecedented
fourth consecutive Open crown, taking a set.
facing American Derrick
"Every round, I've played a
Rostagno, and No. 4 Andre Agassi baseliner," said Evert, a six-time
against No. 6 Jimmy Connors at Open winner. "I've hit a lot of
night.
balls these last 10 days. But Steffi
Garrison's dramatic victory is a different class above the girls
rPrna after she had wasted five
I've played."

Jones to speak in Murray
Former NBA star coming Sept. 13
Former National Basketball
Association all-star and Olympian
Bobby Jones will speak at Murray's Holiday Inn at 7:30 a.m.,
Sept. 13. The breakfast is open to
the public, with tickets available
at $5 through David Travis at
753-0885.
On Sept. 12, Jones will speak at
Murray State University and at
Calloway County High School.
Jones is scheduled.to address MS.t1
athletes at 4:30 p.m., at Lovett
Auditorium. At 7 p.m., Jones will
speak at the Calloway County
Faith for Living Crusade in the
CCHS Gym.
Jones was an All-American
basketball player at the University of North Carolina in 1974. He
was a member of the 1972 U.S..
Olympic basketball team which
took the silver medal. Jones
played 12 years of professional
basketball, four with the Denver
Nuggets and eight with the
Philadelphia 76ers. He played in
four NBA All-Star games and was
named first-team NBA AllDefensive Team 10 straight years.
Jones earned a BA in Psychology

901 Sycamore

753-8355
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26
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ednesday's Games
Cleveland 5, New York 4
BalUmore 4, Boston Z.
Detroit 4. Toronto 3
Seattle 2, Minnesota 1. 10 innings
Kansas City 4. California 2
Chicago 7, Milwaukee 2
Oakland 6, Texas 3
Thursdays Games
Detroit I Power 5-6 , at New York I Guidry
on,
Oakland
Young 8-8o at Kansas City
Saberhagen 13-131, no
California Witt 12-12o at Texas Russell
(0.70 n •
AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (415 at batsr—Boggs Boston
35$. Puckett. Minnesota, 351_ Greenwell
Boston. .337. %Infield, New York. 334,
Trammell. Detroit, 327,
RUNS —Canseco. Oakland. 107, Boggs.
Boston. 105; RHenderson, New York, 102,
Molitor, Milwaukee, 97; DHenderson.
Oakland, 31..McGriff, Toronto. 91, Puckett.
Minnesota. 91.
RBI —Canseco Oakland, 111, Greenwell.
Boston, 107, Puckett. Minnesota, 100. Win
field. New York, 98. Brett, Kansas City 97
HITS—Puckett, Minnesota. 196. Boggs.
Boston, 185, Molitor, Milwaukee, 172.
Greenwell, Boston,371: Yount. Milwaukee
165

1[11. 533, 181„,,
7705AG68,4
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Los Angeles
532
6
74
65
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506 10
70 le
San Francisco
350 31
MI
43
Atlanta
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh 5. Montreal 4
Chicago 9 New York
St Louis 5. Philadelphia 0
San Diego 3 Cincinnati 0
Los Angeles 4. Houston 1
Atlanta 4. San Francisco 1
Thursday's Games
New York .Gooden 16-60 at Chicago Mad
dux 16-71
Montreal i Perez 9-6, at Pittsburgh Vials
11.10r. on.
Philadelphia 1K Gross 11-12. at St Lou,
Mc Williams 4-4,. n
Cincinnati Rip 11-8r at San Diego ,Whit
son 12-81. mt
,
Houston oRyan 10-11 r at Los Angela
4Tudor 8-7 i. n
Atlanta I Smoltz— 2-41 at San Francis,
D Robinson 5-4 r, ono
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 1415 at bats o —GPerry Atlanta
320, Gwynn. San Diego. 312. Palmeiro
Chicago. 309. Dawson, Chicago, 306. Galar raga. Montreal. 301:
,RUNS—Butler. San Francisco 102, Gib
son. Los Angeles_ 97, Bonds, Pittsburgh, 90
Clark, San Francisco. 87. Galarraga. Mon
treat, 85, Van Slyke Pittsburgh. pa
.
RBI—Clark, San Francisco. 95. GDavis.
Houston. 90; Van Slyke. Pittliburgh, 85
Strawberry. New York. U. EDavis. Cincin
nati, 83.
HITS —Palmeiro. Chicago. 164. Geier
raga. Montreal. 161. Dawson. Chicago, 159.
Sax, Los Angeles, 151: McGee.St Louis 146

NFL
ANAHEIM. Calif. (AP — Charles White
of the Los Angeles Rams was suspended by
the NFL for violating provisions of its
substance abuse policy, and Coach John
Robinson said, "The substance was
alchohol."
Because of his previous propleins with cocable. White was subject to suspension for
using alcohol under the levue's substance
abuse policy. Players who have never had a
substance-abuse problem cannot he
suspended for using alcohol under the
league's policy
White, the NFL's leading rusher in 1987,
took part in practice before being informed
of the 30-day suspension He was unavailable
for comment. but Robinson indicated White
was shocked by the decision
CHICAGO I AP. — Richard Dent, one of
the NFL's top defensive players, and calvin
'Tomas. a reserve running back, have been
suspended 30 days for violating the NFL's
policy on drugs. the Chicago Bears

announced
In S statement, the Bears said Dent and
Thomas will remain out of the Bears' training facility until Oct. 7
Dent's agent, Steve Zucker, said Dent had
refused to take a drug test because "he did
not feel the league had the right to give him a
test."
HOUSTON AP I — Houston Oiler General
Manager Ladd Herzeg. embroiled in 2 paternity suit resigned but the NFL team's
owner. Bud Adams. refused to accept
Herzeg's decision to step down
"I submitted my resignation from the
Houston Oilers as executive vice president
and general manager on the'basis of a very
personal and private matter.' Hemel/ said
in a statement read by his attorney. Steve
Underwood
But Adams said in a statement read by
Oiler Director of Administration Rick
Nichols that he would not accept Herzeg's
resignation

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

Bobby Jones
- Coming to Murray
from UNC in 1974.
Jones' trip to Murray is cosponsored lay the MSU Chapter of
Athletes in Action and the
Calloway County Faith for Living
Crusade, Sept. 11-15, led by Ste,Hale.

HERE'S A DEAL
YOU CAN'T PASS UP!
—I- gmairmr.

753-8355
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LUMBER OF MURRAY, INC.

0 n: Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12

Visa-MC-Discover

"SPECIALS-OF-THE WEEK"
1.
° clown
Garage Door

moniallill1111111
=CC=

$399
44X8

1985 CHRYSLER LEBAR9N — Ritcl; 11,000
plus miles; power steering, brakes and windows; air-conditionedi electric door locks; tilt
wheel and cruise control. Local trade-in.

WAS $7675

NOW

Carry

Sale
Ends
Tuesday

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450

Model 181-A
9'x7' Steel
Whole or Brown
Glass Option-Extra

9900

Blandex

LINCOLN

Installation Available

We Have LuMber
For

$6950 -

Many More Locally-Owned
Used Cars and Trucks
From Which to Choose
Coming in Daily!
Serving You for $ixty Years
Since 1028
fOltfl

Treated,

10,

12'

2x4

1.71112.39 2.99

MEG

2.79 3.49 4.39

F

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

3.49 5.79 6.79

MERCURY

111 LINCOLN
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The Insurance Center
of Murray

Hawkins, 14-10, struck out two and walked four en route to his fourth
straight victory. Mark Davis struck out the last two batters for his 27th
save while extending his scorelt,:y.. streek to 27 2-3 innings.

MERCURY

Miirray Ledger 8r nines ,

a. MSS

SCOREBOARD

FORD

The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper car
rier. Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th of the month In
order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women They
buy their papers from us at wholesale coot and sell them to you !kt the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay theuh by the 10th they have to dig down
into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month. They
depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier.
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the
right change and you avoid the bother of monthly collection.

THUNADAY,szpimansta

Murray, KY

502-753-5273

We Now Have In Stock Full Line

4x6

Treated Post 89 'Thru

20'

,
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cAllison
Thotogeaphy
From All Your Friends
at

WAL-MART
Hwy. 641 North-Murray
Mon.-Sat. 9-9; Sun. 12-6

Good Luck
Tigers! .
4th

753-8809

Murray High Tigers
vs.
Mayfield Cardinals

Exercise Your
Insurance Options
Make certain all your Homeowners
insurance needs are properly
covered. Call us for a no-obligation
aduit.

Like new. Quality built home in Canterbury
Fresh on the market.

C

Friday, Sept.9 7:30 p.m. at Ty Holland Stadium

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407 Maple Southside of the Court Square
753-4451

Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac
Buick
"Satisfied Customers
are our main concern'

0

121 Bypass

Count
'Oran,
Land
reguls

753-5315

2 Litr.

Pepsi

$ 1 99/
1
2, 1b.

$ 1 29

g t ''e;g:;"-":050; e oway
Ma 4.
Hwy. 641 South 4.2 Miles South State Line
Don Shaw Manager — 901-247-5599

Good Luck
Tigers
from

"Your Full Service
Tire Dealer
FREE Computerized Balancing when you buy
your tires from us!

--Large Selection of New & Used Tires—

HOLLAND
Tire Company
East Main & Industrial Road
753-5606 Mon-Fri 8-5; Sat 8-12

Go Tigers!

Tiger senior James Payne scoots around a defender's tackle attempt for extra yardage in recent action. Payne and Chandler
Stroup, who gathered 117 yards last week against Crittenden, will handle the Tigers' rushing duties against Mayfield's
traditionally-strong defensive team this Friday night at Ty Holland Field in a 730 game.

By DANIEL T.PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
Murray High School head coach Jack Cain views Friday night's traditional matchup with visiting Mayfield from a good news—bad news.
perspective.
The bad news is that the Cardinals will bring their traditionally-strong
tripled
running game, coupled with their traditionally-strong defense,
t_
with an untraditionally potent passing attack.
And the good news?
-If Mayfield has an Achilles heel," Cain said with tongue-in-cheek,
"it's that they don't kickoff very far."
The news is sorrkwhat better than that, despite the Cardinals' string of
three straight appearances in the 2A KHSAA state championship game.
.
The Cardinals can be beaten.
That was proven last Friday night when 4A school Christian County
linemen burst through the Mayfield offensive line to block a point-aftertouchdown kick and preserve a 21-20 Colonel lead.
It was the same Mayfield line which has been brought into question
already in the young season, a line which was thought to be a weak link
even before experienced senior tackle Matt Berhow broke his foot early
in the Cardinals' first game of the season.
That same line, on defense, allowed a makeshift Colonel offensive
backfield — featuring a tailback-turned-quarterback, a linebackerturned-fullback and a cornerback-turned-tailback — to amass 239
rushing yards, including 167 yards on 27 carries by Alvin Byers, the ex.
cornerback who had carried the ball only three times previously in his
career.
But lithe Cardinals have been proven beatable, so have the Tigers, 0-2
after losses to arch-rival Calloway County and to IA district rival Crit-

•

Good Luck Tigers!

Open 7 Days A Week
11 a.m.-10 p.m. Sun.-Fri'
430-10 p.m. Sat. .

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN clion‘f cl(orur
C
AUDI MAZDA INC.
slOtairranL'
800 Chestnut, Murray 753-8850

Carry Out
Orders
Catering:
Meetings, Parties
and Banquets Upon
Request

753-4488
Hwy 641 N.

• lir
TO THE VICTOR GO THE SPOELS I You'll know
you've made it when you relax in-this sprawling
Cedarling Hills beauty. Large decks and '86 built
dock optimize the 2 acres m/1 waterfront property. You've always dreamed it, now you can have
it! Call today.

ERA® HERITAGE REALTY
641 North

The Only REAL Italian Pizza

Supporting
Local Sports
and
Serving You
For Sixty Years
Since 1928

Mao lb sr Fie* Vp Only

18 9 88

Across From RISU Stadium
759-9600
753-9600

-The Village

'86 Chevrolet Celebrity Eurosport. This
car has it all — LOADED!!! 31,000 oneowner miles.
Certified Milea e

- PARKER
FORb-LINCOLN-MERCURY
753-5273

701 Main Street

Owner Histor

McNutt Motor Sales, Inc.
Pre-Owned Cars

759-1839

71s) Wain

GOOD LUCK TIGERS!
from

LINCOLN

2 Large
16" Pizzas

Murray Central Shopping Center

759-9ERA

MERCURY

Extra Cheese
Plus 2 Toppings of Your
Choice an tech Pizza

Ex

tenden County. And Cain knows the Tigers have been their own worst
enemy, with crucial turnovers killing Murray hopes in each contest. .
Three special team turnovers and an interception doomed the Tigers
against Calloway, two fumbles in the first quarter at Crittpden practically gave the Rockets all of their points in the 10-3 decision last Friday
night:
"We've made our share, haven't we?" Cain said of the turnover problem. Yet, until rules allow handles on the ball or allow the coaches to
carry the ball, there is little more the MRS coaching staff can do but
issue a warning. '
"You just can't make mistakes against a team like Mayfield," Cain
said. They get after you real strong."
Cain knows the Cardinals will be wanting to "get after" the Tigers
even stronger in the wake of last Ftiday night's defeat and with the
presence of a lengthy winning streak In the series.
"We haven't won against Mayfield in I-don't-know-when," Chin
pointed out. Cain, in his third year at the Tiger helm after spending
much of his career in northwest Tennessee, has seen two defeats at the
hands of the Cardinals, including last year's 34-12 decision.
Leading the way for the Cardinals is quarterback Tim Schlosser, who
has been schlinging the ball downfield with pinpoint accuracy since stepping into the starting role last year as a junior.
Schlosser connected for eight of 13 passes, 157 yards and three
touchdowns in the Cardinals' first game against Heath, then sizzled the
Christian secondary on 10-of-14 passing for 189 yards, including shots of
74 and 47 yards to set up Cardinal rushing touchdowns.
All told, Schlosser is 18-of-27 for 67,-; with 346 total yards, a 19.2 yardsper-completion average, three touchdowns and two interceptions.

Chinese/American Buffet 11-3 p.m.
Daily Luncheon Specials 11-2 p.m.
Every Sunday Buffet 11-2 p.m.

mama

2 Slices
Cheese Pizza

Pl

THORNTON TILE
81 MARBLE
"West KY's only cultured
marble manufacturer certified
by the National Association of
Home Builders Research Foundation."

Come by and see us at:
617 S 9th

753 5719
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT wiray
Fiddlin' around

99 for Lunch

Playhouse announces season
4„

Y

22

Country music showman Clay Campbell grimaced as he fiddled the
'Orange Blossom Special' at the Labor Day Arts and Crafts Show at
Land Between the Lakes. Campbell's Kentucky Opry Show holds
regular performances in Draffenvile.

Ledger &Times

COI TWIN,

re

Murray's Playhouse in the Park "previewshow scheduled for the
has announced the plays for its public
The entertainment for the
1988-89 regular season
Opening the season on Playhouse's annual dinner theater
September 30 is Our Town, by on February 3-4 and 10-11 will be
Thornton Wilder, with shows in the the musical comedy, A Funny
evenings on September 30, Oc- thing Happened on the Way To the
tober 1, and October 7-8, and Forum. The dinror theater will be
held in the MSI.: Curris Center
matinees on October 2 and 9.
Our Town is the classic Ballroom.
American play about growing up
The production is sponsored by
and falling in love, about living
the Murray Ledger & Times.
and dying:" saidliz-Bussey, the
In the spring, the community
executive director of the cm, -theater will produce Beth
inanity theater.
Henley's Crimes of the Heart.
"We're excited about doing it at
Crimes of the Heart debuted at the
the Playhouse because the story is
Actors Theater of Louisville a few
one that has meaning to all of us —
years ago, then went ,on to win
Our Town is as easily Murray as
great praise on Broadway.
any place else."
The Playhouse production is
Our Town is directed by Janet
scheduled for March 24-25, March
Kenney and sponsored by H.T. 31, and April 1, with matinee
on
Marketing and Dwain Taylor
April 2.
Chevrolet.
At the end of the season in April,
In December, the Children's
the Playhouse in the Park will preTheater Company will present its
sent the first West Kentucky
annual Christmas play at the
Playwrights' Festival, sponsored
Calloway County Public Library. by the Bank of Murray and
This year, the children will per- Peoples Bank.
form Babes in Toyland, a musical
Still in the planniN stages, the
fantasy which features just about festival will probably present
every Mother Goose character
several short plays by local
imaginable.
playwrights associated with the
Evening shows are December 2,
West Kentucky Playwrights
3, 9, and 10, with matinees on
Group.
December 3, 4, 10, and 11. The production is sponsored by Pockets . Members of the organizatiori
Convenience Stores and— WSJ1)--ineet monthly at the Playhouse to
Radio.
share ideas and works in progress
Bussey, who will direct the play, under the guidance of dramaturg
said that membership in the Becky Reynolds.
Children's Theater Company is
Season tickets for the 1988-89
open to all students in grades 1-6. season are available now from the
Members of the Young Actors Playhouse boX office, 759-1752. The
Guild (grades 7-12) are invited to cost is $22 for adults, $17 for senior
participate as members Of the pro- citizens; and $12 for students and
duction staff.
children.
Students in grades 5-8 will perIndividuals interested in parform in The Great Cross Country ticipating in any of the productions
Race early in 1989. The play tours are invited to attend audition or to
area elementary schools, with a contact Liz Bussey at 759-1752.

Spaghetti &
Garlic Bread

99C:

with our Special
•Homemade Meat Sauce
Expires 10-5-88
COUPON es i•

sonnanan
II 1.111.-1110-1L

99'1
99c;

2 Slices of
Cheese Pizza
Expires 10-5-88

WII MI W PI0110
ii ILIA-4PA.

OOOOO

COUp(IIII• mi

ANI tRI

S

Our Fresh
Salad

OM MIMI Na W
II AAA FA.

Expires 10-5-88

Central Shopping Center

talian
Hag
Pizza

(across from MSU Stadium)

Murray

759-9600

If your 14 mower
can't cut-4 anymore,
gt $so on a trade in.

Playhouse releases cast list for 'Our Town'
t
The Playhouse in the Park has
announced the cast and crew from
Our Town, the first production of
the community theater's 1988-89
regular season.

rs
,c-

•oto
ut

The Pulitzer Prize winning play
by Thornton Wilder tells the stories
of people who live in a New
England town at the turn of the cen_Wry — though the town could easily be Murray and the time could
easily be now.

rs
he

Pasco as Dr. Gibbs, Samantha Hall baseball player; Keith Farley as
as Mrs. Gibbs, and Catie Bates as the man in the auditorium; Gary
Rebecca Gibbs; and Kathryn Glass as Simon Stimson; Lyn
Pasco as Mrs. Webb, Allen Crysler as Mrs. Soames; Sarah
Williams as Mr. Webb, and Trevor Blaustein as Si Crowell; and Ken
Sutrick as Sam Craig.
Pervine as Wally Webb.
Other townspeople are David
The production staff includes
Greene as Joe Crowell and the Allen Williams as the set designer,
baseball player; Randy Wilson as Lyn Crysler and Dot Atkisson as
Howie Newsome; Bob Pervine as costume designers, Angela
Professor Willard and Constable Johnson as the sound designer, and
Warren; Behnaz Kibria as the Anna Erwin as the stage manager.
woman in the balcony and the
The director for the community
•■•••••••■•■•••■•• OOOOOOOOO ••■•••••■•••••■••••••••

"This play is one that has meaning to all of us," said Liz Bussey,
the community theater's executive •
director.

in

•
•▪ Square Dancing Classes.
•
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ho
13-

•
•
•

Bill Phillips will appear as Our
S
Town's stage* manager, the U
Western Style
U
•
character who is at Once part of the
•
•
story and outsicde of it.
•
For Some Fun In Your Life
Leigh Baker and Paul Cagle are
•
Emily Webb and George Gibbs —
In Murray
11
Sept.
Begin
Classes
•
young people who are first
•
playmates, then sweethearts, then
Call 759-1590 or 436-5846
•
husband and wife.
The families of the two are John
OOOOO iii•••■OOOOO0•111••••••••••••••••OOOOOs•I1••••••••
•

ee
he
of

Is-

theater production is Janet
Kenney.
Our Town opens at the Playhouse
on September 30, with performances September 30, October 1, 7,
and 8 at 8:00 and October 2 and 9
at 2:00.
The box office opens tomorrow,
September 9, for season ticket
holders and on September 16 for the
general public.
The production is sponsored by
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet and H.T.
Marketing.

•Trade in your old mower op a new Tor;now.
• Hurry, special trade-in offer eilds
•Only Toro offers the GTS starting guarantee. Toro GTS engines are
guaranteed to start on the first or second pull for two years or Toro will fix
there free.
•See us for a large selection of Toro side discharge and rear bagger mowers
•Two-year limited warrant):
• No money down on Tom's revolving charge plan. Ask,for details.

Keith's Lawn & Tractor Center
"Limp In — Leap Out"
359-9831
Industrial Road

T0110

Hawn't )tru done without a Toro loniienough?'
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Charity
Golf Tournament
••• Sponsored by •••

5 Pc.

OAKS COUNTRY CLUB
When:

1C.

Where:
Wain

Who:
How:

RS!
Cost:
Win:

DEN GROUP

0.99PP S go fenoll, roam group moll soled mood frame. SYnrAelrr loam
cushions cowered rn durable spare age fribric s A room full of frond.. lor
under $300 Set includes sole ch. 2 end tables and cot/ tell 1.11...Hng
rocker only /79

Saturday, September 17th
Shotgun start at 9 a.m.
Oaks Country Club
4-person Scramble Teams
Call Charlie Hargrove or
Danny Woods at Oaks
Country Club — 753-6454
Only $15.00 per person
Carts extra
Two round-trip airline tickets
for anywhere in the
continental USA

I

SOR PLACE SL EP GALLERY OFFERS YOU

Quality, Selection & Savings
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PILLOW ARM COMFORT

39,•
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CLOSE OUT
Airline tickets compliments of
American Airlines
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Sign up NOW!
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•

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY.
An players have equal chance to win II

.01111 000 1014 Or

*SO Hy
h..WI.
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••• All proceeds go to WATCH.•••
(Work ActivItilas Training Cantor for ft)* Hand,cappod)

YOU DON'T
NEED CASH
FREE FINANCING FOR
90 DAYS-UP TO 34
MORRIS TO PAY-

PuRDom s
FURNITURE AND APPL.
ON THE WEST SIDE 05 WARD ELKINS ON THE
SQUARE iN powwows'

CHECK OR CASH

MURRAY. KY 753-4872
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Community...
9
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m for activities by senior citizens.
---Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall.
- --Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be

TIMES

THURSDAY. SEPTEMBER 11, 11118

OBITUARIES
Friday,Sept.9
from 7130 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink
Maui Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 4 prm. to 12 midnight
For information call 753-TEEN.
---Murray lions-Club will have its

.
tot Vtl,"1-1"iiii(VICS "ii) laillact-I-STViiTh‘
to
toto Homeplace Family Restaurant
to
Club Steak
Good
to 10-0z.choice
$
ot potato
Thurs.-Sot.
toto 'includes
Sept 8-10
to tossed salad and Frenct• breac

495

to
to

ALL YOU CAN EAT
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to
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Boneless Fish or Catfish Steaks

.41
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00
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$495

tI :
A*
• Every TK011 F & Sot
759-1864
tO 1906 Coldwater Rd
tO
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THE YMCA....
NOBODY DOES IT BETTER!!
PRE-SCHOOL CLASSES
Y-SKIPPERS - PARENT & TOT SWIM -

$2000

M & W,.6 Mos.-3 Yrs-. 900-9:30 a.m.
3-5 Yrs. 9.45-10:30 a.m.
(Carr Health Budding Poo)-MSU)

TOTS IN MOTION -9000
5s
(Carter
Th
E
Elementary choo
p m.
DESIGNED TO HELP DEVELOP SELF CONFIDENCE.
COORDINATION, MOTOR DEVELOPMENT THROUGH GAMES,
EXERCISE & TUMBLING

YOUTH
CHEERLEADING CLINIC - s700
't

4

. (msu

f
)
(GRADES 1-6) Sept. 10, 9:00-11.30 am
msu

Cutchin Field)

CHEERLEADERS WILL BE THE INSTURCTORS
FREE T-SHIRTS TO ALL PARTICIPANTS

ARTS & CRAFTS -

2oo

(GRADES 1-5) M,. 4:001445 p.m
(Carter Elementary School)

WEIGHT LIFTING FOR BOYS -

500

(14-15 Yrs.) T&Th, 4.30-5:30-p.m
(Stewart Stadium)

BASKETBALL BASICS

S I 500

MIk
02141rOf

(GRADES 1-3) T, 4_00-5.00 p.m.
(North Elementary School)

759-YMCA
HRS: M-F 8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
303 N. 12th St.

17.4 Cu. ft. Capacity

REFRIGERATOR
with Adjustable Glass Shelves

Friday,Sept.9
annual Candy Day promotion
today.
Saturday,Sept. 10
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter
of Daughters of American Revolution will meet at 2 pm.at
Community Center.
Fish Fry, sponsored by Murray
Mow Lodge, will be ati 30 p.m
at Fern Terrace Lodge.
ramily YMCA of Murray will
have its first fall session of programs today. For information call
Rosanne Radke, director,
759-YMCA.
---America's Cover Miss and
.l'over Boy USA Pageant will be at
Executive Inn, Paducah. For information call 1-615-487-2937.
•
---Calloway county Band Boosters
will have a yard sale and bake sale
from 7 to 11 a.m. behind Calloway
County High School.
---The Singles Organizational
Society will meet at 8 a.m. at
Chamber of Commerce building to
go to Nashville, Tenn. For information call Pam at 759-1105.
---Murray Lions Club will have its
annual Candy Day promotion
today.
Murray High School Band will
participate in festival at Lone
Oak.
---Murray High School Soccer•
team will play Warren Central at
11 a.m.and Owensboro at Western-Kentucky University, Bowling
Green, at 5 p.m.
---Dance will be from 9 p.m. to 1
a.m. at Murray Moose Lodge. This
is for members only.
---Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St., Murray, will be
open from 1 p.m. to 12 midnight.
For information call 753-TEEN.
---AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.

Mrs. Becky Sheffield
Mrs. Becky Sheffield, 35, of High
Springs, Fla., died today at 6:30
a.m. at the home of her mother,
Mrs. Willa Lee Lamb, New
Concord.
The Sheffield family was in profess of moving to Calloway County
from High Springs. .
Born Oct. 25, 1952, in College
Spring, 'Iowa, she was the
daughter of Willa Lee Hiles Lamb
and the late Truman Lamb.
Survivors are her husband,
Melvin Sheffield, and three sons,
Aaron Sheffield, James Sheffield
and Jason Sheffield, all of High
Springs; her mother, Mrs. Lamb,
New Concord.

Services for David Morgan are
today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
The Rev. Jack Jones is officiating
and Mrs. Olivene Erwin is
organist.
Pallbearers are Michael
Morgan, Eric Barrett, Preston
Barrett, Hugh Massey, Tim
Morgan and Max Morgan.
Entombment will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens
Mausoleum.

Dukakis addresses American Legion
in Kentucky, greeted by dignitaries
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Democratic presidential nominee
Michael Dukakis was greeted by a
host of Kentucky dignitaries when
he arrived here for his address the
70th annuaL.American .Legion
convention.
Dukakis ran a gauntlet of about
100 or more state Democratic officials and well-wishers, including

Lexington sportscaster won't seek
governor's backing in senate race

BOWLING GREEN, liy. (AP)
- Lexington sportscaster Ralph
Hacker said he would not solicit
backing from Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson if he runs against incumbent U.S. Sen Mitch McConnell in 1990.
Hacker, a Republican, is a close
friend of Democrat Wilkinson's.
Sunday,
- Sept. 11
Alcoholics Anonymous will have He supported Wilkinson during his
a closed meeting at 4 p.m. at- 1987 gubernatorial race.
"I wouldn't go ask for it at all,"
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets. For infor- Hacker said. "Being the
mation call 759-4059, 762-3399 or Democrat and being the governor,
he has no choice but to support the
753-7764.
Democratic candidate for the
Square dance class, western Senate. We've been friends for 25
style, will begin today. For infor- years, but I wouldn't expect the
governor to go out on the stump
mation call 759-1590 or 436-5846.
and say, 'I'm for Ralph Hacker.'"
---In an interview last week McScotts Grove Baptist Church will
have its annual homecoming.
Gospel Jubilee, sponsored by
• local United Methodist Churches,
will be at 2 p.m. at Coles Camp
Ground United Methodist Church.
Lunch will be served at 12:45 p.m.
---League of Women Votes of Murray and Calloway County will have
a membership meeting from 2:30
to 4:30 p.m. at the Wolfson home,
310 North 14th St. For information
call 436-5885.

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED'
r . OR YOUR
MONEY BACK!

Model TBXISKK
Cu. ft freezer.
• Equipped for optional icemaker,
• Adjustable glass shelves.
• 2 vegetable, fruit pans; one sealed.
• Energy Saver Switch helps cut
operating cost.
• %pacemaker' door holds 6-packs.
has "Snugger" to keep small items
from tipping over.
• Textured doors, won't she.
fingerprints.
• 5.01

Cie9

$558
'Colors $10 extra

ONEXCNAN61 OPTION fitOM GI ON NM P

We bring good things to life.

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
2 1 2 East Main Street
753 1586
Howard Coy 8 John Simmons Owners,

FROM PADUCAH
Atlanta
'168"
Dallas
'218"
Minneapolis
218"
New -Orleans 1188"
New. York
198"
Norfolk
218"
Orlando
'158"
Philadelphia .... 188"
Tulsa
'158"
Washington D.C.178"

Hog market
Federal Slide Markel News Service Seplernber
IBIS kentus ky Purchase Area Hog Markel Report
Includes 1 Ikly ing Stations Iteceipts. 4ct 908. Est.
4541 Barrows & Gills .75-1.00 higher, Sow.
steady -1.00 higher.
$40.75 41.25
US 1.2 200 2.341 Its.
338.75-40.75
IS I-t 21J0-220 lb..
540.2540.75
I'S 2-3 t211 2.50 lb..
139.25,40.23
I'S 3.4 2.34-270
SOM.
l'S 1.2 270 350 lb..
US 1-3 titai 400 lbs.
US 1-3 4411* 300
&TS 1-3 5041 and up
US 2-3 3011-5011-lbs.
Roars 524.00•27.00

$3144/ 30 1111

:
1:
2
319
4;i0
$
7
5,
7
fe00
0
431.00.33.50

FROM NASHVILLE
:3800
Birmingham
$15800
Boston
$5800
Chicago
Detroit
'440°
$9800
Houston
Newark
178"
Orlando
'128"
$7800
Pittsburg
Las Vegas
1198"
Los Angeles...198"

*Restrictions Apply
*Limited Seats Soi(J
*All Rates Subject to Chinge
For full details contact on the lull-time Hour Travel consultants
Patty Greenway or Kimberly House
USt YOUR BONUS BUCKS AND SAVE AT HOUSE TRAVEL

111

Pcx4e, ravel
759-1074

Four surviving sisters are Mrs.
Clayton (Rachel 1 Becker, New
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (API - A
Concord, Mrs. Pat (Ruthie) Butterworth, Rt. 4, Murray, and Mrs. Florida middleman arranging
Buddy (Mary Jo I Farris and Mrs. overseas financing for Jim Bakker's $172 million bid to buy back
Dickie (Martha) Hodge, Murray.
PTL has been convicted of fraud
Eight surviving brothers are
and has a long criminal.record, a
David Lamb, Dallas. Texas, ,television station reported.
Stephen -Lamb, Morengo, Ind., • The report Wednesday night by
Phillip Lamb, Upton, Thomas
WEITV in Charlotte comes on the
Lamb, Cincinnati, Ohio, and
eve of deadlines today and Friday
David Lamb, Michael Lamb, for Bakker, the leading bidder for
Amos Lamb and Thomas Lamb, the embattled ministry's assets, to
all of New Concord.
proviie can carry through on his
offer!'
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
"(There'sJ one complication
will be in charge of funeral and
after
another, sert of like a soap
burial arrangements.
opera,"
"Red" Benton,
PTL's bankruptcy trustee, said
Wednesday.
Benton said he was concerned
Mr. Morgan;82, died Tuesday at over the report
that Louis Pihakis
10:55 a.m. at Murray-Calloway of Pensacola, Fla., was
convicted
County Hospital.
of fraud and has an extensive
criminal record. Pihakis has been
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. coordinating arrangements with
Mary Futrell Morgan; bne
unidentified Greek businesirnen
daughter, Mrs. Preston (Marilyn) planning to back Bakker's bid;
Barrett, Rt. 8, Murray; one son, Bakker attorney James Toms
James Kenneth Morgan, Murray;
said.
one brother, Calton Morgan, Rt. 8,
Benton said he would meet with
Murray; three grandchildren, Bakker today.
James Michael Morgan, Eric Kyle
"I want to find out how he feels
Barrett and Valerie Ann Barrett.
this will affect his deal ... rand
hear) just what his alternatives
are," Benton said.
Ryan Hovis, Bakker's attorney
in Rock Hill, S.C., said Pihakis
should not become the issue in
Bakker's bid.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson, former
"There's no scam here. There's
Gov. Martha Layne Collins,
no payment to him. There's
Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson
nothing we're risking" on Pihakis,
and Jefferson _County JudgeHovis said.
Executive Harvey Sloane.
Pihakis has "never, been the
Dukakis' chartered Boeing 737 man with the money," Hovis said.
was about 30 minutes late of its
Asked whether Pihakis'
scheduled 10:15 p.m. EDT criminal record casts doubt on the
Wednesday arrival.
legitimacy of the- transaction,
Toms said Wednesday, "The only
way to tell is to see if the money is
there."
Earlier this week, Benton extended from Tuesday until today a
Connell said Hacker's potential deadline for Bakker to present a $3
candidacy would be an attempt by
million downpayment on his offer
Wilkinson to throw his weight and set Friday as a deadline for
around and gain control of the contractual arrangements to be
state's Republican Party. Hacker worked out.
denied that contention.
Bakker said-Tuesday he needed
"My official response is an em- only $100,000 more to reach the $3
phatic, 'No.' My other response
million, but Toms said Wednesday
would be that that's another thing night he did not know where Bakthat Mitch McConnell has wrong." ker's total stood.

David Morgan

ROUND TRIP
AIRFARE UPDATE

'SOON

Bakker middleman
for financing has
record of fraud

(('ont'd tromp page I)

1304 Chestnut

(Next to Subby's)

1-800-634-4903

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Previous Close
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class A
AT&T
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
CSX Corp
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store
Exxon
Ford
GAF Corp
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
Goodrich

Prices as of 10 a.m.
Goodyear
+1.42
.-GO -%
/
4
2065.79
I.B.M.
112% +1
Ingersoll Rand
413
/
4
34/
1
4 -%
Jerrie()
141
/
4113 141
/
2A
25/
3
4 2.51
/
4A
251
/
4 +%
Kmart
341
/
4 +3/1
Kroger .
30 unc
36/
1
2 tine
23 ./
1
4
JCPenney
471/2
. 85% -%
-Penwalt
Iø +1,4
36% "+1
/
4
24/
1
4 +3/s - Pillsbury... .
531/4 +%
Quaker Oats
8/
1
211 8%A
Sears
45% -1/4
. 3534 -%
Texaco .....
50% unc
453/4 -1
/
4
Time Inc.....
..961/5 •1
/
4
491
/
2 -1/2
U.S.Tobacco.......
73% +
....32 -1/8
21% +
Wal-Mart
31% unc
C.E.F. Yield
7 47
5$.%

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

CHAIN SAWS THAT LAST
AT PRICES THAT WON'T.

028SWB
For a limited time only, our 028 Super Stihl Wood Boss'
with 16" bar and chain is on sale for $329.95. And our Stihl
011T with 16" bar and chain is reduced to $199.95. See us
today. Because Stihl chain saws have.always been worth
a few extra dollars in the long run. And now they're worth
a few extra dollars in your pocket. too.
•Mtg suqg retail

Murray Home & Auto

7:304 Mon.-Frl.; 7:30-5:00 Sat.
Chestnut St.
753-2571 or 753-4110

ST1HL®
ANEW
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Fraaces Drake

Your Individual Horoscope

FOR FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 9 1988

ARIES
LEO
Pit (July 23 u)Aug '22)
(Mar 2I to Apr IS))
An older relative may require extra
Don't leave to others whet You can
attention now. You'll be mulling over do for yourself Though the emphasis
your career prospects today Affec- is on dating and recreational pursuits,
tionate relationships prosper now you may also make an important
Spend ume together
business decision today
TAURUS
VIRGO
PIN (Aug 23 to Sept.'22)
(APT.20 to May 20)
Business and pleasure mix favorYou'll be doing some shopping for
ably. You may make a decision today the home now Questions regarding
regarding your educational plans. A parenting surface. A friend seems
change in advisers may be forthcorn-_ irresponsible. You may hear from
someone today from your past
mg. Guard against procrastination
GEMINI
lob LIBRA
(Sept. 2:3 to oct.22)
(May 21 to June 20)
Partners get along famously with
Your personality is a plus for you in
each other, but one of you spends all your dealings today. A big talker
extravagantly now. It's a good time crosses your way in business. Impor.
for you both to discuss your financial tant domestic decisions are upcom
ing.
future.
SCORPIO
CANCER
ilk (Oct.23 to Nov.21)
(June 21 to July 22) •
You may find something special in
Don't take lightly what a partner
has to say today. Be attentive — you an out-of-the-way shop. It seems
may share a burden together now others won't let you think for yourself
You might entertain someone impor- now. You may receive some unsolicited advice
WM to your business.
_

zat

GOE

Murray Ledger & Times advertising representative Mary Ann Orr explains the operation of the litographer's
camera to a group of students from Eastwood Christian School. The group toured the newpaper facility
recently.

students have become more invloved on campus and in the community, a trend I hope will continue based on the tremendous
resources and experiences these
students have to offer us."
A native of Mt. Vernon, Iowa,
Ms. Park received the bachelor's
degree in international relations
from Hamline University in St.
Paul, Minn., and the master's
degree in innercultural ad-

ministration from the Sehool fo;
International Training in Brattleboro, Vermont.
"I'm going to miss Murray State
and especially the students I've
had the pleasure of working with
and getting to know, but I'm very
excited about the challenges and
opportunities that await me in
Louisville," she said. "I'm also
thankful that Louisville is nearby.
so I can come back and visit."

Police sweep
nets record
plant number
GLASGOW, Ky. I AP) — The
third annual Green-Gray Sweep of
marijuana fields by state police
and the National Guard netted a
record number of destroyed
plants, officials said Tuesday.
The combined effort from Aug.
15-20 led to the destruction of
91,748 marijuana plants, double
last year's total. The plants were
Contained in 436 plots and five people were arrested with other arrests pending, Justice Secretary
Michael Troop said.
Troop was joined by Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson during a forum
at Glasgow High -School to promote the Champions Against
Drugs program.
State police efforts to eradicate
marijuana will continue through
the remainder of the growing
seasot, Troop said.
Troop also announced that the
narcotics and special enforcement
sections of the state police will be
combined into a single unit.
The new unit will be responsible
for narcotics investigations and
white collar crime probes.
There are 71 officers in the new
unit, which has regional offices in
Lexington and Louisville.

Louie Williams)

Special
Your Choice
Steak Sandwich & Potato
or
5 oz. Hamburger & Potato

establishment of all claims,
privileges, rights and other
benefits which they may have
under federal, state or local laws.
The office, located in the National Guard Armory, will be open
from 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-11 p.m.

99

(Formerly Western Sizzlin
•Location)

753-2244
411:iI,J1=1==ZE=1E=Le
'
PEANUTS

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

a&ke MUM
csemog
IOW

Tiger Band
to compete
on Saturday
The Murray High School Tiger
Band will compete Saturday in the
12th annual Lone Oak Invitational
Marching Contest. It will be the
band's first competitive event of
the fall season. The contest will
begin at 6 p.m. at the Lone Oak
High School football field.
The remainder of the band's
marching schedule is as follows:
Sept. 24 - Barren Co./Glasgow
contest, preliminary competition
at 1 p.m.; finals at 6 p.m.;
Oct. 1 — MSU Homecoming
parade, 9:30 a.m.;
Oct. 8 — MSU Festival of Champions, preliminary competition at
10 a.m.; finals,at 7 p.m.;
Oct. 22 — Muhlenberg Central
Contest, 6 p.m.;
Oct. 29 — Todd Central Contest,
starting time to be announced;
As always the Tiger Band will
be on hand to support the fighting
Tiger football team at all home
games, according to John Stroube,
MHS band director.

(Owner

Veteran affairs rep to be in Murray
Jim Welch, a representative of
the Kentucky Center for Veterans
Affairs, will be in Murray Sept. 20.
The representative will be here
to assist veterans, their families,
their dependents or beneficiaries
in the presentation, proof and

SAG MARIUS
(Nov *C.! to Dec 21)
de
You may be erratic in the way you
handle money now Find a corn
promise between thrift and extravagance Social life could well lead to a
romantic introduction
CAPRICORN
k Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Subtle connections are helpful to
your career. You may be overly
concerned with self-image now. A
partner tends to be too enthusiastic.
AQUARIUS
(Jan 20 to Feb 18)
A research project may engage
your attention News comes from a
friend along with an invitation to
visit. Don't bite off more than you can
handle today
PISCES
Assiar
(Feb 19 to Mar 20)
• Someone you meet socially today
will prove to be helpful to you in
business. New friendships are on
your horizon, but avoid selfindulgence when partying.

A family favoritesLouie's Steak House

Park accepts director position of U of L
Helen Lee Park, foreign student
adviser at Murray State University, since 1986, has accepted the
position of director of the international student program at the
University of Louisville.
During Ms. Park's tenure on the
MSU faculty, the number of international students has risen from 86
to 115.
She was instrumental in securing a $10,000 federal grant for MSU
in 1987 in conjunction with the
"Farmington Project," which invloved international students
sharing the knowledge of their
culture with local elementary
school students.
In additional, several programs,
such as the Murray Host Family
Program and International Student Orientation, have been greatly expanded during Ms. Park's
tenure.
'I'vt had three very enjoyable
years at Murray State," Ms. Park
noted. "It has been exciting to see
the growth of our program. Our
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NANCY

GARFIELD
"I tell you I've hod it! ... I'm not climbing into that
getup one more time until you tell me why
I'm always the back end."

THIS BOY'S PRIORITIES ARE
IMPLY Mi5PL ACE

GARFIELD, YOU HAVE TO BE THE
woRLP'5 LAZIEST CAT!

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Encourage
5 Sup
8 Money, in
Italy
12 Reveal
13 Even score
14 War god
15 Greek letter
16 After some
time
18 Snake
19 Army off
20 Part of face
21 Running
23 Exists
21 Omit from
pronunciation
26 With the
speaking
voice
28 Regions
29 Be ill
30 Born
32 Wheel tooth
33 Edge
31 Trans-

gresses
35 Unusual
36 Deface
37 Citizens of
Latvia
38 Pack away
40 Old pronoun
41 TV's
Magnum,
i.e.
43 Near
44 Carson's
predecessor
45 Mr Pacino
47 Paid notices
49 Rends
51 Tavern stock
52 Merger
55 Jai —
56 One, no
matter which
57 Poems

Answer to Previous Puzzl•

P CIO E Ella S STYH
ALE D I EU TO E
SUP AGITURYX E S
STEAD ARAB
TI PIE IOTA
OWG TOW ESSAY
NE NAP RAH PE
CEDAR MAU GAS
EDIT SUP U0
El T EEi UDO L S
UT UR 1313T E D D EU
RIAA UE A L ETA
RILL BELIE NOU

WHAT Kii.10 OF
MAP-4 PO YOU
WA NJ T TO
MARRY?

A
MILITARY
MAN

9 Gershwin of
4 Tellurium
symbol
5 Public
storehouse
6 River
islands
7 Gott mound
8 ''— Law"

MUSIC

Occupant
11 Vipers
DOWN
16 Covers
17 — call
1 Son of Adam
2 Smashed
20 Fabricator
3 Period of
22 Negative
25 Conducts
time
26 Goal
27 Join
1
2
3
4
5
9
6
7
9
10 11
28 Time gone by
29 Ventilate
13
14
31 Curvy letter
12UU
33 Uncooited
15
is
34 Prophet
36 Slogan
is•uIII
111
19
37 Capital of
23
21 kil
Tibet
39 Tantalum
24 Ell
symbol
Ill
ill
40 Late
30
41 South
WIN
Ill
ill
American
33
rodent
11111
42 Obiect of
36 1111
36
- affection
no
11111 44 'No
38 39
gain'
15 Medicinal
killMl
43
, plant
41 IIII
III
ill
WIWI 46 camera part
411 Nahoor
47
4i
49 ill
11.
sheep
ill
50 Guido's high
note
EN
lia
EMI
IIII
51 Succor
57
53 Yes to Juan
ill.
wiuu
54 As tar as

II

10

BLONDS,
*MY D

A-r ")
-rEYZJe

iT7i

t1

THE PHANTOM
50 FAR,.
Bar NOT "
MAW-
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CLASSIFIEDS
2

N•tic 1

3. Card of Thanks

6. Help

Mihirray Ledger & Times

lg. Want to Buy
2 2 . Musical
32 Apts for Rent
40
Produce
40
Produce
4.irJ
Enterpris
es,
MANAGER TRAINEE
RECENTLY
retired
to
1 BEDROOM furnished APPLES
NURSE\G NOM1.
489 2 46 7, APPLES - Gold and Red
for The Body Designer buyer of scrap metals, this area. Closed music
CARD OF
Delicious, Winesaps,
apartment, 121 North Tucker
top prices paid (502)
Orchards,
at Murray Hot Tubs, 115
store
LNSURANCE
Have
brand
new
Ultra Gold, Rome
next to fairground No Murray LandflO Road
3 8 2 2 8 8 3 or (9 0 1 )
THANKS
S 13th St , 753 3492
American
Jasper
and
pets. 753 3139
Beauty and Mutsu
No age limit to apply
3643367
MATURE
Kimball
pianos
sales
and
-Ay
The family of
Damson Plums.
1,
5
.
?
MUR Cal apts. Nor2.'Netice - Our most comprehenneeded for full time IS Articles tor' Sale 'organs for sale at
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. bAMSONS for sale. 4 7 2 5 . McKenzie
Walter
Sulls
would
drastically
reduced
retail
sales
2345
sive policy pays for
Orchards.
Now renting. Equal $I 25 a gallon 189
Experience preferred. 10' SLibE in camper, prices. EZ play organs,
like to .thank
Mousing Ogportunity.
Skilled, Intermediate
sleeps 4 With bath and consoles, spinet and 1
Send resume to
402
759 4984
everyone for the
or Custodial Care
Main St., Murray, KY air conditioner. $500
petite baby grand
N OW taking ap- 41. Public Sales
30/30 Winchester But
Public Sales
41
42071.
appoinpiano
for
Call
flowers,
food,
With Medicare's new
plications on site for
talo Bill centenial rifle, tment 362-4077, 362 4170.
money
and
all
their
Section 8 rent subS200. 5' Ford bushhog
guidelines for confineUSED spinet piano,
with new blade, $225.
sidized apartments, I
loving thoughts of 9. Situation Wanted
fruitwood finish, excel.
ment, Nursing Home
bedroom, Southside
After 5p.m. 435 4383.
lent condition, $800.
BABYSITTiNG during
kindness A special
Manor Apartments,
Insurance is more imANTIQUE
S,
Cot753-2495
the day, Pirates Cove
9-11A.M. and 12-2P.M.,
lectables and lunk.
thanks to Brother
portant than ever.
area. 345-8295.
Monday through friday.
Open 7 days, 8-7, Paris 24, Miscellaneous
CHRtSTIAN lady will Landing Country
Talmadge Jones
For free information
753 8221. Equal Housing
Store,
clean houses and do Highway 119
at FIREWOOD for safe. Opportunity.
call:
And also Mason
plumbing
References Highway 79. Look for 437 4667.
TAKING applications
available. 492 8899 after helicopter.
Thompson.
Jerry McConnell
Baby items cassette
(901) ._6427_ FIREWOOD for Sale. for Section 8. Rent
5P.M.
-Tree
removal
and Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
8119
player, brass. Christmas
Insurance
Sincetely,
GENEIRAL house and of
complete
lawn
service. BR. Apply Hilldale
BASEBALL cards for
ornaments, electric wail
753-4199
fice cleaning, also win
Lucy..italls
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
sale. Stars 50s, 60s, 70s Free estimate 436.2758.
heaters, kitchen Sink, fur-tree
local
claim
service"
dow
washer
and
floor
BEGI'NNING Septem
Sharp E qual Housing
and 80s. Commons '59. FOR sale
& Family
niture & Other misC
striping. Years of ex- 'Et 753 6042
ber 11 Open Sunday 1-5:
between 7 copiers and fax Opportunity.
perience. Fast dependa- and 10p.m.
items
September special no
machines. Demo units
WE clean your rings,
ble and honest. Re
sales tax Sunday only
No Sales before 8 a r
COMPLETE Bridal also available. Call
free.
We
discount
ferences
supplied.
Call
Murray Sewing Center.
34. Houses for Rent
Party Attire- Wedding 1'800-248-4319.
jewelry, every day. We
CARD
759-1578.
OF
GIFTS FOR ALL OC
gown and headpiece FURNISHED apart- 2 BEDROOM, Pine
buy old gold. We sell for
I will keep and care for with
CASIONS. Decorated
ment free for middleTHANKS
veil, size 7, can
less, we guarantee it
a
lady
or
man
and wife dlelight with cathedral age woman or girl who Bluff Shores, $250 a
sweatshirts, wall
We the family of
Gold, diamonds and
in
my
home
in
Hazel. train (Org. $800). Two will help with month plus deposit. 3
hangings, folk art,
Black Hills gold If we
Bedroom, N. 4th St.,
',Bessie Pearl Jones
Experience, good re
pillows, quilts and old
mauve bridesmaids' housework. Extra pay $300 a month plus
don't have, what you
ferences. 492 8510.
baby cradle Open Sat.
for
wish
extra
work.
;o
thank
all
East
dresses,
of
who
sizes
5
and
j.
want we will get it for
RESPONSIBLE Chris• Three silk bouquets. Almo. Also for sale- 2 deposit. 753'9386 or 75310-6, Sun. 12 6. Located
were so thoughtful' tian
you. Gold Nugget, 106
mother living in Total price $450. 436- wood stoves with 4509.
on Hwy 121 South near
E. South Street,
hefile arld afterl her ' town would like to 5371.
Cherry Corner.
jackets, $75 each; gas 3 BEDROOMS, living
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
room, kitchen, bath.
babysit in my home. FISHER fireplace
heater,
1200. 759-9550. GLIDDEN Latex wall 502, 247-6762.
West of Coldwater
inClothes, bikes,
North side Kentucky
References available. sert with blower,
paint, 5 gal. can $29.99
FOR
Maple
sale:.
dining
$300.
Our special thanks
on 121
1828.
miles
1.5
of
west
freezer, lamps.
753-8212 after 5p.m.
Get at Black's Decorat
table with. 2 leaves, just
Gas range, 140. 753-7203.
Midway. Available Oc
goes to the Grace
Have quilt top,
ihg Center, 701 S
misc.
DOLLS, TEDDY
KING wood stove with refinished. Days 753- tober 1, 1988 Retirees
10. Business Opportunity
St Murray
Baptist
pillows,
)953,
Church
nights
753-0870.
dishes.
of
board and flue, corn•
BEARS, CLOWNS,
preferred. 812-753-3461.
121 South
plete $100. Lane recli- GO Carts, go carts, go TWO bedrooms, unAvon bottles, lots of
Murray and the peoCATS,& KITTENS
carts.
5
single
hp.
& furnished,
ner, $50. Odd chair $20.
Lynwood Estates
Local Auto
farming gear and
ple who brought
wood stove
ON DISPLAY
Old iron headboard, $10. double seat. Keith's or electric
heat, 8 miles
house on left
3rd
much
more
food and sang in thc
Lawn
Tractor
&
Center,
Parts
Phone 436.2689.
SE of Murray. Married
Corner of
Industrial Rd. Call 759KITCHEN
service. All was al,
Aide
portacouples
only.
Re
Business
5th & Olive
offered for any inble dishwasher $200. 9831.
ferences. Deposit. 492predated at our Urn(
For Sale
Also a Fisher wood LARGE, large, large 8594.
Choose 3,000 Gift Items
formation concernof need.
stove, like new. 753-3076 selection of storage
Inventory includes late_
From My "WORLD OF
ing the break-in of
buildings in stock for 36. For Rent or Lease
after 5p.m. •
Family of
model part numbers &
PRODUCTS"
Catalog.
an apartment at
LARGE and small air immediate delivery
Bessie P. Jones
Friday
well-balanced stock inAcree Portable BUILDING for rentcompressor. Dill Elec
Yard Sale Of These
1300 Payne (betBuildings, Mayfield, electric installed, 40x40,
cluding paint
tric 759-1577.
p.m.
a.m.-5
8
Tomorrow
Items
ween St. Leo's &
automatic door, 20x14.
McCALL pattern, 1/2 Ky. 502-247-7831.
& Saturday
Buy or lease building.
345
2082.
Saturday
White Hall).
Help Wanted
price plus 50 cents. One PUSH, pull, or drag in
Write P.O. Box 7239,
week only.' Murray Your old pushmower & RENT to Own a Heavy.
Call 753-5629 or
p.m.
a.m.-4
9
GOING out of business
Duty
Washer and
get $50 off on a new
Paducah or
Sewing Center.
sale. John's Saving Cen
City Police Dept.
Dryer, $18 per week.
Toro.
Keith's
.
Lawn
&
TOSHIBA BD 3301 desk
Call 502-442-8201.
ter, 2206 Cgldwater Rd
Call Movie World at
top copier. L....Lke new. Tractor Center, In
Baby items, children s
TRANSFER your 8MM All merchandise sale
dustrial Rd. Call 759- 753-4663.
Men & women's clothes,
436-2635.
home movies to video priced. Cash sales only.
clothes, maternity
9831.
LAWN
mowing busi- TRUCK and Trailer for
chidren's toys. furniture,
37. Livestock-Supplies
GOING out of business
tape. $3 50 per 50 ft
clothes, household
ness. Equipment and sale. 1984 Chevy 5-10 USED° mowers for sale,
sale_ John's Saving
reel, tape included
lawn mower, fixtures
SIMMENT
AL
Gilson
and
16
hp.,
John
customers. Excellent Durango, silver gray
items
Center,
Coldwater
2206
Also, slides, negatives
income. 703 8083.
With matching Deere 8 hp., Sears llhp. Simbrah bulls. Per
and photographs: tree Rd. All merchandise
Keith's Lawn & Tractor formance & semen
STEEL
fiberglass
Building
Lees topper,
Desale
priced.
Cash
sales
pick-up and delivery.
Center, Industrial Rd. tested. Excellent qualalership
with
rubber
bed
Major
Nomat,
V-6,
only.
Call Donna Darnell,
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz,
Manufacturer Sales & PB, PS, air, automatic, 759-9831.
Video Production INVEST IN YOUR
522-8794.
Ky.
WATER
heaters,
elecEngineering support. overdrive, AM -FM'
FIGURE-- Obtain &
Specialties 759-9246.
Starter ads furnished. radio. Like new. Trailer tric, 40 gallon, double 38. PetsSupplies
PUNCH Embroidery- KEEP your structure
Baby furniture. baby S.
heating
elements, 5
Some areas taken. Call extra nice, heavy duty
Lynda's Pretty Punch weight, firm -and tighten
years, glass.lined tank, AKC Registered cocker
children's
(303)
& adult's
759-3200
tilt,
Ext.
5'xl0
2401.
1/2',
14"
Plus Shop on Highway tissue at any age Free
spaniel puppies, first
wheels, floor carpeted, $119.99. Wallin Hard
clothes. tools wood
893, 2 miles west of figure analysis. Murray
1 1 . Instruction
Downtown
ware,
Paris,
shots
and wormed, 8
complete with jack and
stoves houseriold lems
Hazel, has a back-to- Hot Tubs & The Body
weeks old. 2 black
light's. 753-1729, 1229 Tn.
Apply between
school special on Designer, 115 S. 13th St
WE service all brands females, 1 buff female,
Saturday
INSTRUCTION
Dogwood Or.
+
thread. See us for all Murray, KY 753-3492
2-4 p.m.
WHIRLPOOL chest of lawn mowers & chain 1 buff male. Owner
g
'
+
'LEARN TO DRIVE
Septembe
r 10
your pupch embroidery
0
retains
rights to screen
saws. We also have
freezer, 1200. 759-4652.
NO PHONE
TRACTOR-TRAII.ER
supplies (including a
applicants and refuse
a.m.
8:30
parts
for
p.m.
til
Murray
6
lawn
XEROX
645
word pro•No e•p•••••••c• 6
.25
free pattern with each
CALLS PLEASE!
mowers. Keith's Lawn sales. 1-150. 753-6733
cessor. Hardware, sofPRO WET?
Oaks
Country
visit) and for. sweat•DOT CorIONahon
tware . combined. Ideal '8. Tractor, Industrial after 6:39p.m.
Send your check or
shirts, long and short
•Fula port-INN•
Club Road
Rd. Call 759-9831
AKC Cocker Spaniel
Yam%
for small office, excelmoney donation to
Sleeve, in S. M, L, XL,
ASSEMBLERS. Earn •INeconient Oei
and 'Australian terrier
lent condition, $1,500_
753-3076
The Committee
•Firuncol
XXL, and XXXL, start
-Radio
.
2
TV
6
pups. CFA Persian
money assembling
753-2633.
Avadade
For A Progressive Murray
ing at the low price of
Musical Teddy Bears.
PORTABLE VCR, male kitten. AKC
ALLIANCE
only $4. Also have
P 0 Boa MOS University Station
Materials supplied.
TRACTOR-TFUULER
video camera, tuner, Sprjhger Spaniel
children's sweatshirts.
reedNiNG
CENTERS
Murray KY Or
Write: Jo -El Encharger and more. $485. b.ree-ding stock.
4928580)
4BANOM TN
489,
2246.
terprises, P 0 Box
Call 1535206 after 4p.m.
2203, Kissimmee, FL
DOBERMAN puppies,
27. Mobile Homes forSaie $75. 247-0839.
32742-2203.
For Sale
Where can you easily find millions in
CAPTAIN D's now hir
Friday, September 9
12x60, 2 BEDROOM, HAPPY Jack Flea
real estate, sell your old car, find a
BE
tractor
a
trailer
ing. Apply in person.
good condition, ap- Trap: Control fleas in
better {paying job, find your lost
p.m. Rain or Shine
4
driver or heavy equipFULL time position in
pliances and utility the home without
ment operator. Men and
bank book, make a good buy
Call 753-3781
pesticides
local doctors' office.
Parklane
or
1509
e
x, Murray, KY
pole. $3,500. Call 759women start today on a
on an antique lamp, locate'
te rm inator. Results
Responsibilities include
4805;
new
high
paying career.
Home of Late Jack Wynn
a good carpenter who
doing insurance, filing,
14x65, 1984 HOUSE overnight. Money back
No experience neces
sell your
ANTIQUES FOR SALE
ANTIQUES: Nice twin
guarantee!!! SSC
pedestal
billing and receptionist.
can repair your porch,
trailer,
bedrooms,
2
2
or
sary
need to quit job
tinsel, Kentucky
old baby
Calloway
Hours are Monday
mahogany
wardrobe,
library
table,
oak
baths.
oak
location,
Nice
to
start training.
Eight antique shops in one
carriage and
Friday, 8a.m.-4:30p.m.
close to college. SVC/Industrial Rd.
chifferobe & dresser base, mahogany
block. Largest selection of
Financial aid available.
much, much more?
Send resume to: P.O.
MALE Siamese cat for
753-4437.•
fine oak. cherry, walnut and
Job placement assisdresser, oil lamp, quilts, magazine rack,
Box 1040 H, Murray,
14x70 MOBILE home. sale, 6 months old. Also
tance.Cor- .pine furniture in 200 miles
hal rack, nice 5 pc. mahogany bedroom
42071.
KY
Depression glass, kitchen col.
Coll the Murray
Need to sell or need a black Persian male
respondence/ resident
cat, 5 months old.
'MANAGEMENT. Wall training.' Superior
suite w/extra firm mattress & box springs.
lectibles, old tools, dolls.
someone
take
to
over
Ledger 8 Times
753 5334 , leave
advertising items, art pot.
Street firm now hiring Training Services,
HOUSEHOLD: 2 living room suites, colpayments. 753-7530.
call
tery. fine glasaware, ironManagement Trainees. 1 800:5-27 9502
message.
753-1916
for interor TV, rocker, fans, pictures, dining table
1971.
12x60,
2
Bedrooms,
ware,
old
blue
stoneware.
( 6 1 5 ) 269 7 4 4 8. D. view in your area. Ask
To Place Your Ad
stove and refrigerator, SHELTIES, (Toy Col8r 4 chairs, pressure cooker, elec. heaters
saltglaze, graniteware. picThomas.
for free career booklet.
1-4,000. 753-8311 or 753- lies), Lassie Color, 354.
tures and prints, quilts. Open
& small appliances, lamps, glassware, and
8211.
Headquarters:
seven days a week Kt! in
2259.
misc. small items.
SIAMESE kittens 6
Phoenix, Az. Call
Hazel. Kentucky. Eight miles
1983 14x65 MOUNTAIN.
weeks old seal pointanytime!
south
Murray
of
on US Mi.
Accepting
Brook, 2 bedroom, 1
litter trained $40. 759
Call 1502 492-8138 for
bath with front deck'. 8'
Applications For
information
1799.
ceilings, storm winThe Auctioneer
Nurses Aides
dows, northern insula- 41
Public Sales
492-8594
For All Shifts.
tion, central air, un16. Home Furnishings
TRAIN
derpinning and ap•
FiexiDie working hour
7 PIECE early
719 BE A
:Ind beginning salai
American-style dinette pliances. $12,500. Call
PROFESSIONAL
after 5p.m. 753-4346.
753-6219 after 4p.M.
set.
at $3 50 per hour F.
•sECRETARY
1986 MOBILE 'home
APARTMENT size re••fr RECEPTIONIST
sceolarships
frigerator, $25; window 28x65, 3 bedroom, 2 1/2
TI1E
awarded annually •
air conditioner, $25; bath, yellow vinyl sidNECRETAR1'
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
CMA school and LPN
Attractively redecorated 2 BR home
brown couch 1100. 753- ing, must move. Must
Atari locally full taw part
Saturday, September 10, 1988
sell! 753-3153
time Tram an line a/rUne mob
school for those
7:30 til 3:30
6812.
puler. Borne Maar and norimi
9 a . m.-5p.m.; 436-2582
with 1 car garage. Lovely tree shad10 a.m. Rain or Shine
AUTOMATIC d e trunrub.Plumelel •••• awallold•
employees interested
after 5p.m.
South 641, turn
Job pl•cernual bselalant•
Late Bob 8; Warren Alibrittten Home
humidifier. Used only 3
in a career in long term
/11/utr• Pompano Bch
ed lot w/outside storage building.
VI
right in front of Unmonths. Priced to seek- 1988 CLAYTON, 3 bedFrom Murray take Hwy. 121 South to Hwy.
•I mama/tid 1tailallit
care
room, 2 full baths,
Affordable price - mid 30's.
437-4244.
cle Willie's Store,
*Jeri rhicirment 1...ndarn
893. Turn right, go approx. 8 mi. to State
utility,
all
Apply at
electric.
BIG sectional couch,
4th house on right.
1-800-327-77
Line Road, turn left to auction.
brown and beige, like Phone days 753-0411,
314S. 15th St.
Westview Nursing
TN! N SR? .411001.
Will sell 1970 4 dr. Chevy.
,A.,....essee NUNN&
new, 1400. Family room after 5p.m. 436 5874.
Some of everything
Home
••••Ci
Phone Kopperud Realty 753-1222
Farm & Home: 30 Ferguson tractor
furniture couch, chair 28. Mobile Homes for
• ort•••••
Rent
1401 S. 16th St
•C
Coo
brown, coffee table, 2
14/plow, blade, bushhog, wagon, trailer,
Murray
end tables, 2 lamps, 12'x45' TRAILER, ;lake
cultipacker, ham mermill & bagger & cycle
$300. Riding mower view, 25 min. from
mower. Also TV, elec. range, GE no frost
Sept. 18.
with grass catcher, 2 Murcay
'II 4%111 A.441{lii
IFF 1%.C.1
refrig., livingroom suite.
OMPAVI,
year old, 11 HP, $900. $120/month P.M. 345Fri. Afternoon &
6762.
ANTIQUES: No. 2 dinner bell, oak wall
753 7614.
NEED a job? 4 openings
CANIvevileicesismity
telephone, 3 round top trunks, knife case &
Baby swing and carrier. 14x70 FuRNiSHE15
All Day Saturday
now You may qualify
11111111r
Call 759,9701 after 5p.m. . mobile home, range,
knives, hickory split baskets, oak rocker,
Train
if. (1)you do not have
7 miles out 94 East
COUCH and chair; 2 refrigerator, washer,
handmade bookcase, chicken coop, willow
GE 0, or your- high
bro. 411 MyI esubblum.bu•
dryer,
dishwasher
Ma.,
end tables. 759-1808.
towards Ky. Lake
TRAVEL AGENT
magazine rack, pie safe, quilt box, 01
school diploma, (2) you
central
heat
and
air:
GIBSON chest freezer,
on right. Watch for
Too GUIDE
have been out of school
kerosene lamp, lard & butter paddles, blue
15_3 cubic feet, good 492 8536.
9 months or more, (3)
signs.
cat paw pitcher, brass school bell, washAIRLINE RESERVATiONIST
condition, $125. Call 2 OR 3 SR, furnishecror
you are between ages 16
-unfurnished, some new
stand, depression glass, ironware, tea leaf
after 5:30p.m. 354 6064.
Exercise
bike,
baby
& 21 We are a EOE
van). full Urne part
teapot, wash kettles, churns & jqgs, bee.,
OVER 100 lamps and furniture, natural gas
time 'Nam on live airline rom
This project is funded
items,
clothes,
shades,
factory outlet, electric, air con
puters
hives-hood-smoker, ice tongs, wood ice box,
Home
study and rein
by the Western Ky
ditionecif-S
-hady
Oaks
tables, bunk beds
dent training Firti:ICiel aid
up to 70 % off all styles,
flour barrels, crosscut saws, glue fruit jars,
Private Industr y
753
5209.
available Job placement
united 4e4riran *
sizes and shapes at Save
many more items
Cogncil .JTPA. Cali
shoe last, advertising boxes & tins, side sadassistance National Hdqutrs
Unlimited, Southside 29. Heating and Cooling
insurance cornpany
J.T.P Ai Out Of School
Pompano Bch FL
dle, nail kegs, laundry stove, yarn winder,
Shopping
Center.
Open
753 9378 between 8 30
American Republic
ASHLEY wood stove,
Wednesday- Friday
sausage mill, block plane, books, sugar
12:005 days a week
A.C.T. TRAVEL 5(111001.
Perry,
Rupert
home of
ha m. 3p.m.; Saturday
bucket, cedar water budket, gypsy kettle,
NEED an experienced
TRANSPORT LIFE
Almo, Old 641. 753 5956
1 800-327.7728 12.42In.
corded bed, cane bottom chairs, oak lamp
cosmetologist with
Union Bankers.
Accredited member N SC
following for booth rentable, porch swing. 2 bedroom suites, quilts,
20. Sports Equipment - 30. Business -Rentals
tal
Reason,'Ile rate.
2O'k 4 car shop for rent.
2 Ivan Wilson original paintings, gold rim
What do all these companies
have in
tUSINESSES
Send resume Only to:
753 9386 or 753-4509.
eye glasses, gold pocket watches, straight
-•
Per Sale ar Triter- -rickets, T shirts, golf
common? In Murray.. they are all
Headlines, AlDixieland
shop, all or part.
razors, approx. 15 gal. keg, fishing lures,
Shopping Center, 1969 CAMARO, mot shirts for employees Call Brent
represented by:
Allen at
tobacco plug cutter, large upright corMurray, KY 42071
see, 12,950. 16 1/2- and advertisement Can 759
.1515.
RN or L PN needed -fir Astroglass, 60 HP be embroidered or
risheller, Cole 1 horse grain drill.
Lamps, tools, antithe 11 7 shift with every Johnson outboard, $2, printed. Faye's, 514 32. Apts for Rent
Refreshments available. Not responsible
cheap
clothes
ques
weekend off. Please 250. 16' AMF Crestliner, Main St., 753-7743.
1 BrOROOM furnished
for accidents. For information and all your
apply in person at walk through wind
Corner
of
Murray
apartment. Lease and
auction geed', call
Heritage Manor, 4th shield, 85 HP Mercury 22. Musical
deposit, no pets 753Paris Rd. and Green
and Indiana, Mayfield, motor, $1,150 or trade LOW EV Holiday 9208 after 4p m
Plains Rd. approx. 1
Ky or call 247 0200. "A for 4x4 4 wheeler 474 . Genie organ with cass
F-111151I0OM apirt"Our 28th Year Of Service"
mile off 841 South.
Hillhaven facility." 2768 after 5p.m Ask for ette player MOO. 474- ment, low utilities, $150,
Auctioneer - 492-8594
EOE
John or Beth.
11042.
no pets. 753 3949.
Wanted

I, Ricky D Wilkinsas
of 961S am no laMgar
responsible for anydebts other than my
own.

Happy

Yard Sale

Birthday

1009 Olive St.
Sat., Sept. 10
8 a.m.-2:00

J.L.H.G.

3-Party
Yard Sale
Friday

2002 College
Farm Rd.

3-Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.

Yard Sale
Friday
8-5

$100
REWARD

Yard Sale
Sept. 9
Friday

8 a.m.-1 p.m.
1546 Oxford
Drive

Yard Sale

505 N. 7th St.

Arbgs

Yard Sale

NOW HIRING
for Day Shifts

Livingroom
Chair

I

Yard Sale
Friday
Sept. 9
205 N. 10th
Everybody
Comet
759-1133

Estate Auction

$5100

Bob W.(Frosty) Miller

Moving
Sale

Estate AuctiOn

YARD SALE

C/VA

r
LuckmetlAzi

'
- Sun

garage
Sale
9 a.m.
Friday

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

Bob W. Frosty Miller
The

••

k

CL.2
1

Public Sale

Yard
Sale

Friday and
Saturday
742 Nash
9 a.m.-5 p.m

Yard Salt
Fri. & Sat.
No. 16th
Northwind
Trailer Park

Sold house and new to st
bedroom suite, small lox
seat end tables and lamp:
van boat, pageant dresser
new ceramics, lots
clothes and stuff Cancelle
if rain

8-Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
9 til 5

1 mile from Murra
on Hwy 94 East a
Smith Country

ABSOLUI
Kentuck

590 Acres In Severs

Septem
it

SALE LOCATI01%
SOUTHEAST 01
-MILES NORTH
TENNESSEE JUt
121, NEAR THI
CYPRESS CREE
AT THE INTE
CARMEL & BUF
ALL TRACTS SE]

EXCEPT THE /
1
2
ACRES AND H(
TWO PROPERTI
THE HOME T1
STREET, MURR

150 ACRES: East
North side of Mt.
100 ACRES: East
side of Kline Roa
95 ACRES: East
tersection of Mt
Roads.
85 ACRES: East
of Mt. Carmel Fix
/
1
2 INTEREST
CHRISTMAS TR
miles East of 121
All of these trac
them and no
acre tract which
clear land. The C
an abundance of
time with young
year. All of this p
to everyone. Som
tional purposes s
ATV, motocross,
ting, fishing and r
highest and bet
timberland. Part
division property
might be, we feel
ty to invest in pi
Retirement Area
HOUSE & LOT:'
Murray Public L
Site at 12:00 now
2 story home sets
near Downtown, 1
of Murray State
old home has a El
room, Florida
bathrooms. bres
with a dishwashe
the grOund level
bathroom on thl
basement that al
system and pie'
This is without
beautiful lots in '
an abundance
flowering bushep
evergreens and
This property wl
then in combine
house on a 243 x
on 8th Street and
foot lot fronting
and lot Ur Ton,
residential and
developement
20c/r down; Bali
within 15 days
To inspect pro]
Surveys, Aeri

BUY WHERE
AT ABS(

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 19a8

CLASSIFIEDS
41

Public Sales

Yard
Sale
Friday and
Saturday
742 Nash
9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
No. 16th
Northwind
Trailer Park
Sold tiouse and need to so[
bedroom suite, small love
seat end tables and lamps,
van, boat, pageant dresses,
new ceramics, lots ot
clothes and stuff Cancelled
I rain

8-Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
9 til 5
1 mile from Murray
on Hwy 94 East at
Smith Country

4 1 . Public Sales

4 Family
Yard Sale
Corner of Broad
and Sycamore
(green house)
All size clothing. dishes,
glassware, books, house
plants toys, tricycle,
wagon, quilts old insulators green jars, zinc
lids, fence charger and
iots more junk

Five Party
Garage Sale
Friday, 7:30-?
909 Pogue
(Ot1 South 9th St.)
4-Wheel drive truck,
refrigerator, furniture,
TV, Avon collection,
clothes, dishes, all
kinds of misc.

3-Party
Yard Sale
Saturday
September 10
507 Beale St.
8 a.m.-2 p.m.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Kentucky Lake Area
590 Acres In Several Tracts And House & Lot

September 10, 1988
10 A.M.
SALE LOCATION ON LAND: 16 MILES
SOUTHEAST OF MURRAY, KY., 10
.MILES NORTH OF PARIS LANDING
TENNESSEE JUST EAST OF HIGHWAY
121, NEAR THE BLOOD RIVER &
CYPRESS CREEK AREA ON KY. LAKE
AT THE INTERSECTION OF MT.
CARMEL & BUFFALO ROADS.
ALL TRACTS SELL AT ONE LOCATION,
1
2INTEREST IN THE 180
EXCEPT THE /
ACRES AND HOUSE & LOT, THESE
.TWO PROPERTIES WILL BE SOLD AT
THE HOME TRACT AT 714 MAIN
STREET, MURRAY KY.
150 ACRES: East of Highway 121 on the
North side of Mt. Carmel Road.
100 ACRES: East of Highway 121 on North
side of Kline Road.
95 ACRES: East of Highway 121 at the intersection of Mt. Carmel and Buffalo
Roads.
85 ACRES: East of Highway 121 and East
of Mt. Carmel Road.
_A 160 ACRE
/
1
2 DiTY.RE
CHRISTMAS TREE FARM: Located 5
miles East of 121 on Highway 444.
Air of these tracts now have timber on
them and no clear ground, except the 95
acre tract which has approximately 50%
clear land. The Christmas Tree farm has
an abundance of marketable trees at this
time with young stock coming on each
year. All of this property offers something
to everyone. Some of it is ideal for recreational purposes such as hiking, camping,
ATV, motocross, horseback riding, hunting, fishing and other outdoor sports. The
highest and best use of some of it is
timberland. Part of it would be ideal subdivision property. Whatever your interest
might be, we feel this is a good opportunity to invest in property in the Number 1
Retirement Area in the United States.
HOUSE & LOT: 714 Main Street beside the
Murray Public Library Annex, Selling on
Site at 12:00 noon, Murray Ky. This large
2 story home sets on a beautiful wooded lot
near Downtown, Hospital and The Campus
of Murray State University. This stately
old home has a living room, parlor, dining
room, Florida room, 3 bedrooms, 2
bathrooms, breakfast room and kitchen
with a dishwasher and trash compacter on
the grOund level, there are 4 rooms and 1
bathroom on the upper level and a dry
basement that accommodates the heating
system and plenty of room for storage.
This is without a doubt one of the most
beautiful lots in Western Kentucky. It has
an abundance of towering oak trees,
flowering bushes, pecan and walnut trees.
evergreens and shrubbery.

41. Public Sales

Garage Sale
Sat. 8-1
No EARLY SALES
i-furntture,
shoes, housewares,
tools, pinball maChine,
Atari 800 compute!, new
RV accessories, 12 ton
press toys, motorcycle
helmet TV super quiet
2200 generator and
jewelry

1528 Oxford Dr.

Yard Sale
228 S. 15th
Sat., Sept. 10
8-?
Tools, automotive &
electronic items,
clothes, odds &
ends.
Cancel it rain.

Yard Sale
108 N. 7th St.
Fri., Sept. 9th
8 a.m. - ?
New
ladies'
&
children's
sweat
shirts, girl's gowns, 2
sets of spoke wheel's,
clean rags & etc.

3-Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
316 So. 15th
Good children's
school clothes.

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
9-10
518 So. 13th St.
Picture'* frames, quilt
tops, good clothes' all
sizes, lots for children,
buckets, jewelry, watches, few antiques, lots
of items for everyone
NO EARLY SALES

43. Real Estate
FOR Sale: Good rental
-Property,- four- apartments, 1 block from
campus. 542,000, call
753-1203.
FOR Sale Good rental
property, four apartments, 1 block from
campus. $42,000, call
753-1203.
KENTUCKY Lake lot,
12x60 mobile home,
septic, well, lot goes to
survey line. $16,500.
442-1770 or 442-3632.
KOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
LARGE residential
building lot on Hermitage Dr. Will consider
trading for Jake or farm
land. 2 newly constructed lake homes
near Aurora. Call after
6p.m. 753-6890.
_
LOT for sale- single
family dwelling, re
stricted, joins
Gatesborough, water,
sewer and gas. 753-5541.

Mtirray Ledger & Times

52 Boats Motors
49- Used Cars
53 Services Offered
1964 FORD GT con ,
,..401/0111111111=1.1111.1.1N
vertible, needs work,
$1,200. 34.5-2012.
1 9 7 7 CHEVROLET
Manza, 61,000 miles,
air, nice, red and white.
1303 Story. Phone after
Buy, Sell or Trade .Call'Us' On
5p.m. 753-6538.
The Carpet*
1978 280 Z. white,
25 Yrs Experience
too lamas Ise 111•••
automatic, sun roof,
All Work
•Sehe Own Simi..
new tires and brakes,
•Ciems ow.owe Is.,
runs and looks good.
Guaraciteed
•tee.seellilailemed
•Ceetleass ewer
Asking $2,200 or make
1
mile
from
Murray
•
Csepel Pellieler
offer. 489-2633.
HUM.ermine'Toesemse
1980 BUICK La Sabre, 4
•vo• eon I sonehels year
Hwy. 94E
nem. or adfte
door. 436 2837 or 436
•Wie Inas Ow Olga 111.0a,
753-0079
5847.
"Wifit. vol. Cassese Who
i982 CHEVROLET ImWe Send into Your Flom."
pala, 4 door, PS, PB,
46. Homes tor Sale
air, 305 engine, good 53. Services Offered
Lee's
1223 DOGWOOD Dr., 3 condition. $2,000. 753A-I TREE Service and
bedroom
Carpet
large living room, kit- 1982 PONTIAC 6000 LE, stump removal. Your
chen and den, large lot 4 door, loaded, $2,100. professional tree serI
Cleaning
vice. All types, remowith garden area, $78, 753-7291.
val,
topping,
feeding.
500. 2102 Brookhaven, 3 1982 TRANS AM, red,
753-5827
bedrooms, 2 bath, great automatic, 305, $3,500. Free estimates. 50'
•Boudeetett •Cedentercyr.
bucket truck and chiproom' with fireplace, 435-4374 after 5p.m.
double garage and 1983 CHRYSLER per. Call 753-0906
patio, 565,000 759 1474 Plymouth, white, ACE -Lawn Services:
Mowing, Landscaping, LICENSED electrician,
or 753-6596.
automatic, air, PS, PB,
1984 VICTORIAN 14x70, good condition. 759-1322 any type of yard work. residential and comCall 492-8650.
mercial. Air condition
2 bedroom, 1 bath, new or 759-1432.
central air. 759-4173 1983 HONDA Civic, ADULT lawn care Re- ing. Safes and service.
sidential / commercial Gas installation and
affeF 6p.m.
loaded, 4 door, low
repair for natural and
3 BEDROOM home in mileage. 53,500. 759-1893 Experienced & re
asonable Computer LP. Fred's Repair 753'
country, 2 extra sleep- after 5p.m. or 759-4701.
7203.
ing room upstairs, large 1983 LIGHT yellow scheduled Call 436 2879
L&L Roofing & General
living room and dining Cadillac, $5,700, 1 ow- APPLIANCE SER
VICE. Kenmore, Repair. Also, gutter reproom. Central gas heat ner. 753-5828.
Westinghouse, air and painting. Free
and air. 12 miles east of
1985 FORD Tempo GL,' Whirlpool. 28 years estimates. 10% discount
Murray. 550,000. Call
4 door, excellent condi- experience. Parts and for Senior citizens. 474
753-1203.
tion, high mileage, low service. Bobby Hopper, 8057.
price, new tires. 753- 753-4872 or 436 5848.
L&L Roofing & General
3 BEDROOM house in 7964 after 5p.m.
very nice neighborhood. 1986 DODGE 6000, 4 door, CHILD care in my Repair. Also, gutter
Perfect for retirees. black, A/C, auto. $5100. home. Nursery school repair and painting.
Free estimates. 10%
Lots of extras. Priced to 759-9213.
type atomosphere. $1 discount for Senior
sell. 753-3358 after 3p.m.
per hour. 753-5642. citizens. 474-8057.
1986 PONTIAC Grand
3 BEDROOM brick, 1 Am SE, white, 4 door, CONCRETE work,
bath, large lot with fruit every available option, drNeways, patios, etc. MAX W. Parker,
trees. Nice location in new XP 2000 H Per- Call Joe Chambers, Attorney at Law. Former County Attorney;
city limits, south side of formance tires, 43,000 247-7294.
former District Judge.
town. $42,500. 753-8445 miles, local car. List FAMILY
Lawn Care' Office, 104 N. 4th St.,
for appointment
$16,900. $10,000. Only Specialize in lawn
3 BEDROOM home in serious inquiries please. mowing including Murray, 753-3153;
Stella, for sale by 753-8767 between 10a.m. shrubbery and hedges. Home, 753-7900.
MITCHELL Paving
owner. 753-1588.
and 6p.m., 753-2339 after Servicing city and
Driveways, parking
3 BEDROOM, brick, 2 6p.m.
county. Lower rates for lots, seal coating and
baths, den with 1987 MAZDA 626-LX, 4 Senior Citizens. Call
fireplace insert, rec door, local 1 owner, now and register with a striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, top
room, 2 car garage, new blue. 753-0696.
dependable Lawn Ser
paved drive, 2 miles 1987 PLYMOUTH vice. 753-3534 or soil and grading. Phone
753-1537.
south of Murray. 759- Caravelle, 58,000 miles, 753-3455.
MOBILE home specia1084.
$5,750 or best offer. Also FENCE sales at Sears list for all your mobile
stationwaCall
Sears
753-2310
1982 Impala
now.
home repairs. 759-4850.
7 ROOM house with 1 gon, $1,250 or best offer. for free estimate for NEW business in town.
your needs.
bath. 204 N. 12th St. 753-0321.
Plumbing and carpen
Zoned for business. 50 PONT. 4 door sedan, FOR most any type ter work, odd jobs. No
540,000. 753-5833 or 753- S2,100. 753'7148 or 753- driveway wh;te rock jobs are to big or to
5422.
5910 after 4p.m.
also, any type gravel, small:. 10 years ex8 YEAR old, 2 bedrOom, GOVERNMENT dirt and sand call Roger perience. 753-2887 or
Hudson, 753-4545 or 753-8568.
frame house, 10 miles SEIZED Vehicles from
south of Mayfield, 20 $100. Fords. Mercedes. 753-6763.
miles west of Murray. 1 Corvettes. Chevys. GUTTERING by Sears.
Septic Tanks
3/10 acres lot. Terms: Surplus. Buyers Guide. Sears continuous gutPumped
10% down and owner will (1) 805-687-6000 Ext. ters installed for your
...Sewer tines cleaned
specifications. Call
finance or,- help finance, S-8155.
...Grease
Traps
$19,000. 527-1158 for
Sears 753-2310 for free
pumped
estimate.
more information.
...Portable toilet Now it's
ASSUMABLE Loan 9
HAMILTON Cultured
rentals
...Office trailer rental
1/2% fixed rate. 3
marble and tile. 643 Old
• sales
bedroom brick ranch on
Benton Rd. 753-9400.
Free 1-800-325-3229
1/2 acre lot with above
INSULATION blown in
ground swimming pool
by Sears. TVA ap
and deck. $12,000 down,
Mobile John &
proved. Save on those
take over payments.
- high heating and cool
Septic Service
Call 753-0494.
ing bills. Call Sears
527-9945
BRICK duplex, two
753-2310 for free
800-592
3308
1
New
&
Used
Murray.
2
miles east of
estimate.
bedrooms each side.
GM Executives &
DUNCAN'S landscapBaseboard electric
ing and lawn service SEWING machine rep
Program Vehicles
heat, window air. $35,
provided for the Murray air. All makes and
001-042.3000
after
5p.m.
000. 753-1566
area. For free es- models," home and in
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
-dustry. Call Kenneth
timates phone 753-3266.
LEE'S CARPET Barnhill, 7 5 3 26 7 4,
FARMINGTON 2-story
CLEANING. For all Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121 N.
Victorian with_ ging,r 50. Used Trucks-- your carpet 8. upholst- SHEETROCK finishing,
'bread and iron fence
ery cleaning. For a free --new or repair. 436 2811.
Well maintained, 2-4 1955 CHEVROLET pick estimate call 753-5827.
SUREWAY Tree
bedrooms, deh, dining up, $1,200, needs work. Satisfied references.
Service Topping, prun
and living room, gar 345-2082.
LICENSED Electri- ing, tree removal. Aeage, new roof on ap- 1973 FORD pick up 302,
cian, Doug Jones Elec- rial bucket truck. Fully
proximately 1 acre
runs very Well, no rust,
tric. Residentiat wiring insured for your prot345-2159.
$1,100. Call after
and electrical and elec- ection. Stump removal
MUST sell! Must sell! 1 6:30p.m. 435,4129.
tric motor repairs. No with no lawn damage
bedroom home with 1976 FORD F-100, 3 rewinding. Call Free estimates. No
walk-out basement and speed, 6 cylinder, short 759-4751.
obligations. 753-5484.
storage building. New bed, 76,000 pampered
Concord area. )
510,000. miles, $2,250 firm. 759Call weekdays- 4602 after 5p.m.
9a.m. 5p.m. 753-1412.
1985 NISSAN King Cab,
4x4, ST stereo, power
windows, locks, tilt, leer
On Johnny Robertson Rd.
47 Motorcycles
topper, 58,xxx. 753-1701.
1982 HONDA CB 750, FREE BEDLINER
Improved Lots
custom new exhaust, through Sept. 13 with
•100'x200 Aprox. Sizes
*City Gas
new back tire, 16,000 purchase of new Ford
miles. $1,000 firm. 436- Ranger or F-Series light
*City Water
•Streets,
5519.
truck. $245 value. Par*City Sewer
*Starting at 1890C
1987 HONDA 250R, 4 ker Ford -LincolnTrax, like new, never Mercury, 701 Main
Call Toll Free for Further Info & Special
abused, must sell. 759- Street.
4166.
Discount for Phase II
BORDERS Cycle and 51 . Campers
ATV Center. Used 1978 IMPALA 30ft.,
ATVs, parts, service, self-contained, air,
accessories and tires. awning, $4,800. 474-8042.
200 North Main, Benton, 1984 MOTOR home, 27',
Ky. 502527-1680.
14,500 actual miles,
HONDA Goldwing In- microwave, generator,
terstate, wineberry red, full bed, air condition11,000 miles, excelrent ing, bath, awning,
condition, loaded with sleeps six, excellent
accessories, $3,700 shape. 753 6842.
(901) 247-3374.
AIRSTREAM Travel
Trailers, pre owned.
Charles Cochran,
753-0114.
45. Farms for Sal.

225 ACRE farm southeast of Murray Approximately $15,000 in
marketable timber,
creeks, crop land, good
building sites, good deer
hunting. Priced under
$275 per acre Neubauer
Real Estate, P C Box
656, Murray, Ky., (502)
753-7531.
79 SURVEYED wooded
acres near Ky. Lake,
good road frontage,
very reasonable price,
$24,000. Phone Kop
perud Realty, 753-1222

1-800-225-3167

52

20% down; Balance on delivery of deed
within 15 days.

to Serve the
Murray & Calloway Co. Area

SINCE 1938
"QUALITY CONCRETE-ON-TIME-

BUY WHERE YOU SET THE PRICE
AT ABSOLUTE AUCTION

t emes ROAO. P0 902 1006
MAYTIELD. KENTUCKY 42006
(1102) 247-1316

•CONCRETE BLOCKS •CIINIENT 'SAND
•ORAVEL •CRUSNED STONE
•MASONNY CEMENT •LANDSC ANN° PIA-ORAVEL

FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.
.C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray

53

Services Offered

PLUMBING repairman
with sazepay
sty
service
Call 759
QUALITY construction
repairs and alteration.
Free estimates Call G
& A 436-2617.
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete Free es
timates. Call .474 2307 or
753 6973
WALLPAPERING BY
The Sisters, Call Sue
Sills 492 8315 or Sybil
Barrow 4924335.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, gip(
409A, Paducah, Ky.
42001 or call 1 442-7026.
WHITE rock, sand,
rip-rap, dirt, mulch,
bank, wash, slabs,
sawdust and cleanup.
Will haul anything.
753'0467.
WILL do roofing,
plumbing., painting, &
yard work. Call
753-4370.
YARD landscaping.
Leveling driveways and
bushhogging. 436-5430
or 753-0659

-14

53

Services Offered

Gil's
Carpet and
Upholstery
Cleaning
Stearn & Vacuum
System
5f:wild!
Three Rooms & Hi
1130.95
1315 Olive Blvd.
753-3727
WI Sewell
75 years experience
THWEATT'S Alterna
tor, Generator and
Starter Service, Old
Hwy. 641, Almo. Pull
offs and . repairs, farm,
industrial and marine
753-8742.
55. Feed and Seed
RYE,seed and fescue
Phone
seed
901 247 3333
WHEAT straw 753-8156
or 753-6101
56. Free Column
FREE puppies, shepard
and lab mix, 3 female, 1
male. 759-1108 after
5p.m.
FRESH, sweet basil,
not dried 753 3133

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY -(Benne Bunny BreadV

**********************
(

Public Auction
Sat., Sept. 10th, 1988 at 10 a.m.
At Mr. Harold A. Broach farm
home on South 16th St. or
Highway 1550 in Murray, KY.
Farm Equipment & Household Items. A
1974 175 M.F. diesel tractor with duals I this
tractor has only 1600 actual hours, bought
new by Ted & Randa Cunningham)
M.F. disc - 4 bottom 14" spring trip M.F.
plows -4 row cultivator - 4 row J.D. planter
- 11' J.D. chisel plow -6' rotary cutter - M.F.
wheat drill.2 bottom J.D. plows - 3 bottom
14" Case plows - 2 bottom 12" plows- 6' pickup disc - 2 row cultivator - 2 row tobacco
setter- antirydrous applicator - front loader
for 430 or 530 Case - a VAC Case tractor
with eagle hitch - a point post hole digger
- J.D. cycle mower - cultipacker • 2 or 3 old
farm wagons - 960 Case.combine with both
heads - gandy fertilizer spreader - 2 fuel
tanks with electric pumps - nice fishing
boat, motor & trailer - 5 h.p. Troy built tiller
- '75 Chevrolet pick-up long wide. P/S,
brakes ,& air with camper shell - '58
Chevroletfarm truck chassis & motor - '53
Chevrolet bed ifir hoist ,'48 Chevrolet
chassis & motor • truck rear end used tires
& wheels - old dune buggy - 2 wheel trailer
_riding_ mower - air com- old
pressor - bench leg vise wall drill press - C-clamps - welder - bolt
cutter - log chains - hydraulic jacks - pumps
for spray rigs - lot of wrenches & tools hand & garden tools - charcoal grill - auto
washer - patio set - maple table & chairs
- 3 bedroom suites - coffee & end tables table lamps - couch & chair - refrigerator
- odd chairs - mirrors - pictures miscellaneous items.
Mr. Broach was a mechanic ahd worked
on his equipment hirrrselfThere will be a
lot of scrap iron.
Auction held rain or shine.
Not responsible for accidents.
Lunch available.
Farm Equipment and Shop Tools
Sell at 10:00 a.m.

Dan Miller-Darrell BeaneTerry Paschall, Auctioneers

JCPenney

NOW OPEN

REAL ESTATE & AUCTION CO

Lane's

Woodgate Estates

This property will be offered in two tracts
then in combination. Tract 1 will be the
house on a 243 x 114 foot lot with frontage
on 8th Street and Main Street and a 90 x 114
foot lot fronting on 8th Street. This house
and lot is-zoned professionl office or
residential and possibly could be planned
developement center.

(2.'W. ...SWEtton

Wayne Darnell
Boat &
Motor Repair

Taylor
Dan
ro„
Cherrole4 Oldsmobile,
Cadillac, Ix. of
Pan's, TN

To Inspect property call selling agent
Surveys, Aerial Photos and Maps
available.
•
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753-3355

Boats-Motors

15 ASTRO with Johnson 40 HP, $700. 753-7148
or 753 5910 after 4p.m.
19 1/2' ASTROCRAFT,
1 year old, 200 HP
Yamaha motor, excellent for fishing and
skiing, twin depth finders, AM-FM stereo,
built in fuel tank, 3
batteries with -10ndem
trailer Used less than
15 hours and priced over
$17,000 new 753 9240
1
9
7
6 3 6
SILVERQUEEN,
T/220 Cruidaders,
F/B 6.5 KW generator,
excellent condition.
Priced to sell, $24,000.
(502) 352-2776.
MARINE batteries, 24
series, 85 amp, $29 99 27
series, 105 amp, $39 99.
Wallin Hardware(
Downtown Paris.
TRTLBOAT 23'
fur*, trailer, 9.9HP
motor, alcohol stove
and more. 54,930. 1 901
642 9078.

NOW INTERVIEWING
HAIR STYLIST FOR
ULTRA MODERN STYLING SALON

Want to.iry a new way to work. Paid vacation...Paid
Holidays...Medical-Dental-Life Insurance...Store Discount...Profit Sharing...Excellent Salary Plus High
Commissions available to experienced Stylists with
or without customer following in this area.
For personal, confidential interview, apply Personnel Department JC Penney, Murray, Ky.
or Call 759-1400 for an appointChestnut Hills
ment to be scheduled on Tues
Shopping Center
day, Septein)Der

JCPenney
Murray, KY 42071

PAGE 111

THE HURRAY LEDGER•TOMS

Homecoming...
((ased from page I)
Divotems- ill the tennis tournament include men's class A
singles aTid daittes , class B
singles and doubles, and age 50
and over singles. Participants are
limited to entering two events.
An entry fee of $20 minimum per

(Coat'd treat page I)
Williams' wife, Joy, 34, and his
two daughters, Kristen, 14, and
Robin, 10, were among the 27 people, mostly children, who died in
the fiery collision on Interstate 71
near Carrollton. The pickup's
driver has been charged with
murder, drunken driving, assault
and wanton endangerment.
The Williamses would have
celebrated their 18th wedding anniversary on Monday. Williams
said he spit the day with Joy's
parents in Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
where the couple grew up, met
and married, and where his wife
and daughters are buried. Both his
parents are dead.
Tuesday marked only the second time Williams has spoken
publicly of his experience.
"A dry county is not the only
answer, but it's a step," said
Williams, 38.
Williams said Kentucky is too lenient with drunken drivers.
He said he ailsbes judges and
juries "would go back with me,
tonight and walk through the empty bedrooms," see the empty walls
where he can't bear to hang pictures of his wife and daughters.
He said the pain has been almost
unbearable at times.
"My wife has a twin sister, and
that twin sister came down with
me after the funeral to go through
a three-bedroom house to pack up
toys, clothes, baby blankets, stuff
..," Williams said, dropping to a
whisper.
Regaining his voice, he said it's
hard "to see a little dog walking
through the bedrooms looking for
her and the children. I had to give

THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER s, issa

player to support the Murray State
tennis program is required Reservations for the contest are due
Sept. 25 and may be made by contacting MSU tennis coach Bennie
Purcell at (502) 762-6124.
The sixth annual "Run for the
Racers" three-mile course is
scheduled at 5:30 p.m. Friday at
the Carr Health Building.
Deadline for entries is Sept. 29,
-- the dog away.
"I've got the house up for sale I
have to move out of that
neighborhood," seven of whose
residents died in the crash, he
said.
Pausing occasionally to compose himself, Williams told the
group that he could have accepted
the deaths of his family if they had
been accidental.
"What I cannot accept is that
they were taken away from me by
a drunk driver."
He said he still imagines his
family everywhere — when he
walks by the stores the girls liked
at the mall, or sees a school bus.
His belief in God and his belief that
his family would want him to go on
keep him alive, he said.
"Everybody says: 'You're doing
so well; you're doing so well. But
it's a mere image. I'm dead
inside."
He urged the members of the
crowd, some of them weeping, to
go home and hug their family.
"Nobody can promise you
tomorrow."
His family had its problems, he
said — he thinks about how
Kristen was worried about a bad
grade in science, Robin about getting a hit on the softball team, and
Joy about getting a job so he could
retire from the, military and get
more training.
"Then I think about how I'll
never be able to see," he stopped,
then went on, "I'll never be able to
see the grandchildren or to see the
young men come to the door and
take my daughters out."
Residents of Murray will vote
Sept. 27 on whether sales of
alcoholic beverages should be
legalized in the western Kentucky
town.

with a 95 fee per runner.
Prises will be awartled by age
group and each entrant will
receive a tee-shirt Additional information may be obtained by
calling the Campus Recreation Office, (5021 762-6791.
Several banquets and reunions
of alumni are also scheduled on
Friday.
A biology alumni get-together at
2 p.m. at the Hancock Biological
Station will include various activitles and a barbeque dinner.
Reservations are $5 per person or
$10 per family and may be made
by calling (502) 762-2786.
Department of Nursing alumni
and friends will-honor Dr. Ruth E.
Cole, first chairman of the department in a ceremony at 4:30 p.m
Friday. The auditorium in Mason
Hall will be named for Miss Cole.
Following the dedication
ceremony, a banquet for nursing
alumni will begin at 6 p.m. in the
Ohio Room of the Curris Center.
Robert Valentine will be the
speaker. Tickets are $9 per person. Information may be obtained
by calling Geneva Cooper at (502 I
753-7613.
The reunion of Murray State's
1948 football team is scheduled at
6:30 p.m. at the Boston Tea Party.
The team is the only MSU squad to
play in a bowl game, the
Tangerine Bowl. Reservations and
information may be obtained by
calling Bailey Gore, (502) 762-6285
or 753-8509.
The seventh annual College of
Business and Public Affairs
Homecoming banquet is schedul-

ed at 6 30 p.m. in the Curtis Center
ballroom Reservations are $9 per
person and information is
available by calling 1502) 762-4181.
Alumni of the Department of
Home Economics will have a reuruon dinner from 6:30 p.m. to 9:30
p.m in the Mississippi Room of the
Curris Center. Reservations may
be made by calling ( 502) 72-3387.
The Department of Agriculture
alumni banquet will begin at 6:30
p.m. in the Curris Center's small
ballroom. Reservation are
available by calling (502 762-3327
Homecoming Day will begin
with a College of Education reunion breakfast Lrom 8 to 9:30 a.m.
at Murray Midale School. Cost is
$4 for adults and $1 for children
under 12. Information Is available
by calling (502) 762-3817.
Baseball team alumni will suit
up at 10:15 a.m. Saturday for the
annual Old Timer's Game at New
Reagan Field, adjacent to Roy
Stewart Stadium.The contest pits

GM QUAUTY [-GM
SERVICE PARTS
01111 C001.00•1021.
.4,

Approximately 60 students
escaped injury this morning when
the school bus they were riding in
collided with another vehicle on a
narrow road northeast of Almo
Heights, according to Calloway
County Deputy Dan Bazzell.
The county school bus, driven by
Sue Thweatt, was south bound on
Perry Road at approximately 7:35

641-South
Murray
753-2017

Keep The Grert GM Feeltri• KithGenutth

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

a.m. when it rounded a curve and
met a 1986 Isuzu Trooper II, driven
by Eric A. Roberts. 25, Almo,
Bazzell said.
The drivers saw each other in
time to put on their brakes and
Thweatt indicated that the bus
was completely stopped at the
time of the collision, Bazzell said.

— The annual Oakhurst reception, hosted by President Kala M.
Stroup and her husband Joe. All
alumni, friends and supporters of
MSU are invited to stop by the
president's residence at 1510 W.
Main St. following the game.
— The Department of Physics
Homecoming reception at the
Kentucky National Guard Armory
on College Farm Road. Reservations may be made by calling Dr.
Robert Etherton at (502) 762-2993.
— The Department of Journalism and Radio-TV reception in
the Murray State New offices, first
floor, Wilson Hall.

************
1986 Buick Century, 4 dr.. dark
AM/FM

68,900
************

"They were probably not going
more than 15 to 20 mph," he
added.
The deputy said there was no
room to pass on the road. While
there was no visible damage to the
school bus, the Trooper suffered
significant damage, Bazzell said.
There were no injuries, he
added.

to
to
Pond-Raised-,---Grain Fed Catfish
You haven't eaten catfish until you've eaten ours
10$

Shrimp & Frog Legs
10

blue, p I , cruise, tilt,
cassette

p.m. Saturday in the lobby of Ordway Hall. Additional information
may be obtained by calling Lydia
Jones, coordinator of minority student affairs, at (502) 762-6836.
Pregame ceremonies at the
football game will focus on the
crowning of the 1968 Homecoming
Queen at 1:45 p.m. Postgame
events include:

School bus, Isuzu accident reported

Dwain Taylort evro et, Inc.

tiC11

the current squad against tormer
'Breds players.
A six-year tradition of recognising members of the university's
decade classes — '28., 38, '48, 18,
'68 and '78 — will be observed at
the Homecoming soup and sandwich buffet, scheduled from 11
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. on Saturday in
the Curris Center ballroom. Reunion classes will have special
tables, according to Donna Herndon, director of alumni affairs at
Murray State, Cost for the meal is
$7.50 per person.
In conjunction with the buffet,
the Student Alumni Association
will sponsor a -HotdoggerCartoon Fest" for children in the
Curris Center Theater. The
youngsters may enjoy hot dogs,
soft drinks and a program of
animated favorites for $2.
Reservations for both events
may be secured through the Alumni Office, telephone (502) 762-3737.
A reception for minority alumni
will be held from 11 a.m. to 12:45

Hours:
Thursday, Friday & Saturday 4-10 p.m.
Sunday Noon - 8 p.m.

We always have a
Special Sunday Dinner

.-

County Line Place
121 N. to Mayfield Calloway-Graves Co. Line

Read the want ads daily

al

ANNE E. E.E.E.E.E.E.E.E.

1040
tie( 00%.
ENJtsM3S1

UNCLE JEFF'S 414/%904,

Quitting Business
SALE!
utiCa

* DRASTIC REDUCTIONS ON EVERY ITEM!

JEW s

Storewide Savings in Every Department!!!
Automotive • Hardware • Paint • Housewares
Health and Beauty • Plumbing
0*1
Hwy 641 South - Murray

al

„KAN-s All Fixtures For Sale!
'

ALL. SALES FINAL

41 .
,
41(
4
.
tAKA

753-6575

